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DEDICATION.

I HAVE followed the occupation of Teacher, with very

little intermission, for thirty-five years. I have served in

the private ranks; and though serving in this humble sta-

tion, I have not been a mere incurious drudge, performing

my daily task withoM<t observation, and without inspection

into the nature and reasons for the various evolutions,

manoeuvres and discipline, practised in the field of literary

campaigns. Therefore, stimulated by a motive common

to us all, and by no means unworthy of our high destina-

tion, I have attempted to rescue from the shades of obli-

vion those services, which would otherwise fall a sacrifice

to the ravages of time.

This monument however, consists not in marble col-

umns, ornamented with glowing inscriptions; nor in titles,

interspersed on the pages of history, but in a Utile Booh,

containing illustrations of the nature and use of that lite-

rary instrument, called Language, written or spoken; and

also shewing the formation and economy of its manual,

called Grammar; in which explanations are given, and

rules and directions laid down for literary discipline. And
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like most public servants, who have been faithful and hoi

est, all I have to bequeath you, is niy services, my coui

jj^
trymen; and after you have heard the document rea^

it will remain for you to determine whether or not, k
worth your while to attest and give it publicity.

THE AUTHOR.



PREFACE.

It may be proper to say a few words, explanatory of the

meaning and propriety of the title of the work; but it will

be necessary to say many, in order to give even a faint

notion of the view taken of the subject matter discussed

under this head. Logopolis defined, is a city of words;

and when it is considered, that language is literally and

truly an assemblage of arbitrary pictures of realities

themselves, (the sayings of the wise to the contrary not-

withstanding,) the title perhaps will not appear very inap-

propriate.

If the component parts, which constitute a city, embrace

the plan or plot, the buildings, the inhabitants, their gov-

ernment and laws; in fine, all their institutions, civil,

moral and religious, what hinders the pictures of these

great and important realities, from having the same rela-

tions] But enough perhaps has been said on the head^—
let us pass to the body. A knowledge of language in its

grammatical, rhetorical and elocutionary departments, has

been sought after, more or less by all; but every one, who

has desired the appellation oi classical , has studied its sci-

ence, its logic, and its criticism. Various however, have

been the systems, treatises, schemes, and devices of au-

thors, to facilitate the acquisition of this knowledge. Every

subsequent writer has come forth with assurances to the

public, that his is a better, or a>n improved plan; but after

it has undergone the test of experiment, it has often been

thrown aside. If it be asked, what new scheme is here

1*



VI PREFACE. .

proposed? the answer is, none, as regards any particular

branch, in its separate and single consideration; but a uni-

versal plan, that unites the whole into one; because the

subject matter is, in itself, one inseparably connected whole.

It is as much so, as the union of the roots, the trunk, the

branches, and the foliage of a tree, is necessary to its

healthy growth.

Nature around us has her beginnings, her formation » her

construction, and her vigorous maturity. And not only

these, but her nascent powers, giving impulse to these be-

ginnings, &c. She has also her time, place and condition

of operation, before formation commences* Let language

then, be compared to a tree; its roots, her words or parts

of speech; its trunk, her construction; its branches, hei

sentences and periods; its foliage, her rhetoric; and its

whole organization, through which fruit is produced, hei

logic, by which knowledge is conveyed to the mind. Or

what does this tree rest? On the bosom of the earth, its

fostering mother, where reside the energizing powers Oi

warmth and moisture—the life and vigor of its growth.

On what is language based? Our corporeal frames, where

reside the vital, the vocal, and intellectual powers, diffusing

their mutwal stores of joy and gladness through social life

The design of the work is to shew, that language is a tran

script not only of nature material in her visible and tangi

ble properties and qualities, but also of her powers and en

ergies, bursting forth into being of infinite variety; tha

words are the names of all these, whether we consider then

as principles or operative powers—as individual being—as

class or kind, species or genus; that these words are dis

tributable into communities, circles, societies, and familiei^

except a few straggling old bachelors and maids, as in rea

life,—but these too have their descent; that these familiej

have their patriarchal heads or first parents; that the verb
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n any language, is the name given to these patriarchs or

)rimogenitive heads; that the verb in its nature, is sui ge-

leris, having no species, and therefore, never derived from

my other part of speech whatever; that other parts of

speech are adopted and made verbs by prefixes and suf-

fixes, as signs of their adoption; that the verb is the original

fountain and source of all derivation, although the contrary

position is assumed by others; that mode and tense have

not been well defined; that considered in themselves they

belong no more to verbs, than to any other parts of speech.

In fine, that the verb is a name given to powers and ener-

gies, both in the physical and intellectual world, which

constitute the primum mobile of the whole system of lan-

guage.

Now then, as ignorance and knowledge stand in direct

opposition to each other, and our usual course in passing

from the one to the other, has been circuitous, laborious,

and slow, that pioneer, who can open the road and level the

way, that lies directly between them, will certainly be th€>

easiest to follow, and the cheapest in the end.
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liECTVRE 1.

ON THE CONFORMATION OF THE ORGANS OF SPEECH IN

ARTICULATION.

Although there is a variety of English Grammars now
extant, and of such reputation as to induce the belief, that

another publication would be entirely useless, yet the author

of the following pages has thought otherwise, and there-

fore, he has offered his own thoughts on the subject for

public perusal. The excellence of any treatise, on what-

sver subject, arises from a full development^ and a natural

arrangement of all the several parts, that compose the

whole; and when these are discussed in their separate and
individual capacity, and as they stand related to each other

in their natural order of cause and effect, such a treatise

never fails to arrest public attention, and to prodace the

effect aimed at by all, who write for public utility, to wit,

public instruction and public improvement.

In the following treatise an attempt will be made to shew,

that the real and natural order of the subject has not, as

yet, been rightly pursued, or at l^ast, has not been pursued

in that easy, clear and convincing manner, in which a more
judicious arrangement would have presented it. In proof

Df this, we will inquire first, what language is,—and sec-

ondly, what GRAMMAR is, or intended to be.

Language, in the true etymology and composition of the

svord, means the act of the tongue; for the word is com-
pounded of two Latin words, viz. lingua, signifying the

tongue, and ago, signifying to do, to act, d^c; and our verb
act is directly from the first supine of ago, which is thus

conjugated, ago, agere, egi, actum, which last becomes our
verb act by dropping its final syllable. All supines in
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Latin possess the entire operative energy of the verb. Bu
our language has followed the example of the Latin

using the second person singular of the imperative mode
which is age, as lingua, age, and in English, language.—

And here I will remark, that all our words, which end ii

age, take this imperative of ago—as postage, ferriage, stor

age, usage, &c. meaning the act or proceeds of the post—

the act or proceeds of the ferry, &c. But I shall discus:

this matter more fully, when I come to treat of the deriva

tion and composition of words—their prefixes and suffixes

Secondly: Grammar, in the true etymology and significa.

tion of the word, coming as it does from the Greek, meansj

a written precept or rule of conduct for general observance

or a written instrument containing rules and directions foi

public and private inspection and guidance. Grammai
has been called a science,—but undeservedly so; for it h

neither more nor less, than an art. Because an art is th(|

exercise or practice of man in making, framing and con
structing some material or fanciful fabric, according to hi;

own will and pleasure, subject however to the controlinj

influence of the principles or elements of science. I shal

endeavor to make this appear in the following illustration'

In the first place, let us inquire what is meant by the ternrj

science, and what is meant by the term art,—and then wd
can judge, by which of these terms the word grammaij
ought to be defined.

I

The word science, taken as an appellative or technicajj

term, means a system of first principles or elements, which!

as a whole, compose the foundation or ground-work of tha!J

system, whether in the animal, vegetable, mineral, intel-j

lectual or moral kingdoms, or in any particular departmentj

of either of them. But science, taken in the signification!

and meaning of the term, denotes a knowledge of thesej

principles with regard to ^heir active and operative powers,!

and relations to each other in maintaining the economy)
and harmony of that system, together with the knowledge!

of those effects which result from their regular and uniformj

operations. Science then, is any system of nature present-|

ed to our view in that order and relation of principles, es-'

tablished by God himself^ and producing their results ac-j

cording to that order. These principles or elements as

such, are the frame-work of nature, physical and spiritual;
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*nd such, as are active and operative principles, exerting

laeir energies in that order and relation established for

ffiem, constitute the beauty and harmony of the universe.

> say, such, as are active and operative principles—for the

ilements of geometry and numbers, are all relative, or

^ather mere abstract relations of being with being, in re-

gard either to extent and amount, or to magnitude and

quantity; and over these man has no more control, than he

ias over his own existence. And here let me introduce the

philosophy of Solomon, where he says, that Wisdom built

lerself a house, and set up seven pillars—seven pillars of

listinct shapes. Here are the seven crystalizations of mat-

er in their atomatic forms or shapes, on which depend the

leven colors, or rays of light, and the seven sounds of mu-
lic. So geometry has her seven primitive figures, to wit,

he circle, the square, the triangle, the sphere, the cube, the

)rism and the cone. In some departments of nature, the

elementary principles are all active and operative, produc-

ng their results in a regular and connected chain of cause

md effect; such, for instance, as belong to the system of

istronomy, organization, chemistry, &c. But in others

Lgain, the elementary principles or foundation of the sys-

em, are all mere abstract relations of being with being, and
ire referable and reducible to one ultimatum, or single ori-

gin of the whole; and this origin is absolute position, from
vhich extent is considered, either single, duplicate or tripli-

!ate, constituting what we call length, breadth, and thick-

less. Or in other words, constituting distance, surface or

mperficies, magnitude, and quantity. And here I could

nake several observations, that would doubtless be interest-

ng to many, on the subject of absolute position as occupied

)y the Father of Wisdom, before she built her house, and
vhile as yet, she was in the bosom of the Father; but I for-

)ear, it being rather foreign to our main object. The word
irt, comes from the Hebrew verb arah, which signifies to

)ull, to pluck, to take, to gather, to cut, to carve, to sepa-
rate, to divide, &c.; and the noun of it is art, that is, the

xulling, the plucking, the taking, the gathering, &c. The
Greeks took this same verb, and made their verb aro, which
signifies to fit, to adapt, to construct, &c. But the Greeks
)eing great lovers of architecture, formed their generic

erm for art, from a verb and a noun in their own language.
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viz. from the first indefinite participle passive of the ver

ticto, which signifies to bring forth, to make, to create, &c
and the participle is techlheis— but the participial termina

tion being dropped, tire root or remainijig syllable is tech

and by adding the plural noun nee, meaning edifices, evei

to those of ships, the word becomes technee,—that is, th<

production of edifices.

Now the intelligence of man enables him to apply hi;

mental and physical powers to matter, and to mould an(

shape it, to separate and divide it, to cut and carve it, tc

mix and compound it, according to his own fancy. Anc

this he actually does, in every department of the materia

kin<j;dom. But in the first place, he exercises his physica

powers upon the materials around him, and produces a vas

variety of fabrics. Hence arise the fabricating arts. Anc
secondly, he applies his mental energies in search of the

elementary princi[)les of matter, and having discoverec

many of their uniform modes of operation, he takes the

liberty to direct and guide these active and productive

agents, in various modifications of quantity and quality, as

it may suit his views. And thus we see productions, alto*

gether difl^erent from those found in the laboratory of Na-
ture,—such as gorgeous array, glittering ornaments, splen-

did decorations, attractive shows, glowing pictures, anc|

sumptuous entertainments. All these are the production ol

what is called the liberal or fine arts, and sometimes they

are called the imitative arts,—such as statuary, chemistry^

music, painting, &c. Art then, is the work of man, enn

tered into the work-shop of Nature, and seizing upon her

materials, with the use of his own and her instruments, h®

constructs for himself, various fabrics, modeled after his

own inclination. Thus we see, that man is deservedly!

styled Lord of creation; and the elevated position of man
in the animal kingdom, is strikingly illustrated in the ac-

count given of Aeiam, that after the whole tribe of animalsfi

had passed in review before him, and he had given namesi

to them all severally, he found not among them a compan*i

ion, nor one, with whom he could associate

But it has been shown, that grammar is the work of

man: it is therefore an art, the art of establishing a seal®

of articulate sounds, called vowels and consonants; the arts

<jf forming characters, or letters to represent those sounds^
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md of combining those sounds into syllables—those sylla-

)Ies into words—those words into sentences and periods.

IVords again are made to undergo a variety of modifica-

ions and change of termination, in compliance with the

leveral relations, which they bear to each other in point of

rovernment and agreement. But these alterations and

:hange of terminations are very different in different na-

ions or tribes of mankind. So also do their scales of ar-

iculate sounds differ from each other, both in point of ar-

iculation and the order of their arrangement. These all

)artake of the peculiar taste and habits of those who, being

he most prominent and influential characters among their

issociates, are looked upon as the proper guides and pat-

erns for imitation. And here you will find the reason why
ill languages written or spoken, or rather the grammars
)f all languages, undergo so many alterations and changes

n their pronunciation and orthography or spelling, in after

iges; for, like all other human institutions, they are capa-

)le of great improvement upon their first or infant estab-

ishment. But language, like chemistry or music, has also

ts science as well as its art, which art is the grammar of

anguage, just as the making of tunes is the art or grammar
>f music. And these tunes are constructed on the unalter-

ible relations in the harmony of sounds, commencing from
my assumed pitch or key. Music then has its immutable
elations of harmony for its elementary principles, though
he making of tunes is an art, the work of man—different

n production—being modeled to suit the ear and taste of
he composer. The same is the case with chemistry. It

00 has its science and its art, as seen in the various pro-

luctions of the laboratory. And what is the science of ian-

;uage? It is a system of certain organized parts of the

mman constitution, with their appropriate functions, so

constructed as to enable the possessor to change their forms
md positions, in order to produce a variety of vocal and
irticulate sounds. A short description of the most promi-
lent of these, may suffice here, inasmuch as this is not a
reatise on anatomy. I will here use for a moment the

vord organ, in a collective and generic sense, as applied to

1 well known instrument of music. Then, we will call the

luman chest, neck and head, a musical organ, whose
)rominent parts are the lungs, the throat, the nose and

2
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mouth, having the tongue for an organist, inasmuch as tha

tunes played are attributed to him by the very name givei

to the performance, to wit, language, the act of the tongue

Let us call then, the lungs its bellows, the trachea its blow

pipe, the larynx its diapason, and the mouth its music-box

where the keys are arranged, and the tongue sits as organ

ist. I said that the mouth might be considered the orchestn

or music-box, where the keys are arranged. But it will b(

necessary to go a little farther into detail, in order to sheM

the philosophy of articulation, and the application of thq

comparison. The mouth is a hemispheroidal cavity, like

an oven, with apertures at each end of it. The interioii

aperture is formed by the tonsils, &c. behind which, and
t)etween which and the larynx, there is a kind of ante-

chamber with a binary passage, one through the nose and

the other through the mouth. The tongue lies on the base

or floor of the mouth, having its under side near the centre

made fast to the base. And while the anterior half of the

tongue is left unconfined, and allowed to play freely in the

mouth, the under side of the posterior half is united all along

with the base of the antechamber, till it meets with the

larynx and terminates there. But the contracting and ex-

panding power of the tongue is so great, that the posterior

half possesses a large share of mobility, insomuch that the

old adage will apply,—to wit, "the tongue wags at both

ends." Both ends of the tongue, then, are employed alter-

nately in forming articulations; and the tongue and the lips

are tlio direct and efficient agents in the whole operation^

The first articulation is effected by the lips, but the second

by the tongue in contracting at the centre or roots, as it is

called, so as to close up the interior aperture of the mouth,

and produce the second articulation, G or C hard. The
third articulation is also produced by the tongue in extend-

ing the anterior end to the upper gums, and thus intercept-

ing the flow of the breath, which produces the sound D.
The fourth is produced by the posterior half of the

tongue swelling less than it did in the case of G, and thus

the sound of E is produced—and so on, alternately, till the

duty falls on the lips again, as in F. Thus, we have tha

order, or natural scale of music for the basis, or commence-
ment of all alphabets, the original of which is that of thei

Hebrew. And here, I will shew you the reason and phi-
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osophy of the fact, that the semitone comes between E
md F, in the natural scale of music.

You will recollect, that I said, there is a kind of ante-

chamber between the interior aperture of the mouth and

he larynx, with a binary passage—one part leading thro'

|.he nose, and the other through the mouth. These may be

denominated the greater and lesser tubes. In sounding E
\he interior aperture of the mouth is partially closed up,

jjay one-half of it, by the tongue swelling at the roots, and

herefore, the sound is divided, and one-half of it sent thro'

he nose; but in articulating F the tongue has returned to

ts natural posture, and therefore, that half, which was sent

hrough the nose, is brought back through the mouth, con-

lequently, making only half a tone between E and F.

The characters on the Greek scale of vocal music, are

n direct proof of all this. For, the next letter after E, m the

Drder of their alphabet, has no labial sound in it, conse-

quently, they were compelled to introduce a new character,

that had a labial sound, by calling it digamma, which has

one; and it is the very Roman and English F, even in

form. Thus we have the order in the natural scale of mu-
sic, for the basis or commencement of all alphabets— and
the origin of which is that of the Hebrew. Now, inasmuch
as the sound A was prc^uced by the lips opening, so also,

it is their natural and proper function to stop it again, and
hot that of the tongue. For, if the valve of an organ-tube^

has given place, and permitted the air to pass through, it

also belongs to that valve to stop it again. So here, th^

lips, by stopping the sound A, have made the first joint or

articulation, which is B, so that, we have a sound or voice,

first made through an open mouth, and then stopped or cut

Dff by the lips, making an articulus or joint in the sound,

which is called a consonant. The first articulation has

been made by the li])s; the next question is, where is the

most natural and proper place to make a second? The
question is very easily and naturally answered by saying,

•'at the other end of the hole," that is, at the roots of the

tongue; because the mouth is the orchestra or box for the

tongue to play in, and has apertures at each end of it, both

of which must be attended to in their turn. Therefore, the

tongue swells at the roots, and closes up the aperture at the

other end of the box, making thereby another articulation.

%
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which is gamma, G, or C, or K. For, you must remem
ber, that the moment the lips have stopped the sound b}

closing, they must open again to complete the articulation,

and to render it possible for another to be made; therefore,

the voice is still sounding, and if the lips should stop

again, we should have all B's and no C's. Consequently,

if the office is denied to the lips, the tongue must perform

it; for there is no other member, that can. And here lei

it be remembered also, that C in our language takes the

place of the Hebrew gimmel, or the Greek gamma, whicli

is the third letter in the alphabets of those languages. And
I venture to assert, and challenge a refutation, that all

words in the English language, which' begin with gn or

A*;i, are of Greek origin, and are derived from those words

in that language, which begin with g^ or gamma, and with

Zf, or kapa. Take for instance, the words gnat and know.

It is said by etymologists, that these words are of Saxor
origin. If they came to us through the Saxons, they came
to the Saxons through the Greeks. For, it is recorded in

Caesar's Commentaries of the Gallic wars, that the Heb
vetii and several other tribes used the Greek letters, oi

rather, that their statistics were all made dut in Greek let-

ters, and that these documents were delivered to him, b}(

which he ascertained their resources, and the amount oi

their numbers both of men, women, and children. The
tongue then, being the principal agent in producing these

articulations, either at one end or the other of its music-

box, by closing up these apertures, or partially so, we
readily perceive the propriety of the term language, that is,

the act of the tongue. We also perceive the reason why.
the consonants are classed into labial, dental, palatine, gut-

tural, and nasal; inasmuch as these are the several points,

at which the articulations are made. Thus, we have a

scale or gamut of sounds, called the alphabet, which means
A, B, and which in the English language, consists of 26

sounds, with their corresponding characters or letters.

—

This scale however, differs from that of music, in its regu-

lar gradation of sound rising and falling by a fixed ratic

of difference, though the syllabic pronunciation of words
set to music, assumes the same harmonic proportion be-

tween each other, that belongs to the notes of music.

From what has been said, I think it sufficiently manifest.
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hat language has both its science and its art, and that the

irt of language is the granamar of language, written or

poken. Grammar then, comprises in its incipient consid-

eration, a scale of sounds denominated vowels and conso-

lants, with their appropriate characters or letters. And
hese sounds are the product of the combined efforts of the

elementary principles or science of language; that is, they

ire the results of a peculiar organization of a certain part

)f the human body. The next object of grammar is the

combination of letters into syllables, syllables into words,

md words into sentences and periods. Wards then, in

heir component parts—in their integral and individual

character, as parts of speech—in their derivation and con-

;truction—in their composition, distribution,,and classifica-

ion—in their various modifications and change of termin-

ition in passing from one part of speech to another—in

heir change of termination by prefixes and affixes—in

heir change of termination with regard to their several re-

ations to each other, in point of government and agree-

nent—corresponding to the great and momentous realities,

or which they stand as representatives; words I say, in

ill these several respects, constitute the grand object of
grammar, and the chief business of the grammarian.

2#.
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SHEWING THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN ABSTRACT AND
PHYSICAL OBJECTS.

Having shewn th<^ reason and })hiloso{3hy of Language,
^e will next inquire into its uses and its objects. Among
16 beings, that inhabit the earth, man is a peculiar race,

'ho possesses a distinguishing characteristic^ that sepa-

ates him from all other animals. This peculiar charac-

jristic is intelligence or intellectual light, that lighteth

very man coming into the world. Consequently, he is

tyled, Lord of creation; and this exalted title he appears

ot to have arrogated to himself, but in the annals of his

ace, it is recorded, that this noble appellation was pro-

ounced upon him by the Author of his being. And the

ast and various monuments of his art and skill, give abun-
ant evidence, that he is not undeserving the name. If

lierefore, by his own operations he has given sufficient

roof of his high and exalted destiny among the animal
ribes, it might be naturally and justly supposed, that he
ossessed some peculiar gift, which enabled him to main-
iin this superiority. Is it not then matter of astonishment,

bat we should find one among us, especially among those

steemed wise, who could he^sitate for a moment to yield

ssent to, and acknowledge the superiority of his nature?

answer, not in the least; for this very gift has given him
bility to become one of the most absurd and inconsistent

eings on earth, inasmuch as by it he is able to pass the

ounds prescribed to mere physical organization, and to

evel in the luxuriant fields of abstract and abstruse specu-

ition and thought. But he carries along with him the

t^hole family of sordid appetites belonging to his animal
lature; and because he finds himself, not an angel, but still

. man with a troublesome brood of importunate attendants,

le pronounces mortality and corruption to be his sole in-

leritance, and therefore, he yields a willing obedience to
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sensual desires, that never subside but with the decaying

energies of his physical nature. Here we discover a re-

markable distinction between the animal man and the

brutes. While the appetites and passions of these, left to

their freedom, seldom or never go beyond the limits pre-

scribed for vigorous and healthy enjoyment, those of man
unrestrained, will carry him to the extremes of excess, and

leave him to perish in the vortex of ruin. Hence, it is very

manifest, that man possesses a superior principle of mental

energy, designed not only for self-government, but for the

purpose of elevating him above the filth and scum of pu-

trescent matter, and make him acquainted with celestial

scenes, that will never cloy. But it is equally manifest,

that, while he occupies this material domain, if he yields up
his rightful sway and self-control, to fawning indulgence

and listless security, he will sink below the reptiles under

his feet. Whence arise these opposite extremes of eleva-'

tion and depression, but from the untrammeled freedom in

the mental liberties of man? We see no such vibrations

among the brutes. It is the divinity of man, that stirs

within him for better, or for worse. It is an intellectual

light unknown to brutes. And although brutes have a

mind or instinct, (call it what you please, for I have no

choice,) which possesses the power of reasoning in a

greater or less degree, yet there is a vast difference be-

tween the realities expressed by the terms, reason and in-

telligence. The mental power expressed by the latter, that

is, intelligence, is as far superior to the former, as the ef-

fulgent sun-beams are superior to the glimmering star-light.

By what infatuation or oversight metaphysicians have been

led to give the pre-eminence to reason, I cannot tell. But
St. Paul, who by the way was the best of metaphysicians,

has made intelligence to constitute the immortality of man.
He applies it to God, and calls him the great Intelligence

on high, at whose right hand Jesus Christ sits as High
Priest interceding for the saints. A mementos reflection on

the origin and application of the two terms, is sufficient, for

deciding to which of the two the preference belongs. If

the term logos is applied to the Son of God, as the word of

God, and as his Christ, or light, that lighteth every man
coming into the world, I think, it has lost nothing by be-

ing preceded by an intensive Latin preposition, which by

1
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e way, is of Greek origin. Perhaps, it will be asked
3re, what has all this to do with grammar? I answer,
at, whatever peculiar advantage or modification of being

an possesses over that of brutes, is a primary object of
•ammar, inasmuch as it is an elementary principle of lan-

jage, by which and concerning which the details of gram-
ar are made up. And this is the very reason why, man
seen conversing with his fellows, in a different manner
om that of brutes. But it is said also, that brutes have
eir language as well as man. To this I reply, that those,

ho are willing to herd themselves among the swine, have
11 liberty from me to dignify their nasal monotony with

le name of language, if they choose. I said, that there is

vast difference between the realities expressed by the

rms reason and intelligence. In proof of this I will lay

pen the fountain of both, and then the reader may judge
r himself, to which of the two the pre-eminence belongs.

he word reason has its origin in the Hebrew, and is de-

ved to us through the Greek. Both the Jews and the

reeks applied it wholly to the operations of matter in its

ementary condition or in an organized adjustment. In

e first place, they applied it to the flow, current or stream
'water, air or breath; and secondly, to the results of or-

mic movement in talking, speaking, uttering, &c. So
at, it was applied altogether to physical operations. But
e word intelligence has its origin in mental operations

—

at is, it first signified in its verb, to meditate, to cogitate,

c; and secondly, in its noun, it signified the results of

ental operations, or thought, &c. So that, in its entire

nification, it applied directly to the powers and opera-

)ns of mind. It is derived to us directly from the Latin,

jd is compounded of the Latin preposition inter, and the

\vh lego, and becomes inter lego in its component parts,

It intelligo in its composition, as every one knows, who
IS any acquaintance with the economy used in the coni-

)sition of words. But its origin is Hebrew, and is derived

>th to the Greeks and Latins from thence. Now the mind
a brute possesses reason, that is, a^power to discern

lysical objects through physical means, to wit, through

e senses* Nay more, the mind of a brute recognizes the

ctures or emblems of these sensible objects, and their ra-

tions to each other and to his own sensual gratification,
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through the medium of its retentive energies. But th

mental power is all absorbed in the acquisition of the o

jects of his senses, and terminates in their gratificatic

alone.

It would derogate from the wisdom and goodness of Go
to suppose, that he has created beings, organized them f

sensual gratification, and given them a vital movemer
that generates appetites and desires, and that at the san

time, he has withholden from them mental ability to see

out, and procure the proper means for satisfying these a

fections. But observation and experience prove the rever,

of all this; for, while on the one hand, the worm appea

entirely destitute of all mental economy, having no nee

for any, inasmuch as he is placed in the very midst of tl

objects of his voluptuousness, and therefore, not obliged

seek them out; on the other hand, we notice, that the be

who is destined to roam and to seek out the objects of h

support, possesses a knowledge and skill of course and di

tance, that seems to mock even the science and art of tl

mariner. Nay more, he appears to practice on the princ

pies of civil economy with such uniformity and undeviatir

precision, that his social intercourse is less interrupte

than that of man. But all this, so far from giving ar

warranty to the conclusion, that the bee possesses the i

telligence of man, proves the very reverse. For, as I sa

before, the physical economy of the brutal creation, is i

adjusted and so restrained in its operations, as to ultima

in the welfare and happiness of each individual. But is th

the case with man? Far otherwise. In all his pursuit

whether personal, social, private, or public, we notice i

stability, change, excess, confusion, and final prostratio

And what is the cause of all this? It is because he possess

a principle of intellectual light, which was given him f

the purposes of discipline and sel ["-government, and
which he enjoys a mental liberty and freedom, which ha^

been denied to the brute; and out of which, have arisen pe

sonal and social responsibilities and relations, unknown
the rest of the animal tribes. Therefore, although he pc

sesses all the animal affections in common with the brut

which call for gratification, yet his intellectual eye, or me
tal sight, catches thousands of objects, that do not exist

the physical kingdom, nor are they derived from the objec
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'sense, or from their relations—such as right and wrongs
)probation and disapprobation, and abstract truth. These
•e purely ethereal and apart from ail nr>atter; of which

ere are no pictures or emblenris in the mind, nor can there

5 from the very nature of those mental objects. And the

oment, that the intellectual eye loses sight of them, they

'e gone, and can never be regained, in any other way,
an that, by which they were first introduced to the mi-nd.

hese objects leave no traces behind them, except the re-

>llection, that they once were seen. The mind must pos*

ss the realities themselves, for they admit of no emblems;

herwise there will be a complete void. He, who has once

en a mathematical truth through the medium of premises

'operly arranged, and consequent on that arrangement,

ill attest to the truth of this; and will moreover confess,

at he can never see that mathematical truth again, until

5 has arranged the premises, as they once stood before his

ind in their naked reality, and not in substitute or pic-

rial emblem. To be sure, he could tell you, that he still

tained the conviction of their abstract result, and that he

ice saw this truth through a certain arrangement of these

emises; but what that arrangement was, or what those

emises or mental objects were, he cannot t^IU

Thus it appears, that man is a rational being, and not

ily rational, but a social being; and not only social, but

I intellectual being; and not only intellectual, but a moral

id accountable being. Therefore, he has great need of

•me medium, by which a record of his actions and doings
• deeds, may be kept and transmitted to those, who have

right to know and inspect them. And this medium he

IS, it being the art or grammar of language, that is, ar-

julate and written syinbols of his thoughts and actions,

id of his social relations and responsibilities, arising out

'his intelligence. Here are advantages and prerogatives,

hich belong to no other race of beings, that inhabit the

irth. Consequently, those who consider human speech of

) higher order and dignity, than the mere result of organ-

ation, peculiar to all vocal animals, degrade their own
evated rank in the scale of creation, and cast a stain of

Ily and caprice, on the wisdom and goodness of Him,
ho made all things well. Therefore, it must be seen and
iknowledged, that all ranks and orders of beings are en^
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dued with a definite capacity, and furnished with the

quisite means of providing for their own individual and

cial welfare and happiness. This fact forever preclu

the foolish notion and degrading supposition, that m
because he has a physical nature in conamon with

brute, has not other capacities and higher destinies, wh
render his mediunn of communication and social int

course, more exalted, than the chattering gibberish

magpie. Let no one then, give the noble appellation

language to any other oral sounds, than those of hun
speech.

It has been said moreover, that words are signs of

ideas: if so, how are the errors of false narrative ever

tected, or the crudities of incoherent propositions so read

discovered? No doubt the narrator had correct views

the subject before him, but he has used those symbols, tl

stand for other realities; therefore, he has possessed c

thing, and communicated another. But if words are t

signs of our ideas, the errors of his narrative could ne\

be detected; for, his ideas being correct, and words bei

their signs, they must of necessity produce in the reade

mind a train of ideas corresponding to his own. The sai

would be the case with the reasoner. His own views

the subject may be correct, but his symbols are bad;

they are not the representatives of what he intended; the

fore, he has possessed one thing, and communicated i

other. The word idea is direct from the Greek, and
applies to objects discerned both by the organic and me
tal eye. It is also applied to sight, or the abstract result

seeing, that is, to the effect produced by having objects 1

fore the organic eye or the mental eye.

But you must understand, that mental objects never <

ist in substantial forms, but always exist, either in pictor

forms of substance, or in pure essence of being; as tru

in principle, or truths in fact. Therefore, mental sight

view of objects, whether they are essential or pictorial,

the direct and immediate cavse, that produces conscioi

ness or conviction in the mind, which is equivalent to 3

tion in its true etymological singleness or unity of met
ing, but not in the common acceptation of the word. F
words in their etymon, have one single, original, and dir

application to definite objects, which objects however, m
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e in themselves either simple, or complex, as to their con-

titution. And here, by the way, is the whole ground for

be supposed synonomy of words, to wit, in the simpleness,

r composition of the objects, which words are made to re-

resent. If the object is single and simple in its entire pre-

entation, like an abstract truth, or an axiom of any kind,

he object itself being uncompounded, must, and will have

n appellation of the same nature with itself; and there-

Dre, its name will be single and simple. Hence the rea-

on, that the Greeks used the word idea to denote, both

physical view and mental sight; because man possesses

lOth these faculties.

But all physical objects exist in substance, and therefore,

apable of being represented by pictures; and all true no-

ions of them come first to the mind through the medium
if the senses. But, when the objects themselves are absent,

he mind views those pictorial forms, which it drew on
heir presentation by the senses, and this pictorial view

i^ill be more or less correct, full, and complete, in propor-

ion to the power and skill of the mind in making drafts,

nd in laying permanent colors. Here then, is the whole
ecret of the different abilities of mankind in drafting, paint-

ng, &c. or in whatever relates to physical delineation,

iven to that of descriptive narration. Here too, is the

v^hole foundation of phrenological detail. For, the drafts-

nan, painter, or whatever artist, does in fact, even when
he real object stands before him, directly copy from the

picture stamped by the mind on the tablets of the brain,

md not from the real object itself; inasmuch as his organic

sye must attend to the delineations, which the artist is

brming on the canvass, paper, or whatever else is before

n'm. And with the chisel, stile, or brush in his hand, he
races out those tabular delineations, and brings that pic-

orial form to a substantial one again. For, you must re-

nember, that canvass, paper, colors, wood, and stone, are

lubstances, which constitute a real standard of comparison
)etween the tabular form and the original prototype; as a
)icture, or a statue is compared with its original. I say,

vhile all these operations are going on, the mind perceives

n the work some discrepancy, want of symmetry, defect

n shade or tint, &c.; and on this account the work ig

stopped. And having more confidence in the original, than
3
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in his own pictorial form, his eye is again turned to th

original, and he takes another peep at it. This secon

view perhaps, will restore the vanished lines and faded hue

of his cerebral picture; but if not, he takes a third, a fourth

a fifth, and so on, till experience teaches him, that the ma
terials of his mental apparatus, are too tense, rigid, and un
yielding, to receive any distinct and abiding marks, o

vivid hues; and in this case, the artist must and will fail ii

the just execution of his work. The same course of repe

tition is pursued with each and all our senses. But thes<

operations, whether successful or not, are very far fron

having any moral quality in them, that affects the charac

ter of the individual, as an intellectual, moral, and account

able being; far otherwise. For, his moral notions, an(

moral sentiments, are derived entirely from another source

not from his mental views of pictorial forms stamped oi

the tablet of his brain, but directly from a mental sight o

moral objects, such as truth and falsehood standing in thei.

naked reality, before the mind, and made visible to it b]

that to pilose or intellectual light, shed upon the mind o

every moral and accountable being, just as the eifulgen

sun-beams spread their rays around on physical objects

and render them visible to our organic eye. Therefore, le

not the phrenologist exonerate his patient from moral obli

gation, on the score of defects in his organization.

Hence, whatever exists only in essence, such as truth ii

general, or the axioms of philosophy and science, wil

never admit of a stamp or picture; consequently, we can

not have an idea of them, taking idea in the sense of "pic

ture or emblem; but will and must have an idea or sigh

of them, in that sense or reality, and in that alone, whicl

is the result of a mental sight of essential and uncompound
ed objects. And here is the philosophy, and here the trutl

of St. Paul, where he says, that while on earth, we see a;

through a glass dimly, but then, face to face,—that is, w(

shall see as we are seen, and know as we are known. Yes
we shall see spiritual beings in their true essential forms

and not in the pictorial shapes of our own imaginations

This sight too or mental view of ours, will be as real ant

as genuine intuition to us, as the sight of other spiritua

beings, is to them in viewing us. Here too, will be spreac

before our keen and piercing sight, that Book of remem
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ranee spoken of in scripture, on whose broad folios are

tamped in full relief by the finger of God, the essential

3rms of all our thoughts, words, and actions; and those,

/hose lips have not been sealed with the blood of the Lamb,
all stand forth our bold and loud accusers before the just

nd supreme Judge of all flesh. But here I must stop, lest

be thought to have turned metaphysician and moralist,

istead of grammarian. Now the truth of the matter is

lis, that words written or spoken, are definite symbols of

eal objects, either in the physical world or in the abstract

nd moral kingdom. And when they are once formed and
ut into circulation, they are as permanent in their sym-
olic character, and as fixed in their value, as the glittering

oins, that flow from the national mint.

It has moreover been said by many, that words have

lieir opposite meanings, but this also is not true. No word
I any language was ever intended to represent opposite

roperties, opposite qualities, or beings with opposite na-

Jires. Words are often used in transition as it is called,

lat is, in transfer from one thing to another of a similar

ature. It only belongs to those words, which are general

nd particular in their application to beings and their ae-

ons. For example, a mare is a horse, but a horse is not a
lare; a bitch is a dog, but a dog is not a bitch. The
'ords horse and dog are specific names, given to a class

r species of animals without regard to sex. Now the

^hole will always contain a part, but a part will never em-
race the whole. So here, the word horse is specific, and
ny individual of that species may claim it, for, it em-
races him; therefore, a mare is a horse. But in reversing

le order the comparison is not made between the species

nd an individual as one of that species, but between the

3ecies and a particular modijication of an individual of

lat species. In like manner all circles are figures^ but

II figures are not circles.

Again, any operative principle producing effects of what-

/er name, is called a verb, and v>^ill claim the general or

niversal term, poiver, and this term will always apply to

^ery word denoting action; because the individual can
3ver assume any other modification^ than different de^

rees of energy, or of acceleration of movement. Here
len, is opened a vast field for transition, though it is not
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more transition, than it is variety, or difTerent modes
operation, which the same power is said to produce, in i

different apphcations. So other parts of speech will appl
to different beings in similar conditions, acting in sim^ilj
manners. Words then, are the symbols of beings then
selves their state, condition, and their actions, togeth«mth all the variety of relative circumstances; or in oth(
words they are the representatives of truths in principle
and of truths in fact.

^

Having shewn the use of words, I now proceed to the
classihcation, according to the nature of the objects, whic
they are made to represent. The world around us pre
sents a varied medley of diversified beings, with which w
are more or less conversant, and intimately connected.-
i-ach mdividnal, with whom we must or wish to act, o
concerning whom we have occasion to converse, must h'av
a name, by which he can be distinguished from all othersims name however, is not always restrained to a sincrl:
being, but IS applied to many individuals, who have t1i(same appearance, or who possess the same properties anc
qualities, tor example, the words bean and pea are ap
plied to the whole species collectively, or to a single graft
of either species. But, when we wish to talk about a single
bean or pea, we make use oftwo little words called articles
which are a or an, and the. The word article means lite.
rally,a joint, knuckle, or a single thing of any kind; there
tore, it IS used in speech to denote one single thine, or a
number of things of the same kind, taken as one whole or
parcel. 1 he article then, restrains and limits the name or
noun to a single object, or to a group of objects, accordino
as the subject of discussion embraces one or more. Thuswe can say, a hill and a valley, that is, any hill and valley
indiscriminately; or we can say, the hill and the valley, ifsome particular hill and valley are under consideration;
or we may say, the hills and the valleys, if a particular or!
der of hills and valleys are meant, and even if hills and
valleys universally are intended. These two articles in the
i.ngl,sh language, give it a wonderful advantage in point
of elegance, force, variety, and precision. In point of ele-^
gance and variety, by throwing in a vowel-sound between
two words, for the sake of harmony and poetical measure.
In point of force and precision, by directing the mind to
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efinite objects. For example, "Full many a flower is born

3 blush unseen," &c. "Many a man has fallen a sacrifice

D his own rashness." "Every man has his race to run,

ut many a one has stumbled at first setting out," &;c.

In such sentences as these, there is a beautiful and poeti-

al grace, dignity, and precision, that would be entirely lost

'ithout the article. And here it may be noticed, that, al-

lough grammarians allow the force and dignity of the ex-

ressions, yet ihey think them a violation of a rule of syn-

IX. But in this they err—as I will endeavor to prove,

'he words any and many are of He-brew origin, notwith-

anding etymologists derive them from the Saxon. The
ord any has the same signification in English, that it has

1 Hebrew. It refers to "place indiscriminately and uni-

3rsally considered. As any man, that is, a human being

herever you find him. But many circumscribes and lim-

3 the universality oi' any, and brings it within the confines

'numerical reckoning. It is derived directly from a/iy,

J prefixing the Hebrew formative letter m, which signifies

that language the same as our words from, out of, apart

om, more than, besides, d?c. Thus compounded it be-

•mes a verb, and means to count, to number, to reckon;
' counted, numbered, reckoned. Therefore, as any denotes

(ing existing in place indiscriminately, many cuts off this

liversality of any^ and brings it within the bounds of

imeration. You see then, why it becomes a verb in the

shrew. These two words form a contrast between univer-

lity and limitation, either of time, place, or number. The
le meaning then, of the phrases, "Full many a flower,"

•"uU many a gem," "Many a man," &c. is this: a flower

mbered, reckoned or considered, in divers times or pla-

3—a man numbered or reckoned in divers times or places,

le word is taken in its numeral account, and not in its

moral amount; as "Full various a flower," &c. Thus
J see, that place, time and number, necessarily accom-
ny, and are inseparably connected with all beings, or

jjeets of our senses aad thoughts.

. 3*





liECTURE 3.

ON PLACE, TIME, NUMBER, AND PERSON.

Place, time, and number then, each in its turn, demand
jr particular attention.. These are the accidents or con-

tions, in which a created being necessarily exists; and
ich has its own peculiar modification or change. And
rst of place. To place belong six cardinal modifications,

ke the sides of a cube—thus, before and behind, above
id below, right and left. These all pertain to an indi-

dual as such, and would belong to him, if there was no
her created being. But when he is considered with re-

ird to a second being, these modifications or conditions

icome interchangeable, socialj- and reciprocal,—conse-

jently, they acquire a duplicate ratio, and increase to 36
I number. And when a third is introduced the ratio be-

)mes triplicate, and the number is 216,—thus increasing

I geometrical progression. How multiplied are our social

jlations! who can number them? But these interchange-

3le and social conditions or relations are not the origin

id foundation of that modification of a name or noun
illed case, notwithstanding the learned world assert, that

ley are. The cases of nouns arise from another and an
itirely different source. They are referable and applica-

ie to a single being, even to God, who is the fountain and
)urce of all being. . They arise from the different consid-

^ations in'which a creator^ actors or operator is viewed
ith regard to his own work. And first, the creator, actor,

r operator is in the recto casu, or in the making, doing,

id governing case, called the nominative case. Secondly,
lasmuch as his works resulted and proceeded ex eo, or
om and out of him, they are referable and related to him
J their generator; he is therefore their father, and then he
in the genitive case, called possessive case in English,

'hirdly, inasmuch as the being formed did not provide his
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own properties and qualities, they are therefore gift

grants, or donations, and the autbar i& the donor; then 1

is in the dative case, known in English by the word -

placed before a noun or pronoun. Fourthly, inasmuch i

every being is the author of his own works, and therefoi

chargeable with them, so they do charge and accuse hii

as their author; he is then, in the accusative case. Fifthh

inasmuch as the being made is indebted to the maker, fc

what he is, and looks to him for protection and suppor
the author then, is in the vocandi casu, or vocative case

Sixthly and lastly, inasmuch as the author used his ow
power and skill in framing his work, he is the workmar
and therefore the instrumental cause of his work—he i

then, in the ablative case, known in English by the word
with and by.

These are all the accidents or conditions, in which a;

author can stand with regard to his work, and his work t

him. Hence we see. that the grammar of language ha
yielded to these circumstances, and followed the footstep

of nature more or less exactly in the formation of its cases

by different terminations of nouns and pronouns. We sei

moreover, that these six cases have a direct reference an(

are applied to a being in regard to himself as an author

and his work or results of his operations, and not to hii

social and reciprocal relations; and that, this connectior

between the author and his own work, is the very origin

from which proceed our interchangeable relations with one

another as members of society private or public. But ir

connection with place, time, and number, there are three

attributive properties belonging to all beings individually

considered, and without regard to relationship of any kind.

These are first, existence or standing forth per se, that is.

in person. Secondly, power, that belongs to his person oi

singleness of being. Thirdly, the energy, action or opera-

tion of his power in producing effects. These three, to-

gether with place, time, and number mentioned above, con-

stitute the six primary fountains, from which have flowed

all the simple words in any language, and to some one of

which any simple word can be traced and refered. These
three moreover, are the very essential properties of being,

and belong to God himself, and are the very Trinity spoken
of in scripture. If it is asked, why number does not belong
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God, as well as to created beings, the answer is at

id, that unity is not number^ because it is the origin and

Indation of number, which means to reciion or sum up;

B you cannot reckon or sum up one, but you can two.

Secondly of time. Time has reference to the operations

tl effects of power, with regard to their anticipation, pro-

bss, and final termination; and these three considera-

os, constitute the foundation and doctrine of time or

»se in grammar. The word time comes from the Greek
•rd temno, which signifies to divide or to separate into

feiil portions; and thus, those small portions or periods

duration, which are requisite for the accomplishment of

^ operation, are applied to verbs, or to that class of

'rds, which denote the various operations of intellectual

i physical power. And these operations are spoken of,

declared to be in anticipation, now going on, or to have

minated in certain results, under the terms of past, pre-

it, or future time or tense. Therefore, with regard to the

orations of whatever power, duration may be considered

divided by the present or current period, into two por-

ns, posterior and anterior, called past and future time

tense. The word tense comes from the Latin word
do, which signifies to strain, stretch out, or to direct our

irse or attention to some definite object. I have no par-

ilar predilection for the one to the exclusion of the other;

smuch as either will answer all the purposes, for which

y were introduced into grammar. Time seems to have

irect reference to the division of duration, while tense

ms to direct our attention to the results of power pro-

ted in time as a portion of duration.

3ut, since there is a vast variety of operations consid-

d in difl^erent aspects of present, past, and future time,

guage treats of them, not only under these three heads,

also under several intermediate periods between the

sent and ultimate past, and between the present and re-

te future. Thus, while the wheel of time is constantly

olving, bearing upon its broad periphery the results and
tinies of human allotment, language pursues the retiring

ne, till it sets in obscurity; or turns to the rising future

I prophesies events, before they are flushed with a ray
certainty. The present or current time is assumed by
English with other languages, as the dividing line or
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mark of distinction between these two grand anterior ;

posterior halves or portions of duration; and it becomes
standard of comparison, to which all operations are refe

with regard to the past and future. And, as all ope

tions both human and divine, having reference to so

definite and ultimate result, must necessarily eventuate

the order of succession, and be concatenated by many
ciprocai and modified relations, therefore some langua<

have recognized these circumstances in the peculiar C(

struction and different terminations of their verbs—wF
others again, have chosen to designate them in the pecul

construction of their sentences^ and not by different ten

nations of their verbs. This is particularly the case w
the Eno'lish Jan^uaCTe. It has less variation in the ve

than any other language, of which 1 have any knowled

and yet it expresses a greater variety of modifications

time in the present, past, and future, than even the La
or the Greek. It has three distinct forms or sentences

express the present, seven to express the past, and eight

express future time, making eighteen in the whole. Ne\
was there a language so simple in its construction, and

]

so copious and definite in designating the different peric

of time, that are requisite for a full display of those rec

rocal and modified relations, which necessarily belong

the order of succession in the routine of events.

Several English verbs undergo no change at all with

gard to time—such as put, let, must, ought, &c.; and
]

the present, past and future, are clearly distinguished

the form of the sentence in which they are found. No ve

undergoes more than one variation in point of tense, a

this belongs to the past, which expresses the power of 1

verb executed—as study, studied, write, wrote. The ve

assumes only two participial forms called the present a

past or perfect. The present always ends in ing; but t

past tense and perfect participle of about one hundi

verbs, are variously formed, called irregular. Sixte

verbs have the same form in the present and past tern

and the perfect participle. There are eight, which are (

fective in one or both of the participles, and about sevenl

which form their past tense and perfect participle alii

but not terminated in ed^ These are also called irreguh

because the root or present tense undergoes a change.
^
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l11 Other verbs form their past tense and perfect parti-

e by adding d or ed to the root, and are therefore called

jlar. There is moreover, a flexibility in the participles,

gives to the language a wonderful facility in forming

ences to express what is called the active and passive

e. There is however, a serious objection to this term
ve and passive voice, inasmuch as it does not convey
ts own signification, a true notion of that reality couch-

mder the term. The term, to mean any thing, that be-

is to its office, ought to designate that communicant
recipient energy, or reciprocal influence of power,

zh every created being must necessarily experience,

er as an agent or communicant subject putting it forth

afl^ecting others, or as a recipient subject of its effects

luced upon him by others putting it forth. This pliancy

he participles, thought to be a defect by some as tend-

to obscurity, gives them a variety and scope, that can
^r be surpassed by any other form whatever. For, it

on the principle of the combination and permutation

umbers so replete with choice and variety,

said, that the English language has three forms or

ences to express the present tense—seven to express

several modifications of the past tense, and eight to ex-

\s the future. But it must be remembered, that the past

future modifications of time, are contrasted with, and
3 reference to each other in two different points of view;

is, the productive effects of the verb are first consid-

I with regard to past and future time; and secondly, the

bed results of the verb as matter of fact, or as an event,

also considered with regard to time past and future,

e is the mystery of that mysterious nonsense, taught in

Timars about the perfect and pluperfect tenses—which
be explained under the head of verb. In these two

ects then, the past and future tenses are contrasted

I, and have reference to each other, through the me-
n of the present tense, which is the standard of corn-

son, and to which the other two refer; therefore, they
e reference to each other through this medium. And
is the reason, that the English language employs both
present and past tenses of certain verbs to form those

:ences, which designate its future modifications with re-

i to the productive effects and finished results, of execu-
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tive verbs mentioned above. And it is moreover, the r(

son why, it has one more form of future tense, than it h

of the past, inasmuch as it uses both the present and pi

tenses of certain intensive verbs, in the formation of its ]

tore expressions. Any verb in our language, which (

Rotes a habitude of mind, or a m.ental affection or con

tion, and which precedes an executive verb, will expr(

the future tense of this executive verb. For example, I (

sire to learn, I wish to learn, I mean to learn, &c. C

I desired to learn, I wished to learn, I meant to learn, d
In all the above examples, the executive effects of the ve

learn^ are in futuro.

Perhaps it may appear paradoxical to some, that the pj

tense should represent future action; but this apparent cc

tradiction is entirely done away, when the true nature a

meaning of the future tense, are fully understood. For.

must be remembered, that the present, past, or future i

claration or annunciation of an action, is not the obje

which language has in view, when it treats of events unc

those heads, but the operative poioer of the verb, as n(

exerting, having exerted, or about to exert its energy
the production of effects. Therefore, future events w^ill

naturally come under past declaration, as they do unc

present declaration. For example, I say, that the sun w
rise; or I said, that the sun will rise; or I said, that the s

would rise. Here the future with regard to the verb rh

is as clearly and as truly maintained in the one express!

as in the other; for, the real object of the declaration is r

as yet, realized; no act being performed, except the act

declaring. And although it is a truth simple and manife

that time in the declaration has no necessary connecti

with that time, which belongs to the event of an executi

verb, and at which language aims as its sole object, )

grammarians treat of it, as though there was some nec(

sary connection. And not only so, but they blend with

another consideration still more delusive, which is, t

present and past state or condition, in which any agent

said to be, or to have been; and out of which all fin]

power must receive its efficiency, or ability to work out
\

effect. For example, I desire to learn, or I desired to leai

Here, the efficiency implied in the verb learn, is not at

affected by the present and past time of Ihe verb desii
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the primary object of the declaration is still in futuro^

g that of learning. What objection then, except pro-

y^ can be alleged against the scheme, which our lan-

re, has evidently chosen to express its past and future

—that is, by sentences, and not by different termina-

? of the verb? And is this prolixity done away by call-

half a dozen words one, as is the case with our gram-
ians in their auxiliary arrangement of the several tenses

Inglish verbs?

ne of the primary duties of a grammarian is to iilus-

I the analysis and synthesis of a language, upon which
nds the correctness of its grammar, or of speaking and
ing it. But the principles and doctrines of analysis and
hesis are particular as well as general and universal;

^fore, any language may have a scheme peculiar to it-

and this is particularly the case with the English.

I know of no other language, except the Saxon, that

not an express termination of the verb to denote future

. Consequently, it is under the necessity of designating
'• circumlocution. And this is the reason, as I said be-

why it has so many modifications of future time, and
why it has one more example in this, than in past

; inasmuch as it employs the present in addition to the

n past modifications, to express its future gradations.

;ay in general terms, that analysis is taking apart, and
synthesis is putting together, sheds very little light

I the necessary modifications and adjustment of parts,

;h every piece of mechanism must undergo before any
ative synthesis can be effected; therefore, he who in-

s to benefit mankind, must enter into a detailed ac-

it of the analytical and individual adjustment of all the

3, on which their usefulness depends, and also point

he order and relation of their synthetical position, be-

he attempts to discuss the consequent results flowing

I synthetical connection. Every machine being de-

3d for some definite purpose, is considered as one, and
e in itself, whether it consists of two or of fifty parts*

in language, a simple sentence in grammar, being a
ite expression of some mental or physical operation,

consist of two or of a dozen parts or words. Conse-
itly, it is not the province of the grammarian to say,

ther there shall be in a sentence, one, two, or three

4
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verbs or words of operative signification, by which a co

plete result is effected, but only to shew what part ee

sustains, and how far its influence extends in accomplishi

the ultimate end or design of the sentence. It is not

province to invent and model a grammar, and palm it Uf

the language, but to illustrate analytically and syntb

cally that grammatical and sentential construction, wh
the language has assumed and modeled for itself.

Enough has been said on the subject of time, to she

that this wholesale business of dealing out words, I

casts of staves, is about as instructive and edifying, as

exposition given of fortification by the Frenchman, m

defined it to be two twentifications. But when I come
treat of the nature of that class of words, called verbs,

absurdity of this auxiliary concatenation will be made s

more apparent; therefore, I will close this lecture with

table, in which is exhibited that scheme, evidently adop

by the English language to express its present, past, 8

future modifications of time.

Definite form of operative poiver.

PRESENT TENSE.

I learn, do learn, am learning.

PAST TENSE.

I learned, did learn, was learning.

Definite form of fimshed action^ as an event.

PRESENT TENSE.

I have learned, have been learning.

PAST TENSE.

I had learned, had been learning.

Definite form of future operative power.

PRESENT TENSE.

I will learn, or will be learning.

I shall learn, or shall be learning.

I can learn, or can be learning.

I may learn, or may be learning.

I must learn, or must be learning.

7
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PAST TENSE.

I would learn, or would be learning.

I should learn, or should be learning.

I could learn, or could be learning.

I might learn, or might be learning.

I must learn, or must be learning.

efinite form of future finished action^ as an events or

matter of fact.
PRESENT TENSE.

I will have learned, or will have been learning.

I shall have learned, or shall have been learning.

I can have learned, or can have been learning.

I may have learned, or may have been learning.

I must have learned, or must have been learning.

PAST TENSE.

I would have learned, or would have been learning.

I should have learned, or should have been learning.

I could have learned, or could have been learning.

1

1 might have learned, or might have been learning.

[I must have learned, or must have been learning.

What difference in point of time with regard to the ef-

3tsof the executive verb learn, is there between the fore-

dng, and the following examples?

Definite form of operative poiver,

PRESENT TENSE.

I intend to learn, or I intend to be learning.

I desire to learn, or I desire to be learning.

PAST TENSE.

I intended to learn, or I intended to be learning.

I desired to learn, or I desired to be learning.

efinite form of finished action, as an event, or meatier

offact fiowing from the verb learn.

PRESENT TENSE.

I intend to have learned, or to have been learning.

I desire to have learned, or to have been learning.
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PAST TENSE.

I intended to have learned, or to have been learning.

I desired to have learned, or to have beeti learning.

Take any verb in the English language, that express

a mental or physical affection, as love, fear, hope, wis

desire, &c. and join it to an executive verb, you will ha^

the same constructed sentence. I ask any one to point o

a shadow of difference with regard to time, between tl

four first and the two last of the foregoing examples, and

hundred others, that might be cited. Who does not pe

ceive, that the action or productive effects of the verb lea?

are all in futuro? no results as yet being produced by th;

verb; though the intensive power of the other verbs, hi

operated. I challenge any one to shew the least differenci

All those distinctions hitherto attempted, are worse tha

useless. No wonder then, that foreigners and tyros amon
ns are puzzled and unable to acquire a proper use of on

modes and tenses, or even a proper use of several of oi

verbs, that express a habitude of mind or body. No wor

der the Frenchman said, when he fell into the water, the

"I will be drowned, for no one shall help me."

If there is no possible difference in the foregoing exan

pies, with regard either to time or to plain, distinct an

positive declaration, what objection can there be to th

placing them all in the indicative or definite form of th

verb, inasmuch as they all equally indicate, announce an

affirm? No one ever dreamed of putting the verbs inten

and desire in any other mode or form, than the indicative

or in any oilier tense than the present and past. Wh
does not perceive, that the efficient or executive verb in an

and in all the above examples, is that of learn? All th

others indicate a habitude of mind, or a mental aflectior

authority, ability, liberty or obligation, &c.
And here I will shew you a mystery with regard to th

nature of all verbs, which signify a mental operation, or

physical affection. They become intransitive or transitiv

in direct accordance with the views of the agent, who exei

cises their power; that is, they become intensive or execi

tive just as he applies them. If he uses them simply t

designate the exercise of mental faculties and sensibilities, c

physical emotions, they become intensive and consequent!;

7
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ansitive, inasmuch as their effects or influence, pertain

)lly to the agent himself. But if he uses them in an

:utive sense, they extend their influence beyond him and
irace an object, and are therefore transitive; for exam-
he loves to study—he loves to do his duty. Flere the

) love is used in an intensive sense—^simply expressing

exercise of that affection in the agent himself, and
efore intransitive, requiring an executive verb to follow

the infinitive or indefinite form. But in the following

ences it is executive: as he loves study—he loves his

r—he loves his friends, &c. Here the verb love extends

nfluence beyond the agent and embraces an object; and
therefore transitive and executive over the object of

affection.

1 the above illustration you discover the reason why,
i^erb do admits of a repetition in the same sentence: for

mce, I do do my duty. The first do is used in an in-

ive sense, indicating merely the tensity of mental or

sical powers; but the second do is used in an executive

e, and therefore transitive,—controling the following

1, duly. Its place might be supplied by a variety of

r executive verbe without altering the sense of the sen-

e.

very language has a greater or less number of verbs,

ih indicate a mental or a physical affection,—all of

;h have an intensive or intransitive application, and
t of which can be used in a transitive sense, governing

[lowing noun; especially when that noun expresses the

us operandi of the verb; as to live a life—to dream
3am, &c. Moreover the verb have possesses the same
isive and executive application, which belongs to the

do with many others. And when a verb or participle

vvs have, the same intensive meaning is attached to it,

belongs to other intensive verbs: for example, I have
ten a letter, or I have been writing a letter,

rammarians however, call have in the above examples,

uxiliary verb; and why do they not call it auxiliary in

following examples? 1 have to attend court; I have to

1 double part; I have to watch day and night, &c.
3 the verb have is evidently used in an intensive sense.

lIso is it used intensively in the examples first cited, to

I have written a letter—I have been writing a letter.

4#
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This verb is of Hebrew origin, and from the Saxon spelli

of it, there is no doubt that they derived it directly fn

the Hebrew, and not from the Latin verb haheo. But c

thing is certain beyond all contradiction, that the four i

tions, to wit, the Jews, Latins, Saxons, and the Engli;

have used this verb in the same way; that is, they have
used it in an intensive and executive sense. And the Je

and Latins applied it particularly to mental and physic

affections; a proof of which you have in our words hal

habitude, habiliment, &c. which come from the Lat
Therefore, let no one hereafter, call this or any other ve

whatever auxiliary; inasmuch as no verb, in any langua

under heaven, can express less or more, than some men
or bodily habit, some mental or physical affection, or soi

executive and overt act.

From what has been said, I think it abundantly manife

that our verbs will^ shall, may, can and must, with their

flection, are principal verbs, if they are any thing at £

For, whatever expresses power in any degree, weak
strong, must express it in a separate, distinct, and integi

unity. Therefore every verb has its own definite and se

arate power, and ought to be parsed or disposed of in

sentence, by showing what that power is, or how far it gc

towards making up the efficiency requisite to produce t

effect indicated in the entire sentence.



I.ECTURE 4.

ON THE ORIGIN OF NUMBER AND PERSON, AND THE

I^L
NATURE AND STRUCTURE OF SENTENCES.

I said, that each and all words in any language, are re-

jrable, and may be traced to one of six primary fountains,

I

generic heads, from which they have flowed; and that

ese fountains are first, separate and distinct being or in-

ividuality; secondly, power, or an operative principle;

jirdly, the movement or action of power; fourthly, place;

jthly, time^or a portion of duration; and sixthly, number,

hese six are the generic heads of classification, under

hich the whole catalogue of words, or the vocabulary of

jy language, is arranged, embracing the entire scope and
nge of human thought. Jn the physical or material king-

>m, each and every individual exists, consists, and sub-

5ts, under some concrete form, peculiarly modified to suit

e station, rank, and sphere of action, for which he was
isigned by the Creator*

The variously m.odified components of form or structure,

e attributes or qualities called adjectives, of which there

almost an endless variety. The productive efficiency be-

nging to this structure or form, and consequent upon
at peculiar adjustment of parts, is called physical power,

ider the names of property, capacity or faculty. This
o is diversified in various degrees of productive energy

)-extensive with the diversity of form. But inasmuch as

y subject confines me to that class of beings called the

jman race, I must direct my attention to man alone, and
ideavor to illustrate the principles, on which he constructs

s sentences of speech, whether they are single, complex,

mple ar compound; and also to point out the essential

id distinctive difference between a single and complex, a
mple and compound sentence. The simplest integral

ntenccj, that can be formed or uttered^ embraces those
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first three grand realities mentioned above, to wit, in

viduality, power, and the operation of power. But tht

three realities may be fully expressed in two words, c

denoting the agent, if the being is exerting his own pow
but if not, denoting the subject or recipient of anothe

power—and this word is called the noun' or name of t

being. The other word expresses the working of pow
which is the faculty of the being, if he is an agent putti

it forth, but if not, it expresses the influence of power 1

longing to him as a subject or recipient of the effects of c

other's power. And this word is called a verb, comnnu
cant or recipient according as the action is given or tak(

Hence we discover, that the forms of the verb under t

terms of active and passive voice, are derived from t

fixed and reciprocal relation between all finite beings.

Hence too, we perceive that single words, whether simj

or compounded, are necessarily abbreviated and imperfi

sentences—of which time, place and number, are copio

sources.

If however, the verb is transitive iff its operations, i\

is, if the power produces an effect beyond the agent

whom it belongs and in whom it resides, three words 8

requisite to make the sentence full and complete. And t

reason is this, that one word is required to denote t

agent, called the nominative—one to denote the action

his power, called the verb, and one to denote the effect

result of his action, called the object. But, if the power
the verb produces no influence beyond the organized stn:

ture of the agent himself, both the action and the effect i

side in him, and consequently the verb expresses the

fully. All such verbs are called intransitive, because t

whole energy of the verb is expended and terminated

the agent himself: therefore, two words will form a fi

and complete sentence. So, on the contrary, when t

power of a verb extends rts influence beyond the being

which it resides, and produt^es its effect, this effect beii

extraneous to the agent, must have a separate term of

own. Therefore, all such verbs are called transitive.

Here we discover^ the orrgin of cause and effect, unit(

by an intimate and inse}:)arable relation; and here too t

perceive, have resulted the reality and notion of numb
and person, time and place. For the great First Can
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ving operated once, introduced number, and along with

person, to wit, first and second. The first person be-

igs to himself, and the second to his effect. His second

3ration introduces a second effect, and along with it a

rd in number^ but not a third "person; for all his effects

J second to him in point of person, let their number be

lat it may. Now, these effects become secondary causes,

)ducing their effects in turn, and therefore they are prime

their own effects, and their effects are second in person

them; but they are third in person to the primitive or

Y other, except their own cause. Thus we see, that per-

i stops at the third rank or order, which pertains to the

3Cts of secondary causes, because every effect, whether

the original or of the secondary cause, when it becomes
agent, assumes the rank and order of secondary cause,

i becomes prime or first in person to its own effects,

ich effects can never be more than third in person to any
er cause whatever beyond their own cause, since they

second to it and it is first to them. Consequently, the eif-

ts of secondary causes assume three persons, being third

person to the primitive or any other cause, and second

person to their own immediate cause, and prime or first

person to their own effects. Person then, relates to the

ilication of words to beings, with regard to the order of

ir relationship, that is, either to a being, as chief speaker

•rating his own acts; or to one, addressed by him, and

irged with the performance of certain acts; or to one,

om he names, and declares to have performed certain

s.

having shewn what constitutes a simple and therefore

gle sentence, and also what renders it complete or imper-

t; and having also developed the origin of number and
son, let us now direct our attention to the consideration

sentences under a complex, simple or compound form.

e term sentence taken in the true signification of the

rd, means a perception or discernment of the mind, de-

3d from some one of the five senses, or from the opera-

j energy of its own power; but in a grammatical point

view, it means a collection or set of words, in which
le opinion, judgment, decision or act, is declared to be,

lave been, or about to be performed; and in this latter

se, I shall here discuss it. I said, that from the intimate
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union between cause and effect, there had arisen the real

and notion of number and person, time and place; and tl

person is restricted to three orders, while number, tir

and place are allowed to run on and multiply in endl

succession. In time, place and number then, we hav<

copious source of all those abbreviated and imperfect S(

tences, terms and phrases, arranged under the classif

heads of adverb, preposition, conjunction and interjecti<

To number also may be refered our two articles. P
son applies to all pronouns of whatever description; becai

it arises out of the relation between cause and effect; a

every pronoun refers either to cause or to effect, um
the character of one of the three persons. The adjective £

participle refer directly to the noun or pronoun, and tl:

often usurp its place, as the good, the wise; because tl:

always denote, either some specific or essential ingredi

of magnitude, space or number, some habitude of body
mind; or some moral and intellectual quality or action

accountable beings. Here then, are developed the reai

and use for that modified form of the verb, called the p
ticiple; for, while it retains the action and time of the v€

it reduces a sentence, which would otherwise be compou
to a simple one, and even to an imperfect sentence.

For instance—the committee having met, drafted i

reported the bill, were discharged from any further act

on the subject. In this example, by the use of the pres

and past participles, four distinct sentences are reduced

one complex single sentence, having only one nominal

subject, and one definite verb. That form of the ve

which simply points out its operative power, drops the c

sideration of time, and therefore becomes an indefinite

pression, called by grammarians the infinitive mode;

reason and propriety demand for it the appellation of ind

nite form; inasmuch as form belongs to expression^ i

mode to action. So the participles, especially in Engli

drop the consideration of time by their position, and t!

they become adjectives, expressing physical, moral, or

tellectual qualities, according to the nature of the verb, fi

which they are derived. For example, the flying cloi

here the participle flying drops the consideration of tii

and becomes an adjective expression. But, the clouds

flying, is a sentence in which flying maintains its partici)
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iracter. The following is an example of the past or

,fect participle: A large portion of the community have

prmed themselves on political subjects. Here informed

[I past participle, possessing the action and time of the

b, and governing an objective case after it. But in this

itence it is an adjective: Political subjects are well un-

fstood by the informed part of the community. Here
jDrmed drops the consideration of time, retaining only

I

action of the verb, and thus becomes an adjective, ex-

jissing a mental quality.

jGrrammarians however, tell you, that the phrase have
(armed, is a verb in the perfect tense. Those, who pre-

this mode of parsing words in casts or parcels, are at

i^rty so to do; but I can never consent to call that analy-

„ or synthesis, which disposes of articles in packages.

—

ithe words have and informed must be joined, having

;h an intimate connection with each other, as necessarily

ongs to the parts of a whole, you could never separate

im by substituting the noun in the place of one, and the

jtence still make sense—thus, a large portion of the

.nmunity have information on political subjects. No
3 ever thought of making the phrase, have information^

^erb, which might be done with about the same propriety,

the phrase, have informed. The truth is, that each and
3ry word has its own definite meaning, no matter what
jree of energy, size, consideration, dignity, rank, sta-

n, significancy or insignificancy, the word embraces.

Thus far I have developed the origin of all the parts of
3ech, except the noun and the verb, and have refered

)m to their proper sources; and when I shall have dis-

3ed of these remaining two, a complete catalogue of the

irces of the parts of speech, will have been accomplished,

reasoning on the nature of a verb, or rather, on the na-

e of what it implies, this conclusion is forced irresistibly

on us, to wit, that the verb is sui generis, that is, with-

t origin, and therefore eternal. Hence arises its indefi-

e form. The verb then, is the root, fountain, and ulti-

ite source of all derivation whatever; inasmuch as it in-

ides in its own essence, individuality of being, efficiency

power, and the spirit or working of power. Therefore,

embraces the name or noun; and it is a singular fact.

It in the Hebrew language, the same word, which, as a
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verb, denotes the existence of being, is also the name
the great First Cause.

Cause and effect then, are the true, proper and ultim?

objects of thought; and language can express them fu

in their own native simplicity by two, or at most, thi

words, according as the verb happens to be intransitive

transitive. Or it can clothe them in all the foppery of fs

ciful epithets, that flow from the diversified qualities

concrete forms, placed in the different circumstances

time, place and number. Here then, is the tawdry wa]

robe of Rhetoric, which language unlocks to the admire

of gorgeous array, and from which wit and fancy ma
such prodigal selections, that they often dazzle the sig

puzzle curiosity, and bewilder conception.

Let it not however, be supposed by these observatior

that I undervalue the proper claims, or that T wish to wil

hold from rhetoric its real and legitimate office, which c

never extend beyond a clear and prominent presentment

the subject clothed in its own native, and therefore, esse

tial attributes. But, when we overstep the modesty of r

ture by attempting to decorate the beauty and loveliness

simple truth, we tarnish the lustre, weaken the force, a

consequently, lessen the effect of that, which is, when u

adorned, adorned the most.

From what has been said on the Tiature of cause and i

feet, shewing the intimate relation subsisting between the

as being the true and real foundation, on which the prop

construction of sentences depends, the following conclusi

is the natural result, that the verb is the most essential i

gredient in forming a sentence; and that a thorough £

quaintance with its true nature, is absolutely necessary
order rightly to understand, either the construction, or t

resolution of a sentence. Therefore, I will now call yo
attention to the consideration of the verb.

There appears to be a greater diversity of opinii

among grammarians on the subject of the verb in its se\

ral considerations of signification, and modes and tense

than on any othet subject belonging to grammar. Vario
schemes have been adopted by different writers, and pi

sented to the public, containing a greater or less number
modes and tenses, with a greater or less degree of coi

(plexity or combination of words in forming the tenses. E

I
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me appears to have perceived, comprehended and devel-

d the true doctrine of the subject, as suggested by Na-
j herself, and pointed out by the application and use of

class of words; for, had these writers looked into the

rial, or even the vegetable kingdom, they must have
;overed, that each individual assumes a separate and
inct existence, being possessed of such organic structure,

1 its appropriate functions, as is requisite to maintain
existence. And that, to each organ there is assigned

appropriate function to perform—the due performance
vhich depends upon its own peculiar and definite ener-

, and not upon auxiliary contributions. Therefore,

juage being a descriptive emblem of nature universal,

rays by record or by tradition, as it is written or spoken,
separate structure and peculiar movements of each and
•y individual that presents itself for delineation. Con-
lently, the powers and energies of all orders and ranks
jxistence, both high and low, great and small, being

re and complete in themselves, must and will have ap-

)fiate terms to express them in their separate, distinct,

operative movements; and these terms are classed un-

the general name of verb.

fow, the truth of the matter is this, that each and every
I in any language under heaven, is an expression of a
net and separate power in itself; and this arises from
nature of the verb, or the signification of the word un-

that head. In proof of this, let us inquire in the first

e, what is meant by the term verb? The Latin word
mm, from which our term verb is derived, comes from
eo, fervere, fervi, or ferbui, and the noun would be

um; but we know, that the consonants f and v are

rchangeable in the Latin, as well as in the English
;uage—like wife, wives; therefore, it becomes verbum,
erb in English. The word is very happily chosen as

rm of classification of those words arranged under this

3, since they all signify power operative and operating.

. the term itself implies the fervor of heat or caloric, or

1 of any power in its active movement. I said, that

•y verb has a distinct signification of its own; and this

arises not only from the nature of persons and things,

from the nature of that reality, which verbs represent,

r'lt, power. Now, if a verb has no distinct meaning in

5
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itself, it can never acquire one by the most intimate con

tion, any more, than a dead man can acquire vitalitj

being united to a live one.

Every verb then, represents power distinct in its (

unity of being, having a greater or less degree of ene:

But, the degree of energy belonging to power, does

affect its singleness of being, any more, than the size

bulk of any portion of matter, affects its singleness of be

One grain, or the least particle of sand, has as distinct

separate existence, as the loftiest mountain. So also

power, in whatever degree of energy it may exist. Th
fore, it is high time, this auxiliary establishment of v<

was laid aside, as being not only supernugatory in

formation of tenses, but also extremely unphilosophical

contrary to common sense. It is just like the disjunc

conjunction. What a ludicrous figure a man and his '

would make, having formed a disjunctive union by r

riage! But whatever war or clashing of elements tl

may be in human nature, all is peace and harmony in

abiding union, between the several members of a compo
sentence, or between the periods of a piece of good con

sition. Let not grammarians then, pervert names,

call that disjunctive, which unites realities together, wi

more indissoluble tie, than the Gordian knot.

Under the term verb we arrange every species of po^

that belongs to the intellectual and physical kingdoms,

has been shewn, that the term verb includes in its mean
a high degree of excitement or action, whence arose

propriety of the word as a term of classification. So
term "power ^ in its etymon, means actor or doer, &c. I

mologists derive it from the French; but be this as it rr

the word takes its origin from the Greek verb poieo, w\
signifies to do, or to effect by almost any mode of operat

and the agent noun is power, doer, effector, &c. Po
then, is either sapient, sciential, or operative; or in ol

words, it is creative, directive, or executive. The g
First Cause possesses all these to infinity; therefore,

is called the Omniscient, Omnipresent, and Omnipo
Being. All verbs then, are necessarily active, bee

they are the representatives of power; but where thei

no operative energy, there is no power: consequently

idea of a non-efficient efficiency, is rather ludicrous.
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verbs are not transitive, because they do not all produce

5Cts beyond the limits or confines of that jurisdiction,

3r which ihey preside. I said, that power may be ar*

*iged under three grand heads called creative, directive,

i executive: consequently, power when applied to God,

'Uways transitive; but when applied to created beings, it

ransitive or intransitive according to the particular spe-

s of power denoted by the verb. But to attach the term

iter to verbs, is worse than ridiculous. For, to say that

ver is neither transitive nor intransitive, nor even active,

Imaking it nothing at all. Consequently, in calling it

fiter, is like talking about a dead live man, or a non-act-

;
actor, or torpid activity. Therefore, all verbs are

'ressarily active, with a greater or less degree of energy,

[•haps I shall be asked, what activity there is expressed

the verbs be or am, sit^ standi lie, sleep, &c. To this

^stion I answer, that all physical power is executive

—

bating in one of three modes, either propulsive, inten-

3, or constrictive. Consequently, when I sit or stand,

^ organic powers are intensive; but when I lie or sleep,

ly are constrictive in a greater or less degree, according

bircumstances; for, if you intend that the word lie shall

')ress simply position, you attach to it the same species

power, that belongs to the verb be or am; that is, you
rm the exercise of that preservative and protective pow-
which is the constant attendant of all physical being

atever. For, by whatever fiat physical being exists, by
same fiat it continues to exist. Therefore, all such

bs are active, but not transitive, in the common accepta-

1 of the term transitive. Nevertheless, any verb what-

^r, will govern a noun purporting the result or operation

he verb: for example, to sleep a sleep, to dream a dream,

run a race, to fly a flight, &c.
\nd here I cannot forbear noticing the wonderful effi-

ncy of power indicated by our little verb be or am,
ich includes in it all power; and comes to us both from
Greek and Hebrew. Be, comes from the Hebrew, and
from the Greek. It is the appellation Jah, I am, which
d pronounced upon himself, and directed Moses to use

his proper title, when he spoke of him before the Jews.

erefore, whsa we say that any thing is, we affirm that

jxists, consists, and subsists by the energy of God's om-
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nipotence. Now the Hebrew language forms its gerun<

expression by prefixing one of several letters or prep

lions called fornaative, to the infinitive mode; and our ^

be is precisely like the Hebrew infinitive, having the

position h before the verb. Therefore, the Hebrew exp

sion, he^ the English, in beings the Greek, eis einai,

the Latin, in esse, are all exactly parallel expressions,

mean the same thing; that is, in being or existing,

verb am is from the Greek verb eimi; but the verb be

first introduced, and it had no variation either in mode
tense, or in number and person. Every verb then, has

must have, from the nature of the reality, which it expr

es, a distinct, separate, definite and ultimate meaning,

dicating power operating, having operated, or about

operate, under some peculiar and specified modificatioi

circumstances; and this power is predicated in the decl;

tion, to belong to an individual as an agent, communica
it, or to him as a recipient or subject, experiencing its

fluences. Therefore, power being reciprocal in its op

tion, is applied to all created beings, both as communica
and as recipients of it.

And this is all that grammarians mean, if they mean
truth, when they call verbs active and passive, and p
them in the active and passive voice. Thus power, be

an active principle, can never be passive in its operati*

but always salient. Consequently, the term passivi

highly objectionable when applied to verbs or to utterai

inasmuch as neither of these are passive in any pre

sense of the term. But matter is passive in the full ex

of the word, and liable at all times to experience the ir

ences of power, from the plastic hand of its creator, or f

the art and skill of man. Therefore the voice, declarat

or utterance of the verb, is made under certain modil

tions or changes of terrrjination, to shew that the bein;

whom it is attributed, is either an agent or communic
putting it forth and afl^ecting others, or that he is a rec

ent of its influences, and therefore affected by it proc(

ing from others.

Thus we see, that the term passive does not apply \

much propriety, either to the action of the verb, or to

act of utterance; but that it applies wholly to the condii

of the subject or nominative of the verb, as having comi
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lated or received its influences. Therefore, I greatly

fer the term, communicant and recipient voice, as being

ch better calculated to develop the real object of lan-

ge in this matter. Plaving discussed the nature of verbs,

twill now turn our attention to that modification of them,

led moods or modes. This subject appears not to have

a so clearly defined, as not to leave room for further

rovement. For, it is discussed in a way, that applies

^ change made in the form of the verb, to the action or

lus operandi of the power belonging to the verb; but

is not the fact. No change whatever takes place in

modus operandi of the power under these different

ns of the verb; but the change has a direct and entire

rence to the modified condition of the communicant or

pient subject of power.

Cach and every verb in itself expresses a distinct mode
i^hich power operates, as read, write, run, walk, stand,

So each individual being has his own constituted

le of existence, either as peculiar to himself, or in com-
with othors. Consequently, mode applies as justly

as properly to the constitution of beings, under which
exist, as it does to their actions. But the modes o(

r actions are all pointed out by the different verbs made
of, to express them; and each verb has its own peculiar

e of operation. Does mode of grammar then belong

le verb, as having reference to the action of the verb;

oes it belong to the verb as having direct reference to

condition or circumstances^ under which the subject of

verb portrays it& action as an agent, or as a recipient

s action? The latter consideration is undoubtedly the

, although mode is treated of by all grammarians, as

nging to the action of the verb, and not to the condi-

of the subject. Place an agent in whatever condition,

i performs the action of the verb write, he writes; if that

it, he eats; if that of run, he runs,

anguage then, in the economy of its verb, has consulted

nature of things, and the variously modified conditions

relations, in which beings exist, and under which they
^ consequently, difl^erent languages have chosen difl^er-

schemes to represent this diversity of condition. Some
'jnate it by change of termination of the verb, and some
articles or abbreviated expressions, or by both. There-

5*
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iore, the facts and results, the certainties and doubts,

probabilities and predictions, the apprehensions and fei

the successes and disasters, the trials and experience,

treachery and deceit, the weal and the wo—in freedom

slavery, in liberty or oppression, in sickness or in hea

in time or eternity—are some of the great objects of

guage, upon which it declaims in positive assurance,

with bold authority, or in speculative hypothesis, with

nest entreaty or canting generalities.

Thus we find, that language has ^ve different forms

the verb in declaring events, and expressing their resu

These are called the indicative, imperative, subjunctive,

tative, and infinitive. But all languages do not have

distinct forms of the verb to express them. Mode then

a grarmnatical point of view, does not apply to i\\Qfor%

the verb, in which we speak or announce its action, but

plies to the kind of action, which the verb under some f(

expresses. Thus, we speak in a positive and indicai

form when we say, that John writes, James learns, Geo
studies his lesson. This form of expression is called

indicative, because it declares positively, and without J

reference to the condition or circumstances, under wh
the agent performs, or performed the act. We also sp

with authority, and command others to act; then we sp

under the imperative form, as write thou, write ye, <

We also merely declare or announce the action of the ve

without predicating it of any particular being; as to wi
to learn, to study, &c.; and this form of expression is ca

the infinitive, because the action of the verb is not restr

ed by number or person, to any particular being or beir

We speak under an argumentative and reasoning form,

if John writes attentively, he will improve; or if you di\

a line into two equal parts, the square of one of these pi

is equal to one-fourth of the square of the whole line.

In the above examples, we lay down premises, and d]

conclusions resulting from them. We also speak in qu

fied terms, adapted to the condition or circumstances of

agent or recipient of the action of the verb.

Here then, the action must and will take place ur

certain contingent considerations, with regard to the s

ject himself, as acting either at his own election, or un

restraint with regard to certain relations, which every C(
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event imposes upon certain individuals, who take part

^he same.

?his form of the verb, called by grammarians the sub-

3tive mode, is always attended by abbreviated terms or

ases explanatory of the variously modified condition

ithe subject, under which he performs the action of the

[\b or experiences its influences. And although the verb

jilergoes a change of termination, as in Latin and Greek,

I

this is not done in consequence of any change in tlie

Jus operandi of the power of the verb; but only in com-
|.nce with the modified condition or concomitant circum-

bces, or otherwise affected part, which the subject sus-

iis in the results of the event. And here, let it be re-

jTibered, is the reason, that all languages have such a

ious list of adverbs, conjunctions, adverbial or indepen-

\i phrases, explanatory of time, place, number and other

icornitant circumstances, which are more or less inter-

irsed through every species of composition written or

ken. From what has been said, I think it sufficiently

3ent, that mode in grammar has no reference whatever

:he action of the verb, but that it refers wholly to the

m of the verb, in which the action is declared as being

formed, under modified conditions of the subject, either

an agent or as a recipient of it. For, as I said before,

,
verb by itself points out the mode in which power,

rsical or intellectual, operates. Here too, is developed

>ther important truth, which seems to have escaped the

ice of the learned and philosophic world. I mean the

le and essential difference there is between the state of

3ing, whether physical or intellectual, and the condition

vhich he stands, if he exists at all.

;^et the honest inquirer after truth, never lose sight of

> important reality, through whose opening vista light is

used upon the surrounding scenery, reveahng many
pets of earnest inquiry standing where they were not

Ight for. From what has been said moreover, on that

jrn of the verb called subjunctive mode, I think abundant

of is given to shew, that it is no more a subjunctive

de, than one indicative mode is subjunctive to another.

L the English subjunctive mode, as seen in our gram-

rs, has no analogy to the subjunctive mode of the

3ek and Latin, unless you place the verbs may, can,
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might, could, would, should, &c. in the subjunctive m<

But our grammarians have arranged these and the

under a potential mode, which appears to have about

much sense in it as to say, that water is wet—that dus
dry—and that grease is greasy. For, whether you ap

the term potential to the power indicated by the verb
to the manner of the declaration, the impropriety is equ;

apparent; because the declaration has been made, or

verb would not be expressed; and to say, that a person
power to do what he has already done, is not saying mi

for edification; and to say, that power is powerful, is i

trifling. Now the fact is this, that language, in forming
inflections of the verb, has conformed to the nature

those circumstances, which aflect and change the condit

of the agent or subject of the verb; therefore, it has c

structed forms expressive of this change, either by differ

terminations of the verb, or by differently modified

tences.

That form of expression in the Greek and Latin, cal

subjunctive, is always rendered into English by may, ci

might, could, &c.; but these words were never called st

junctive expressions, although they are the only words
English, that will express the subjunctive forms of the

languages. I am an uncompromising advocate for 1

definiteness of terms, and for using such terms, as do, a

will convey to the mind of the reader a distinct and defin

notion of the subject in its true features. And this a wril

is able to effect, if he has a proper knowledge of wj-

words mean, or are intended to represent. If words ha

no distinct and definite meaning of their own, and are su

ject to the caprice of every one, who chooses to use the

as his fancy may dictate, language is of little importanc

for, I see no great difference between a character, pictui

or emblem of any thing and every thing—and one of n

thing at all. I object therefore, to the term, siihjuncti

mode, as used in grammars, because it leads to erroneo

conceptions with regard to the matter of fact intended 1

this form of the verb, unde^r that name. By what marl

of distinction do we discover and classify each individu

of the vast multitudes of beings, that compose the thr«

grand kingdoms of matter, if not by the properties, qua;

ties and Imbitudes, belonging to each in those kingdom:
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TKi although many individuals in each of these depart-

ts, possess properties, &c, in common, yet these com-

'jt properties are so modified in their apportionment to

isi[i individual, as clearly to distinguish him from his fel-

ipi5. So then, words being an emblematic representation

l3,ll the above realities, either in their generic, specific, or

uajred capacities, undergo a modification in one way or

• |r, to suit the case or condition of each individual un-

i|[his own allotment.

fiiiut man is a free agent, and therefore, possesses the

a:ty of choosing and refusing; and his language recog-

ffjs it in the construction of its verb, because this class

e i'ords represents his power or ability of doing. That

lj|Iification of the verb called subjunctive mode, is the one

(;(fhich this choice or election, is designated; though all

r(guages do not express it by the verb alone, but some

S(fess it by particles, called adverbs and conjunctions,

—

this is the case with the English and others. So,

illje languages have no form of the verb to express desire

J

wish, called optative mode—though all languages, I

ure to affirm, have some way of expressing the mental

;
3tion under which an executive or overt act was com-

igcd; and this is the fact in the English language. But

(|)ne ever thought of giving our verbs an optative mode,

ough they have as much an optative form, as they have

ubjunctive form. The Hebrew language recognizes

desire and choice, but it has no form of the verb to

ess them, and consequently it has neither optative nor

(Unctive mode. Desire and choice are announced under

indicative form, and the construction of our verbs, are

isely the same. We have no particular form of the

) to express them.

n every example, which our grammarians have given

le subjunctive mode, there is a violation of syntactical

tion. For instance,—"Were I to strive, yet I could

succeed." "Though he chide me, yet will I respect

." Here, in making the plural form of was agree with

singular pronoun /, the first principle of syntax is vio-

jd; and the same is the case with the verb chide and the

loun he. The verb is in the plural form; but the pro-

Q is in the singular number. The phrases, lis, 1 has,

called vulgar, are much more in accordance with syn-
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tactical relation, than the above examples of the subju

tive naode. The fact is, our language has no partici

form of the verb, to express either desire or choice, j

more than it has for expressing the third person of the

perative mode. But all these circumstances are cles

pointed out under the indicative or imperative form, acc(

panied by appropriate and discriminating terms. So tl

these forms are properly sentences, and not modificati

of the verb itself. There is so little variation in our vei

that it is necessary to express the nominative term, to vvh

the verb belongs, except in the imperative mode, wher
is seldom done, unless emphasis, a particular specificai

or an attribute of the nominative, demands it. For
stance,—''Come, ye blessed,'^ &c. Here the pronoun
is expressed, because the term blessed^ is an attribute ;

belongs to it. English verbs undergo no change in the

perative mode; but this mode is very easily distinguis

from the indicative, because the verb always introdi

the sentence.

Perhaps I shall be asked why, I do not object to the

perative mode, as well as to the subjunctive mode, ir

much as it too has no particular form. To this I ansv

that there is no analogy between the imperative and
indicative mode, nor between the imperative and the s

junctive mode. It is one thing to command a person tc

an act, and quite another to declare, that he has done it

or that he is about to do it under certain conditions. T
mode in any language called subjunctive, is no more
less, than a modification of the indicative mode; for

action of the verb belonging to the agent or subject, is

really indicated or announced in the one mode, as it is

the other. The only difference between the two modes
this: the indicative makes an unqualitied assertion of

act being done or performed, without regard to the coi

tion of the agent or subject; but the subjunctive m
qualifies, not the modus operandi of the action of the ve

as is taught in grammars, but the condition of the ag

or subject, in which he is said to perform the action, o

be influenced by it. And this qualification, modificati

or mode of condition^ is denoted by certain abbrevia

terms or phrases, going before it.

Now, if any language, in the construction of its s
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ses, has chosen to express this choice, or this contin-

it condition of the agent or subject, by certain abbrevi-

i terms alone, and without any change in the verb, I

no plausible reason, for forcing upon it a mode, which

verb does not recognize by any definite marks of its

n. Therefore, it ought to be rejected as unnecessary in

delineation of facts—or rather, as prejudicial to sim«

uty, method, perspicuity, and precision.





liECTURE 5.

)N THE FORMATION AND RESOLUTION OF SENTENCED.

Having shewn the reason and philosophy of language,

It is, its elements or science in the formation of articulate

mds—their combination into syllables and words, and
;o the use and application of words in oral and written

3ech—I will now proceed to consider their grammatical
d syntactical relations. But, before I proceed, I will pre-

it for the inspection of the reader, various examples of
igle sentences, beginning with the simple sentence of two
)rds, and advancing to the most complex one, which cen-

ts of a dozen or more words.

Man dies. Water flows. The birds are singing. A ship

Is on the sea. The winds blow over the land. The trees

)ssom in the spring. An honest man speaks the truth,

•eat and good men are patterns for imitation. In this

anging and uncertain state, we suffer many and sore

Is. Chastened by the severities of affliction, we lose

ich of our attachment and relish for the shifting scenes

this fading and transitory world.

The foregoing examples contain specimens of the sim-

:st sentence, consisting only of two words; and they
vance to one composed of two dozen, which is very
nplex; but still it is a single sentence, because it has

[y one nominated subject with its definite verb, while all

I other words go to make up the definition of the condi-

n of the subject in time and place. Each word in any
these sentences, has its own peculiar office to perform

^ards making up the entire sentence. Consequently, it

I its own definite meaning attached to it. For, every

tence is intended to convey a distinct and definite no-

|i of a certain property, quality, action, relation, or inci-

it, that pertains to some person, place, or thing.

The separate meaning, or distinct signification of each

6
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word in a sentence, does its part towards forming this

tion of said property, quality, &c. But the office, sit

tion, and sentential duty, which each word perfornas in

construction of a sentence, is quite distinct and apart fr

its own significancy, as a term by itself. The differ

offices and sentential functions of the several words, t

compose a sentence, are distinguished by particular nanr

according to the nature of that office, which each word s

tains. In forming sentences, that will convey an idea

all the varieties of circumstance pertaining to the state \.

condition of persons and things, words have been clas

under ten heads refering to the office^ which each susta

in the sentence. Consequently, each class or general h<

must have a variety of words different in meaning, but s

taining the same office and duty; since there are me
thousands of words in the language, but only ten differ

offices belonging to any sentence however complex. Fr

this fact it will be readily seen, that a sentence may c

form to all the requisitions of grammatical constructi

and yet be sheer nonsense—an evident falsehood, or a dii

contradiction in meaning; since words of different or op

site significations, perform the same office in forming

sentence.

Here then, the questions naturally arise, what is

nature of these offices, and what is meant by parsing gre

mar? The answer to the first of these questions is this

that beings exist and act in time and place; consequent

they must have some sort of slate and condition belong

to them. This state and condition are subdivided into

departments, corresponding to the different views or com
orations, under which persons and things are represen

in the occupancy of their state and condition. Althoi

state in the abstract, is one and the same to all bei;

existing in this world, yet different beings have very dif

ent constitutions or constituent forms, in which they
\

sent themselves to our notice. Therefore, not only

different forms as such, are noticed, but the compoi]

parts of these forms, are closely inspected. Consequen
state and condition are divided into as many different

partments as there are different views taken of an exisi

being. And first, of the form of the being as such, un

which he is viewed. It is very manifest that he must h
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cerm of designation; therefore, he has a name, called a

lun—as man, horse, tree, &c. Secondly, of the manner
which he is viewed, both individual and specific, with

jard to other beings; as a man, a horse, a tree; or the

jn, the horses, &c. Thirdly, he is viewed with regard

his appearance and structure; as white or black, good or

d, &c. which are attributes belonging to him, called ad-

icts or adjectives. Fourthly, he may be viewed or cen-

tered as an absent being, or one out of sight; and then he

ist be viewed through his representative, or one who
mds in his place; consequently, he has a pronoun, or

me for him; as he, she, it, &c. Fifthly, he may be

jwed with regard to his actions and operations; as when
eats, drinks, writes, speaks, &c.; therefore, he has

mes given to his operative powers, called verbs, which

'm means effervescence or glowing, like that of heat; a

ry fit and appropriate term to represent the movement of

erative power. Sixthly, he may be viewed, as putting

'th several kinds of powers at the same time—one being

roductory to the performance of the other; as opening

5 mouth he puts food into it; extending his hand he seizes

; enemy. Consequently, he is considered, as dividing his

tions—as performing different movements to accomplish

single purpose; the one being a participant, or accessary

the other. But the accessary movements require and

ve different forms of the verb to express them; therefore,

?y are called participles. Seventhly, he may be viewed,

acting in different degrees of energy; as swiftly or slow-

, earnestly or carelessly, &c. He also may be viewed,

performing his actions in time and place; as here or

jre, now or then, formerly or latterly, &c. These all

long to, or they are intimately connected with his ac-

ns. They are therefore, called adverbs. Eighthly, he

ly be viewed under the same general aspect, not only as

rforming several kinds of actions in time and place, but

;o with regard to the tendency and direction of his actions

their movements and final results; that is, with regard

his power going forth from him, and producing its ef-

;ts apart, or out of his place. Consequently, his move-

3nts with their effects are exposed or set forth to our view,

d become separate and distinct from him; therefore, this

posure is indicated by a class of words^ called preposi-
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tions. But I greatly prefer the term exponent; for it des

nates the office much better than the term preposition;

rather it designates precisely the office, while preposit

gives no proper intimation of it. Therefore, he has ex

nents to his actions. Ninthly, he may be viewed with

spect to his personal and social relations, which consist

the contrasted degrees of strength, value, merit, deme
equality or inequality of his properties, attributes, and

tions, compared with each other, or with those belong

to other beings. Also with regard to the contingency, p
sibility, liberty, freedom, opposition, and resistance, wh
are the constant attendants of every being in his pres

state and condition. All such words then, as define

designate any of these circumstances, are properly sign

cates. Therefore, he has significates of the condition

which he acts. The term conjunction is a miserable ve

cle, in which to convey a true notion of the real office t

duty of that class of words. Tenthly and lastly, he u
be viewed with admiration and praise, 'or with horror e

contempt; consequently, we have words to express th

emotions, called interjections.

Thus we discover, how easily and naturally a sentei

advances from a single and simple expression of two ps

of speech, to wit, the noun and the verb, to the most co

plex one of ten parts of speech. We discover moreov

that a being can be represented in the full extent and v£

ety of his state and condition, under ten sentential divisi(

of expression. The economy of state and condition th

is distributed into ten divisions, each of which has a c

tinct classification or term of office.

The noun or subject, and the verb, are the origin of

other eight, which are equally divided between them.

The article, adjective, pronoun, and interjection, hi

originated from the four distinct views or consideratio

which pertain to the subject as the object of our noti

that is, the article designates the subject in its individi

and specific character; the adjective designates the subj'

in its constitutional character, or peculiar structure a

aspect; the pronoun, as its representative, designates 1

subject in its primary or efficient character; and the int

jection designates the subject either in its sovereign or J

ject character; that is, in its exaltation or degradation.
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I

The participle, adverb, exponent, and significate, are

•erived directly from the verb or adjective, and denote the

(scLiliar circumstances under which power is operating, has

iperated, or is about to operate, in the production of its

ffects.

The participle designates the incipient influence and suc-

3ssion of operations, in which different powers unite and
i)ntribute their individual efforts ia the production of final

ijsuhs.

: The adverb designates the manner^ in which power ope-

iites,(the verb itself indicates the kind of power put forth,)

ifid points out the time when, and- the place where, its ope-

ttions evei^uate.

The exponent designates the tendency and direction of

otential moffments^ and defines the bounds and locality

^" their incipient and final termination,

f The significate points out some particular personal or se-

al con(^tion, in \xJiich a being enjoys his endowments,

^ercises his powers, and maintains or loses his rights and
amunities.

Thus v^ perceive, that language ia. the full extent of its

rammar and logic, is like a well constructed and organ-

'ed government, distributed into three grand divisions of

gislative, executive, and judiciary heads.

^ Grammar, in its sentences and periods, embraces the le-

Islative and executive heads.

I The agent subject in a sentence is the legislative, and

e verb is the executive head, and logic is the judiciary

Bad.

Each of these departments has its subordinate offices,

bd each office has its own peculiar function or duty at-

ched to ito. But all are associated in the grand admin-

tration of general benefit.

) As government yields no public good without the co-op-

I'ation of the legislative and executive heads, so sentences

ive no efficient results without the union of the subject and
ie verb. The subject or noun being the sentential legis-

!ture, has four offices attached to it, under the names of

i'ticle, adjective, pronoun and interjection; but each of

fese offices has its own peculiar duty allotted to it. There-

Ire, those words, that are capable of filling their several

ifices, must possess such qualifications as the nature of
i 6*
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their several offices demands; otherwise they cannot di

charge the duties thereof. So the verb being the sententi;

executive, has four subordinate deputies to assist him i

the discharge of his entire administration. Each of thej

deputies however, has his limited sphere of action; ther

fore, each is denominated by an appellation, that designat(

both the office and its duty. Thus the verb has its cabin

of officers under the names of participle, adverb, exponer

and significate.

Those who undertake to form sentential governmen
then, are restricted to two departments or heads, with the

respective and definite number of offices, in the constructio

In order however^ to make judicious selections and appoir:

ments in this republic of letters, and to give full and cor

plete effect to its entire operations, we must study, not on

the genius of this sentential government in its official d

partments, but also the personal qualifications of those i

dividuals, whom we choose and appoint to the discharge

their respective functions. Therefore, the nature, deuv
tion and signification of the several parts of speech, cann

be too carefully considered, nor too rigidly nor closely e

amined.

Having shewn the reason why words are classed und
ten heads called parts of speech, we will now illustrate th(

nature, office, and duty. And first, of the participle. T
definition hitherto given of this class of w^ords, appears

be more childish and foreign to their nature, than that

any other class; for these words are said to be '^participle

because they partake of the nature of a verb, an adjectiv

and a noun." The definition might have gone on, throu|

the whole catalogue, and still it would have left us entire

ignorant of their true nature. What then is their real n

ture? A satisfactory answer to this question, is not on

very easily obtained, but there needs no very labored d

quisition to shew the great facility, conciseness, and exp

dition, which this class of words affords us in communicatii

the different modes of operation, or rather, the combinatii

of powers, which are requisite to accomplish a single, th

very complicated purpose. It is very manifest from the

own signification, that they represent power, as now oper

ting, or as having operated. Consequently, if they are ti

significates of different powersJhese powers are, or we
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quisite for the accomplishment of some specific purpose,

at when these powers are expressed in the regular inflec-

m of their respective verbs, they must be associated by
e copulate significate and, making thereby as many dis-

nct single sentences, as there are participles. For ex-

^ple,

—

iHe settled his affairs, and made all necessary prepara-

uns for his journey. He set forward on the 15th instant;

congratulated himself on his present favorable pros-

fcts; and he anticipated great reward for his future dili-

tnce and enterprise.

This paragraph contains five distinct sentences, which
ill be reduced to one by turning four of its verbs into

rrticiples, thus: Having settled his affairs, and made all

cessary preparations for his journey, he set forward on

15th instant, congratulating himself on his present

ivorable prospects, and anticipating great reward for his

iture diligence and enterprise, if the verb admitted of

participial forms, the above simple, though very com-
X sentence, must have remained distributed into five dis-

nct simple sentences, requiring fi^xe nominative cases

—

e for each definite verb. Whereas, by the economy of

rticiples, there is but one nominative case, and one definite

rb. These two forms of the verb then, are called pre-

ot and perfect participles, not because they partake of the

ture of any other part of speech than the verb, but be-

use the power of the verb expressed by them, is requisite

the completion of a certain complex purpose, which
ould not be effected without the union of different opera-

'e powers. "Therefore, the agent being one, and his ulti-

nate object being one, but requiring different operative

^wers in the progress, the incipient and successive opera-

)ns are designated by participles, and the last finishing

coke is expressed in the inflected form of the verb. But

here there is more than one single purpose, each sepa-

te purpose must be accomplished by the proper verb in

1 own inflected and definite form, as illustrated in the

Uowing example:: He watches, defends, and secures his

>untry's freedom. Here are three distinct points of at-

ntion, or separate objects of action, pertaining to freedom,

eh verb performing a full and entire purpose by itself,

at if freedom is made the means,. through which something
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else is to be the final result, each of the above verbs v

assume its participial form, thus: Having watched, defei

ed, and secured his country's freedom, he finally gain

the respect and friendship of her enemies. Therefo

these forms of the verb have received the name of parti

pie, from their actual participation in the production

some single and definite result, and not from any ref

ence to other parts of speech.

Secondly of the exponent, called preposition. The d(

nition hitherto giveia of this class af words, is not tr

for they do not "connect nouns with one another, a

shew the relation between them*" But they shew, or po

out the tendency and direction of power operating intrar

tively as to its effects; consequently, they give locality

and shew the amount of that operation with regard to

effects. Therefore, they are exponents of power, and re

directly to the verb.. The intransitive operations of pov

then, gave rise to this class of words; and a proof of t

is seen in the fact, that every intransitive verb, or mc

properly intensive verb, becomes transitive, when one

these words is prefixed or affixed to it; thereby givi

greater efficacy to a very significant wojid. Here thi

we find the proper office, and ascertain the legitimate di

of that class of words hitherto called prepositions. Th
are the exponents of power, and give direction and local

to intensive operations, having the form either of the p
sent and perfect participles, or the imperative form of t

verb.

There are two other classes of words C3.\\ed adverb a

conjunction;, which seem to be very troublesome guests

grammarians; since we find, that no two of them agree

their classification, except in this single point:, when th

are in doubt, whether to call the word an adverb or a cc

junction, they give it the general term- particle/ This i{

very convenient alternative, since it will mean any thir

something, or nothing, just as you please. But in this s\

they put themselves m the same predicament with the be

who said, that there are eleven commandments; for, by C£

ing certain words particles, they make another part

speech, increasing the catalogue to eleven.

But before we attenipt to solve this difficulty, and

point out the definite office and duty of each of these thi
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^sses of words, we must take a general survey of the dif-

•rent objects, which words are intended to represent—dif-

ring both in their nature and presentment. The Adam
id Eve, or the primogenitors of all the other parts of

'eech, are the noun and the verb. These are the original

liars, to which the others refer. The noun embraces ex-

ence of every kind, whether substantial or essential,

nsidered as primary or secondary causes; or as the pro-

mts of said causes. The verb, as its name signifies, em-
aces the effervescence or moving energy of said causes

agents. Consequently, it is the general name for opera-

te power of every kind, which may be classed under the

general heads of intensive verb, and executive verb.

The next inquiry is, to which of these two grand pillars,

the other parts of speech severally attach themselves?

^ave already shewn, that four belong to the noun, and
Ur to the verb. But there are three classes of words, viz.

adverb, preposition and conjunction, that appear not to

ve definite limits prescribed to them, since they often

urp each other's place in different sentences, and even
'It of the adjective and noun too. But this is no more,

m what the adjective, noun, and verb, do among them-
Ives. And there is no marvel in it; since we can talk of
tj attributes and actions of beings as matters of fact, as

*ill as of their existence. But the actions of beings eventu-

) in time and place as necessarily, as they themselves

ist in time and place. Consequently, when the actions

d doings of persons and things are spoken of as matters

fact, or as general results, these results must be repre-

ited as having taken place in some definite point of time

d position. The same words then, which are used to

signate the time and place, in which beings are acting

d doing, and which modify the operative energies then

d there put forth, will apply, and are used to designate

Jse circumstances, when we speak of those actions and
ings as abstract results or events. But in the first in-

nce, those words are associated with attributes and ope-

ing powers or verbs, designating the peculiar energies

i modes of operation while the work is going on in time

i place; but in the second instance, they are associated

th the acts or names of the actions of those powers, de-

^nating the relations of those results to time and place.

I
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Consequently, at one time, they are associated with at

butes and operating verbs, and at another, with the resi

or nouns of the sanrie verbs. Therefore, since beings ej

in time and place, and act in time and place, the sa

words, which accompany power operating, and for i

reason called adverbs and exponents, pointing out, not oi

the manner of acting, but the time and place of acting

—

same words I say, will also apply to and accompany
actions of verbs, considered as events or finished resu

Here is the grand secret, and the reason, that adverbs £

significates sometimes assume the office and perform

duty of exponents, and even that of adjectives; and i\

exponents sometimes assume the office and duty of adver

and even that of adjectives.

But this is not all. Persons and things possess, not o

inherent attributes, which constitute them what they i

in their individual characters, but there are incidental i

concomitant circumstances, which apply to them while

isting in time and place, or in social compact. Man}
these incidental circumstances, especially those of time i

place, are as clearly pointed out by their abstract relat

terms, as by their specific terms. For instance, we oi

say, the noiv time, instead of the present time. We of

say, the above considerations, instead of the foregoinoj c

siderations. We often say, the uppermost point, insteac

the highest point. We sometimes say, they often ti\

came, instead of, they often came, &c.
The fact is, that the several divisions of duration j

space, in their constituent and definite parts, are expres

by nouns; as a moment, a day, a month, a year

—

town, the country—Charleston, Boston, &c. But th

same parts, in their abstract and relative consideratic

are expressed by adverbs and exponents; as now and th

here and there, where and when, late and early, ab

and below, before and behind—refering to place, or bei

and after refering to time. Thus we find, that the c

stituent parts of duration and space, in their definite i

specific characters, are always expressed by nouns; bu

their abstract and relative considerations, they are alw;

expressed by adverbs and exponents.

We find moreover, that duration and space, in their

visions and subdivisions, have the same economy, that
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[igs to the material universe in its divisions and subdi-

sions. The constituent and concrete parts, or individual

ings, that compose the material universe, have names or

>uns to designate their absolute and integral forms; but

len these forms are viewed in their constituent and pe-

liar properties and attributes, or in their comparative

pects, these properties and attributes are expressed by
:ms called adjectives, being attached to said forms to

siiJ^nate their several marks of distinction, and to shew
B differences belonging to, and existing between them,

it these attributes and tokens of difference, though posi-

e in degree, are indefinite in amount; and when they are

3wed in comparison with those of other beings, they are

II indefinite in amount, though comparative and superla-

^e in degree. Thus the material universe is divided by
e economy of nature into definite, concrete, and individ-

,1 forms, each possessing its own peculiar properties and
tributes. But bv the art of man, these forms are subdi-

ded into abstract, indefinite, relative and comparative con-

lerations or views, which considerations or views are

pressed both by adjectives, adverbs, and abstract nouns;

great, greatly, greatness—wise, wisely, wisdom*

So also universal duration, and universal space, are di-

ded by the economy of nature into definite and specific

•rtions, since each individual form occupies its own place

id period of time; but by the art of man, these portions

e subdivided into abstract, indefinite, relative, and com-
rative considerations or views, which are expressed by
Ijectives, adverbs, exponents, and abstract nouns; as pre-

nt, now, here, before, and presence; remote, remotely,

r from, off, beyond, and remoteness; close, closely, at,

5ar, nigh, nearness, and closeness. Now it is very mani-

5t, that these adverbs and exponents are relative and
•mparative expressions, even in their positive forms. But
hatever is relative and comparative, admits of and as-

mes the degrees of comparison. Consequently, these ad-

trbs and exponents assume the degrees of comparison
[e adjectives; for they are precisely similar expressions

the ar^i^ciaZ considerations of the natural divisions of

ration and space, that adjectives are of the artificial con-

ilerations of the natural divisions of the material universe,

oreover, whatever is comparative, is also external in its
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application; consequently, these comparative expressk

apply to beings as incidental or concomitant qualities, a

not as inherent attributes. Therefore, whenever adve:

and exponents are used comparatively, they assume
character of qualities, and admit the degrees of comparisi

thus: Soon, sooner, soonest; often, oftener, oftenest; he

hither, hithermost; there, thither, thithermost; up, upp

uppermost; neath, nether, nethermost; near, nearer, ne

est, or next; far, farther, farthest; inner, innermost, or

most; out, outer, outermost, or utmost, &c. So also

indefinite expressions of quantity assume the degrees

comparison; as much, more, most; little, less, least, &
because whatever is indefinite as to its amount^ either

extent, magnitude, capacity, value, weight, or measure, i

mits of, and assumes the degrees of comparison.

On the contrary, whatever is definite as to its amount

either of the above considerations, will not admit of the i

grees of comparison, for the very best reason in natu

that its amount is certain, limited, and fixed; consequent

it cannot be comparatively increased nor diminished;

three, four, five, &c. Herein rests the whole doctrine

the com.parison of adjectives; that is, in the indefiniten<

of their amount, embraced in a variety of consideratio

Therefore, all adjectives and adjective expressions, that j

indefinite in their amount, with regard to merit, deme:

value, &c. admit of degrees of more or less of that ind(

nite amount; but wherever this amount is certain, fi^

and limited, they will not admit of the degrees of more
less; for whatever is certain, is absolute and determina

Here then, we see the reason why, much and little^ w
their inflections, take the office, and do the duty of adver

since they are indefinite expressions of quantity, and apf

as naturally to abstract results, as to concrete beings; tl

is, they will qualify or graduate the indefinite amount
the attributes of beings as readily, as they do the quanta

of their numbers. But attributes are expressed by adjecti\

and participles in their positive and comparative amoun
but the amount of their relative similitude and social (

finity are expressed by adverbs; as great, greatly; wii

wisely, &c. Consequently, much and little, with their i

flections, apply as naturally to adjectives and adverbs,

^they do to nouns. But all words, that qualify or gradm
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e mode of existence, the mode of action, and the mode of

Tiilitude and affinity, are adverbs; consequently, when
uch and little or their inflections, qualify or graduate any
' these, they are adverbs, for they fill this office; as he

as nauch afflicted, more unhappy, most unfortunate, &c.
ere too, is the reason, that much and little will qualify

[0 another, and even their own inflections, since they are

definite expressions of quantity both in their adjective

id adverbial character. For example, he was much more
[licted, and much less assisted, &c.

And here let it be remembered, that the comparative

nsideration of things, is an entirely distinct and separate

atter from the relative consideration of things; and this

stinction must never be confounded, nor lost sight of.

3cause, comparison is an artificial contrast, but relation is

natural similitude and affinity; consequently, adverbs

Imit of, and assume the degrees of comparison or con-

ast, inasmuch as they express an indefinite similitude

id affinity, both of essential attributes and incidental qual-

gs; and moreover, since similitude and affinity may be in

irious degrees of likeness or alliance. Therefore, in their

aracters of relation or affinity, the adverb always has an
jective or a verb expressed, which it modifies; and the

ponent always has a noun or pronoun expressed, which
controls; as he stepped lightly over the floor; he gradu-

[y raised his hand above his head, &c. But in their

mparative characters, the adverb admits nouns after it,

which it applies, like an incidental or adventitious qual-

^; and the exponent, instead of controling the following

un, applies to it in the same manner; as he oftentimes

iled in his undertakings; he ascended to the upper floor;

has overlooked the above considerations; he ran to the

ter door; he came to the inner temple, &:c. But when
iponents are used to denote the relative positions of time

A place, considered as parts of a whole, they are adverbs

porming the same duty, that the terms now and then

d here and there, do; because they have laid aside their

aracter of specific guides, or directors of operative

,wer, and assumed that of general and relative position,

lus, they came up to the house; they went down to the

er. The essential diflerence then, between an exponent

d an adverb is this, that an exponent shews the tendency

7
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and direction of productive power, and gives it a defii

and specific locality, as emanating from, operating in

terminating at some fixed point of time or place; while

adverb shews the relative similitude, or natural affinity

tween productive powers, essential attributes, and incidei

qualities; and moreover shews the general divisions

duration and space; as where, when, now, then, h(

there, &c.
Here we see the reason why, an exponent having

sumed the character of an adverb, receives another ex

iient after it; and also why an adverb of time and ph
will admit an exponent to precede it; since it is a g
eral term for a specific name. Here too we see the rea

and propriety of substituting the term exponent for tha

preposition; since they are really and truly attendants

the verb, and will legitimately terminate a sentence,

seen in the following exponents, viz: from, with, to, at, :

by, in, of, out, under, &c.
For example; Where have you come from? What

you thinking of? Whom did you vote for? Whom si

we go to? &c. Transposed thus: From where have
]

come? Of what are you thinking? For whom did
]

vote? To whom shall we go?

The word whet^e being the abstract relative term for

word place, takes its office, and sustains the same affecti

that the noun does. And being moreover, a contractior

two words, when resolved, reads thus: From what pi

have you come? Where then, is derived from the 1

Latin words qiicB area; meaning, what place? This is (

dent from the old English spelling of where, thus, wh
and quhare. And an evidence of the origin of adverbs,

has been stated, is seen in the fact, that their syllabic 1

mination ly, used to be written liJie; and many of our

jectives coming from nouns, still retain this termination,

godlike, workmanlike, &c.
Having shewn the origin of the adverb and exponent,

will now seek for that of the significate, hitherto called c

junction. I said, that there is a vast difference betw(

relation and comparison; that is, between considering

viewing the attributes of beings, their productive pow
and various effects, with regard to their relative similiti

and social affinity, and considering or viewing these sa
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irticulars with regard to their comparative amount^ which

ay be the same or different in number, value, strength or

iriety, as possessed by different beings. The former con-

ieration embraces similitude and affinity, but the latter

insideration embraces the comparative amount of those

irticulars in different beings. Therefore, in the compar-

ive amount of attributes of powers and of effects, in their

imber, strength, value, and variety, rests the origin of the

Tnificate. And an evidence of this is seen in the fact,

at all comparative sentences, whether of the noun, adjec-

^e, pronoun, or adverb, require the same parts of speech

follow the contrasting significate, that precede it; and in

[latever case these preceding nouns or pronouns are, the

[lowing ones have the same; and if the preceding sen-

Qtence collates an adjective or an adverb, the succeeding

e will and must be in the positive degree; for the compa-

;on is made with regard, either to the unlike amount of

3 same thing in different beings, or to the unlike amount

different things in the same being. Therefore, compar-

ve or contrasted amount gave birth to^ the significate.

Moreover it has been shewn, that the comparison of ad-

rtives, adverbs and exponents, rests in the indejiniteness

their amount. That, contrast or comparison of results

ve birth to the significate, is clearly shewn in the mean-

5 of the words, but, although, yet, nevertheless, neither

r, either or, notwithstanding, &c.

A full development has now been given of the origin,

ture, office and duty of each and all the parts of speech

3d in forming sentences. Reasons also have been given

)y, when, and where one part of speech assumes the of-

e and duty of another.

The definite limits of each part of speech being clearly

; forth, it now remains for the reader to use his own
Igment in choosing words to fill these offices, when he

•ms sentences himself, taking care to give his nouns,

Dnouns and verbs, their proper inflections with regard to

•m, tense, number, person, gender, and case. And when
has made himself familiar with these inflections, which

3 very few in English, he will be able not only to form

fitences himself, but to resolve those framed by others,

d to judge o^ theiv accordance with, or violation of gram-

itical construction, and syntactical arrangement. And
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here let it be remembered, that there is a great differen

between the grammatical construction of words in a S6

tence, and the syntactical construction of it. There is ji

the same difference between these two operations, that the

is between equipping soldiers for the engagement, a

drawing them up in their proper lines of battle arr£

Those sentences hitherto given us as examples of falsest

tax, are neither more nor less, than examples of fa

grammar; for in them the noun, pronoun and verb, hs

not been written or spelled as they should have been, to s

their office and relation. But the direct object of syntac

cal construction is the proper arrangement of words in s(

tisnces, according to their relation to, and influence o)

one another.

The office and duty of the several parts of speech whi

compose a sentence, cannot be too carefully studied;

sentential perspicuity depends on the due order of relati

Avhich words claim for themselves according to their s(

tential office; and this office in English is materially

fected by the wrong collocation of words, as seen in i

following sentence, thus: "Society has been materially

fected by their influence of example." 1 cannot see w
example put forth by them should have any peculiar ini

ence over the same examples put forth by others. I

the author doubtless meant, that society had been mat€

ally affiicted by the influence of their example.

In English the collocation of words in a sentence is

primary importance; and it may be said to constitute s<

tential perspicuity, inasmuch as the definite and true mej

ing of a sentence very much depends upon it. The folk

ing is a very palpable error, which modern writers J

guilty of, in the use of the appellative word Miss. For (

ample, the ^'Misses Baring,'''' meaning two females oft

name. It is like saying, \\\e. peas-jyole, instead of, the pi

poles; or the seas wave, instead of, the sea waves.

Much has been said about perspicuity, and rules are li

down to guide us in this matter. But, if a writer

speaker, has not a clear and definite object before his mil

rules will be of little use; for they will be teaching coh

to a blind man. Hence the reason, that many perse

make a long talk without saying any thing; that is, wi

out describing any definite object. But, to those who ha
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'68 to see objects when presented, and wish to know their

instituent parts, their relative construction and affinity to

ch other, a [ew observations on order and method may-
or service.

Every general system, every particular department, ev-

y individual being, or its constituent part, whether ere-

3d or propagated, has its beginning, progress, and com-
Jtion. Every thing constructed has its component parts,

lese parts have their primary and subordinate offices

signed them; therefore, they stand related to each other

her by similitude and affinity, or by association estab-

lied in definite and fixed grades of order and succes-

m. Consequently, he who treats of a subject, must
at of it either as a component part of a single one, or as

iingle one of many individuals. But, if he treats only of
component part of a single one, or of a single one of an
iociation, he will give us no practical knowledge,v for

I use of a thing is rendered available only by knowing
at belongs to it as a whole. Therefore, whether you
lak or write, let your main subject be some definite

ole, with regard to its subdivisions or particular parts,

nee then we discover, that perspicuity is naturally di-

ed into two departments, viz, subject perspicuity^ and
tential perspicuity. And first, of perspicuity of subject.

jin with the discussion of your subject where nature, or

artisan began in its formation, if you are treating on
physiology or science of it. But if you are discussing

y its external form and appearance, begin with the most
minent parts or features of it, and follow the regular

er and succession, which bind the several parts into one
ole. For example, if your subject is that of an animal,

the figure and size of it first be given—next, the head,

ly, limbs, and extremities. This constitutes perspicuity

subject. The next is sentential perspicuity or clearness

expression. This embraces the choice of appropriate

rds, and their sentential arrangement according to their

tual relation and dependences.

^nd although the office and duty of all the parts of

ech, have already been discussed, yet, in order to give

I
reader a more distinct and definite view of the whole
[ter, and to impress upon his mind the truth and import-

e of what has been said, I will now give a summary o€
K— .-V.
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the foregoing illustrations on the parts of speech. This \>

enable him to see niore clearly the force and applicat

of the rules appended to this lecture.

And first, the noun and the verb are the two grand nal

pillars of a sentence, sharing between them the remain

eight parts of speech.

The article selects out and points to some individual

specific class of objects, which constitutes a part of the g
eral group embraced by the entire discourse.

The adjective originated in the separate view, and s

cial inspection of objects, with regard to what each
f

sesses, and denotes their essential attributes and incidei

qualities, whether these objects are taken as operai

agents, as recipient subjects, or as subsidiary appenda^

The pronoun is a substitute for the specific noun, wh
is given to persons and things in either of the foregoing

uations, and refers to the one which is the immediate

ject of attention.

The interjection selects out some specific object of

general group, with marked attention either of praise

blame, or of wonder or dread. Here we have the ni

standing alone with unqualified decorations. But w
the verb is superadded, accompanied with all its offi

train of modifiers, the noun and its decorations underg

variety of changes and modifications.

The verb and its participles apply to the noun, eithe

an agent, as a recipient subject, or as a subsidiary apf

dage, designating its operative powers, passive submiss

or tributary aid.

The adverb originating in relative similitude and nati

affinity, qualifies, not only operative powers and adjec

decorations, but even its own modifications.

The exponent originated in the necessary connection

tween relative existence, and duration and space; an

belongs to the verb, expressed or implied, and gives di

lion and locality to its intensive operations, by poin

out the place whence its power proceeds, the place wl

its power acts, or the place whither its power tends

finally terminates.

The significate originated in artificial contrast, and it

notes the relative amount, comparative difference, or spe

conclusion, arising from said comparison.
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Recapitulation of the foregoing Lecture.

From what has been said on the nature of cause and
feet, and also on the intimate relation subsisting between

em, as being the true foundation on which the proper

nstruction of sentences depends, the following conclusion

the natural result, that a set of rules ought to be formed,

rving not only as a summary of all the arguments^ but

30, as a guide in directing the mind to the separate prin-

dIcs, on which different words are always adjusted in a
3ee of good composition. But^ before I begin with a de-

iled account, in the form of rules, I will recapitulate the

iportant items, that have been adduced as the groundwork
the entire system.

And these are first—Cause and effect, the two grand pil-

rs, upon which the w^hole fabric rests. Second—Individ-

ility of being, power and tb^ operation of power, the three

and essential properties of being considered as a cause,

bird—Time, place and number, the consequent results,

at accompany primitive effects, and are the constant at-

ndants on all secondary causes and effects. Fourth—The
iriously modified ingredients entering into the composi-

)n of physical beings, and belonging to them as a part of

eir being, are qualities, the integral adjustment of which,

)n3titutes physical power, known by the general names
* property, capacity, or faculty; and the operative energy
' either and all of which, are expressed in the terms of

ight, ability, strength or force. Fifth—All physical be-

gs becoming agents, or secondary causes, possess, in

me limited degree the three grand requisites, that pertain

' and constitute a cause. Sixth—The effects of the pri-

ogenitive cause, assume the character of second person

1 contradistinction to the first person, which belongs to the

jnerator as father of his own eflfects* Seventh—The ef-

cts of secondary causes, acquire the character of third

^rson, not from the relation to their own immediate cause,

it from their relation to the primitive or any other cause,

ey being the result of a delegated or secondary power,

ighth—The effects of secondary causes,, acquire the char-

'.ter of the three persons, whenever they become product-

e causes, inasmuch as every direct cause is the author of

s own effects.. Ninth—A single sentence may be fully
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expressed in two, or at most, three words, according to 1

nature of the verb as being intransitive or transitive; a

these are its essential parts, under the terms of nominati^

verb and object or effect. Tenth—When either of th(

essential parts, has a qualifying or an explanatory phre

accompanying it, the sentence becomes mixed or comph
in a greater or less degree, according to the number
qualifying terms, or explanatory phrases; but it is still

single sentence. JEleventh— VVhen a sentence contai

more than one of each of these essential parts, it beconn

a compound one, formed by means of connecting won
called conjunctions and adverbs of time and place; or \

the reflective influence of those pronouns, denominat
relative.

But before this article can be fully understood, it will

necessary to explain the different properties o^ conjunctio

and adverbs; the different ways in which they affect

sentence; and the different offices belonging to differe

conjunctions. Perhaps no part of grammatical econon

is less understood, or at least, has been more loosely d

fined, than the character and office of conjunctions and a

verbs. This appears to be a fair deduction, since we fir

grammarians talking about disjunctive conjunctions,—th

is, a separating union. This incongruity of expressi(

must have arisen, either from inadvertency, or from a wa
of discernment of the difference between the significatic

of a word as a term of language, and the connection it ha

or the part it performs in making up a sentence. Th
difference however, so real, so prominent, and so necessai

to be borne in mind, I have never seen even hinted at.

The word but, has been called a disjunctive conjun

tion, and it is said to express opposition in meaning.-

Waiving the absurdity of the definition, I would ask, do(

but express opposition in meaning? It is true, that lai

guage recognizes the variety of circtimstances and the coi

trasted conditions, in which beings exist and act; but i

grammar never recognizes diversity of action as one of ti

principles, upon which its sentences are formed and con

bined into periods. The same agent is often represente

in the same sentence, as performing acts diametrically of

posite in their effects; but this has nothing to do with th

joining of sentences together. That opposition, which lac
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age recognizes as affecting her sentences, is found in the

•ms affirmation and negation. Language declares, an-

unces and denounces,— affirnas and denies,—condemns
d acquits,—either in positive or in negative strains; and
nsequently, it has terms of affirmation and negation— of

sent and dissent. The word hut however, belongs not to

3 class of negative terms. It is used both as a conjunc-

n and as an adverb; and in either case, it is a term of

deification, designation and limitation, and belongs to this

lS3 of words, which are quite numerous—such as how-
3r, only, aUhough, yet, moreover, besides, therefore,

lerefore, &c.
And here 1 will notice the words therefore and where-

•e, inasmuch as they are of such frequent use, especially

mathematics. The definitions given to them either in

;tionaries or geometry, point out no such distinctive dif-

ence as to enable the tyro to apply them understand-

^ly, by knowing when to use the one in preference to

5 other. They are both short declaratory preludes to

[uence or consequence, resulting from the comparison of

?mises or data. The essential distinctive difference be-

3en the two words is this:

—

Therefore is used, when the

isequence follows from premises taken in their natural

d fixed condition and relation, without any previous alter-

3n, modification, or limitation of them. The compari-

1 is made by presenting objects of a physical, moral, or

ellectual nature, just as they exist, and as their relations

each other, are pointed out; consequently, there, in that

ation and natural condition, and for that reason, or

srefore, the conclusion follows. But wherefore is used,

len the premises have undergone some previous adjust-

nt, and been limited to a specific condition, where,

ence, why, wherefore it is, that the conclusion follows.

ey stand related to each other in point of comparison,

t as theorem and problem do in point of illustration or

rumentation. The essential difference between a theo-

\i and a problem is this, that when we compare princi-

s in their natural habitude and condition, and theorize

)n them in this natural condition, as data or premises

onging either to the material, moral, or intellectual

rid, and thus discern their influences over, or relations

one another, we form a deduction which is called a
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theorem. We do the same thing in a problem, after we h

problemated the premises or data; that is, after we h

brought the premises to certain conditions, and adjus

their relations under those conditions. So that, we re?

and truly theorize in a problem, as well as in a theon

But to return to the subject of conjunctions.

A conjunction in its sentential or general applicati

serves to connect single sentences together; but a conju

tion in its 'particular application, serves to unite or coi

together two or more nominative cases, two or more ve:

or two or more objective cases; and in either instance,

sentence is compounded by it. For, when two or nn

agents are coupled together under distinct names, the v

belongs to each severally—making as many single s

tences, as there are nominated agents. So also, if twc

more verbs are united by a copulate, though there is

one agent, yet each verb expresses a distinct act, ther

predicating of the agent as many acts, as there are vej

Consequently, each verb claims the agent; wherefore it

comes a smgle sentence, having all the essential part

and therefore, full and complete. The same is the ci

when there are two or more objects of the verb, or effe

which the agent has wrought through the verb.

The conjunction, which has this coupling capacity,
{

forms a double function—one of a general and one c

peculiar nature—and will expand or contract a sente

according to the nature of the parts of speech, which
united by it. If these are epithets or qualities belonging

either of the three essential parts, the sentence is ther<

lengthened by the multiplication of terms, and mad(

complex one; but it still preserves its singleness, there

ing only three essential parts. So on the contrary, if

words coupled together are nouns, or verbs, these be

essential parts of a sentence, there is a contraction or s

pression of the other components, thereby lessening

number of items in the composition, which must be s

plied when this compound sentence is resolved into its i

gle or component sentences.

In fine, this conjunction acts the double part of multi

cation and division, just as the case may require a detai

account of particulars pertaining to an agent and his

tions; or a general and combined narrative of many ir
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kals in the same predicament. Every language has one
least. The word in English, on which this duty falls, is

3 conjunction and. The use and importance of this little

)rd, are fully illustrated in the following sentences:

"Virtue and vice are opposite moral qualities." In this

ample, by uniting the two subjects virtve and vice^ the

itence is curtailed one-half, and still its meaning is as

lar and distinct, as it would be, if expressed at full length,

is: ''As virtue is a moral quality opposite to vice, so vice

a, moral quality opposite to virtue."

'' James and John study geography." Here John is

ited to James by the coupling word and^ thereby caus-

;
John to participate in the same course of action, that

Dredicated of James, in the verb study, which is there-

e in the plural form. Now, if the conjunction and, had
other property, than what is common to all conjunc-

is, that is, the office of connecting single sentences, the

)ve example must have been twice as long,—thus:

imes studies geography, and John studies geography."
rhe following is an example of the extending or pro-

cting power o^ and, thereby rendering a simple sentence

nplex, but not compounding in "A wise, discreet, pru-

it, and cautious man avoids difficulties." Or thus:

—

wise and discreet, a prudent and cautious man avoids

iculties."

Fwelfth—The adjective and participle, since they ap-

tain to cause and effect, have the same modifications of

nber and person, gender and case, that belong to those

ngs, to which they refer.

Fhirteenth—The pronoun being a substitute for the

m, and consequently its representative, has of course,

the attributes of its original.

?ourteenth—Time, place and number, and the manner
action, being the concomitants of cause and effect, sus-

1 a variety of parts. Sometimes they appear as mere
itingent appendages, and then they are clothed in an
^erbial dress. Sometimes they appear as part of the

inue, acting as pioneers in clearing the way and giving

action and locality to the route ; and then they are

thed in their own native dignity as nouns, rendering

ential service to cause and effect. For example,

—

'Behold, I shew you a mystery: we shall not all sleep,
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but we shall all be changed, in a moment^ in the twinlcl

of an eye, at the last trump: for the trunnpet shall sou

and the dead shall be raised incorruptible, and we shall

changed," &c.
Again: Tinne, place, and nunnber, often drop their o^

and assume the names of measure^ distance^ and val

Under these names they appear to have successfully elui

the observation of grammarians, if we may judge by
rules given for measure, distance, and value. These tei

are nothing more than modifications of time, place, i

number; and whatever rules apply to those, may w

equal propriety be applied to these.

Having given a summary of, cause and effect—their

riously modified attributes, together with their diversii

condition— I will now present a catalogue of rules, she

ing the grammatical construction of words, and their s;

tactical office in a sentence, with regard to their relat

to, agreement with, and government of one another. E

in order that the reader may have a proper understand

of this matter, I will make a few observations on the

ture of syntax.

Syntax teaches the respective order, rank, office z

duty of words arranged in sentences and periods, un
certain grammatical or orthographical forms, which tl

receive in consequence of their control over, agreem
with, or relation to each other, corresponding to the sa

affections, which belong to, and exist between those rej

ties, whose representatives words are. And the rules

syntax are specific declarations of this government, agr

ment, and relation, which belong severally to those gra

matical forms.

Syntax appears not to have been well understood in

essential and legitimate office as applied to language.

has been represented as teaching us, how to dispose of

agent and his actions; how to construct a sentence in wh:

are united an agent, his power, and the effects of pow
how to arrange all these in connection with the diversif

circumstances of manner, time, and place. But synt

has no such power—no such authority; neither does

office pertain to any such duties. The great First Cai

has previously disj)osed and adjusted all these matters

it, by creating secondary causes under the head of e
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intary principles of mind and matter; and he has more-

3r, given to these uniform laws of action, whose effects

iult as invariably and as inseparably from their opera-

ns, as the identity of a being is inseparable from his ex-

3nce. The legitimate office of syntax then, consists in

louncing to us, the several items of rank and duty be-

iging to words in this established order, and the conse-

3nt necessity of each word conforming to its own rank
assuming its proper badge of office.

But as it happens in all human institutions, that the

ne individual is often required to act a double part; so

sentences syntax has a further duty to discharge, by an-

jncing when and where, any individual word in these

libitions, has laid aside for a moment its own official

,y, to perform the part of another. Thus we see, that

itax has no power natural or acquired, to alter, change,

to adjust words in a sentence under any other arrange-

nt whatever, different from that fixed order, rank and

ation, which are established for it in the economy of

ure. Therefore, its whole and entire office is confined

i limited to the exercise of announcing the name, office

I duty of each and all the words in a sentence, dra\vn

in due order of array, in their several lines of action.

!f the following rules on the structure of sentences, are

efully studied and strictly attended to, in their illustra-

]s, they will be found to give reasons for the inflections

the verb, noun, and pronoun; and to shew that recip

al influence, which words have over each other in form

a sentence.

rhese RULES moreover, will be found to contain direc

IS, that are as applicable to the formation of sentences

to the resolution of one already formed. They embrace
whole doctrine of the structure of sentences by the dif

3nt parts of speech.

8
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Shojmng the legitimate office and duty of each of the par

of speech in forming a sentence^ and also giving ti

reasons^ why one part of speech sometimes sustains t

office and performs the duty of another.

Rule 1. The articles are placed before nouns and a

jectives to restrict and specify their application—as ma
universal; a man, individual; the man, or the men, specifi

the wise, the good, &c.

Rule 2. The subject of the verb controls it in numb
and in person—as I write, thou writest, he, she, or

writes, &c.
Rule 3. The verb agrees with its subject noun

number and person, because its subject controls it in the

respects—as I write, thou writest, &;c.

Rule 4. Adjectives, pronouns and participles, agn
with their respective nouns in number, person, and gende

as high hills, deep valleys; this man, that woman; the letti

is written; the trees are blooming, &c.

Rule 5. Adverbs modify verbs, participles, adjective

and other adverbs—as he walks slowly; the cold is vei

piercing; the man is very well known, &c.

Rule 6. Executive verbs and their participles contr

the objective case—as peace rewards her followers; virti

has many charms, &c.

Rule 7. The indefinite form is controled by vert

participles, adjectives, nouns, and pronouns—as he w
learn; I intend to write; James is learning to read; we a

free to act; they desired him to write, &c.

Rule 8. The exponents control the objective case

—

he has a book full of pictures; they are desirous of prais

he went to church, &c.

Rule 9. Adjectives of distance, extent, capacity, ma
nitude, and value, control the objective case of those nou

of number, which define and specify their amount—as t
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ty is distant 10 miles; the boat is 90 feet long; the wall

15 feet high; the knife is worth a dollar; the floor is 12

et square; the ice is 1 foot thick, &c.
Rule 10. Nouns and pronouns control each other in

le possessive case—as man's happiness; one's poverty;

lother's glory; whose fault is it? &c.
Rule 11. The exponent of frequently controls the

)ssessive case of personal pronouns—as this is none of
iine, but it is one of his; the sheep are none of yours, but

ley are some of theirs, &c.
Rule 12. Many verbs control two cases—one objec-

je and one possessive, or two objective cases—as he gave
e mine, and I gave him his; the professor teaches us

lilosophy, &c.
Rule 13. Some verbs control the possessive case of

jrsonal pronouns—as James and I studied our lessons to-

Jther; and I heard him say his, and he heard me recite

ine. But differing about our books, we parted: so I gave
m leave to take his, and he permitted me to keep mine.

The reason and philosophy of this rule rest in the fol-

wing consideration, viz. that persons and things have
utual and reciprocal relations; consequently there is a
Dse and intimate connection between them. Therefore,

property is expressed in its own name, it requires that of

1 owner too. But its owner's name, whether pronominal

proper, must be expressed, either in the objective or

issessive case; because its own will be expressed in the

>minative case. But the possessive case alone indicates

issession; consequently, if its own name is suppressed,

e possessive case of its owner must be expressed, and
mtroled by the executive verb. Therefore, we find lan-

lage following the footsteps of nature, in all her appa-

ntly devious walks. These observations will apply and
lint out the reasons for all the new rules introduced into

is syntax, as in the case of the exponent controling the

issessive case of the personal pronoun, since the property

ime would be in the objective case, if expressed; and so

'the rest.

Rule 14. Two or more nouns refering to the same
Tson or thing, are associated in the same case—as Paul

e apostle, a Grecian by birth, made many converts to

iristianity, the exaltation and glory of human nature, &c.
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Rule 15. The exponents/rom and at, followed imm(

diately either by an adjective, adverb, another exponen

or by another exponent with its own object, control thes

terms and phrases in the objective case, just as they woul

their own legitimate nouns; for these are the definitions (

said nouns, and stand as their representatives; cons(

quently, they must sustain the same office, and experienc

the same affection or control, that their constituent nour

would do, if expressed. For example,

—

" He went from thence to York, from whence he arrive

here in two days. He came from below, from above, froi

afar. He ran at once, at large, at first, at last, &i

Kick the dog out, y^rom under the table; draw the veil /ro
before her eyes; the sound came from over our head

from within, fro7n without," &c.

These terms and phrases are used as definitions of tin

and place, or position; therefore, they ought to sustain tl

office and experience the affections, that their constituei

nouns would, if expressed.

And here let the reader remember that, by these ne

rules with their illustrations, he has not only been take

over the pons assinorum, (bridge of asses,) but also, that

way has been paved solid and abiding over the man
quagmires in which grammarians have hitherto stuck, (

attempted to overleap.

Rule 16. Nouns and pronouns affected and controle

by an executive verb, have adjectives following then

which indicate the amount of that affection, and agree wit

them—as pound the salt fine; scrape the bark smootl

draw the cord tight, &c.
Rule 17. The constituent pronouns who, which an

that, refer to their conjugates, and agree with them in ger

der, number and person—as I, who speak the truth; or

am the man, who speaks the truth.

These constituent pronouns serve to define their conji

gate subjects, and to form the second clause of a sentenc

otherwise incomplc-^te and indefinite in sense.

Rule 18. The correlative significates associate ser

tences, but they do not compound them—as either he, c

his brother will be here to-morrow; neither heat, nor col

seems to affect him, &c.

Rule 19. The copulate significate and, unites two c
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lore adjectives to the same noun or pronoun; two or more
iDuns or pronouns in the same case; and two or more
5rbs of the same form but of different tenses, to the same
Object—as a great and good man; a qualified, judicious

hd skilful teacher; the letter has been written and put

to the office; he read, explained and commented on the

w; he was anxious to see his relations, friends and neigh-

)rs; the real patriot consults, watches and defends the

)nor of his country, the glory of his nation, and the pros-

irity of his, people;^ he has done it, and will do it again, &c.
When there are more than two words to be connected

r andy a comma is used in its place, except between the

^o last words.

Rule 20. Nouns and pronouns united by the copulate

id, have verbs, nouns and pronouns in the plural number
llowing them, and refering to them—as James and John
e good scholars; he and she were school-mates; Peter

id Thomas are the ones, who caused this disturbance.

Rule 21. Nouns and pronouns used as terms of ad-

ess, or as terms of designation, are in the nominative

se absolute—as I am well pleased, John, with your con-

ict;, Boston, that is a fine mercantile town; wisdom, that

3rd has many charms. Also when they are accompanied
'• an interjection—as O peace! delightful guest! &c.
Rule 22. Nouns or pronouns having one, or both par-

;iples accompanying them, are in the nominative case

dependent, when no definite verb belongs to them—as

nter being past, spring puts- forth her tender leaves; the

?ather being cold, vegetation is cheeked; anger having

ent its rage, the body is. left languid, &c.

Rule 23. The articles placed before adjectives and

rticiples, convert them> into adjective and participial

»uns; for, they give them the character of concrete terms;

the great, the good, the wise, the virtuous; the teacher

[ve us a scolding; the teaching of grammar is difficult;

i has a longing after riches, &c.

Rule 24. The signifieate than^ has adverbs, adjectives,

»uns, pronouns and participles following it; and they cor-

spond to those preceding words, with which they are

ntrasted; that is, if the preceding conjugate word is an

jective, this succeeding word will be an adjective; if a

»un, this will be a noun, &e. And in whatever case the

8*
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preceding noun or pronoun is, the succeeding one will he

the same—as John is more highly esteemed than his b

ther (is esteemed;) James is more liberal, than prude

(than he is prudent;) he is a wiser man, than former ri

ever saw; that is, than any man was wise, whom forri

ages ever saw; or than he was, whom former ages e

saw. And by abbreviation, thus—he is a wiser man, i\

whom former ages ever saw, &c.
Illustration,—If the preceding subject is considered w

regard to its own personal attributes, as contrasted w
each other, then the word following than^ must be a pa

ciple, an adjective, an adverb, or a noun in the object

case. And first of the participle:—The letter is bei

written, than dictated. Secondly of the adjective:—H(

more cautious, than prudent. Thirdly of the adverb:—

speaks more fluently, than understandingly. Fourthl}

the noun:—'He has more confidence, than prudence. E

if the preceding subject is compared with some other s

ject in respect to their relative merits, then the noun

pronoun following than, must be in the nominative cas<

as he has more assurance and conceit, than a mounteba

(has assurance and conceit,) &:c.

Rule 25. Intensive verbs and verbs of motion, con

those nouns, that are the names of their respective a

they also control those numeral nouns, that designate i

define the amount, direction, extent and results of their

spective operations. And first of their acts—as he dreg

a dream; he sleeps a sleep; he runs a race. Secondb
the amount, direction, &c. of their operations—as he w
a journey; he walked 30 miles on foot; he lived 12 ye

in France; he jumped 15 feet at a leap; he came home
Monday; the line runs east and west; the ship sails

knots in an hour, or an hour.

The truth and philosophy of this rule, are too mani

to need any comment.
Rule 26. When the word as follows its conju^

such, or all such, as a correlative of likeness, it is a c

stituent pronoun filling the same office, and performing

same duty, that the pronouns who, which and that do. .

when the terms such and all such, are used to denote

peculiar condition or situation of the subject, the word t

should be used instead of the term as. For example; 1
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jathei? is such, that I shall not go. His poverty is such,

at I must aid him. Now, when such and all such, are

ed to express similitude or comparative likeness- between

jects, the word as follows them in the character of a

nstituent pronoun of that likeness, as manifested in these

me examples : The weather is such, as I might expect.

is poverty is such, as calls for aid from me. There-

re, when the terms such and all such, are used to ex-

ess condition or situation, the correlative significate that

ould follow them; but when they are used to show like-

ss to something else, the correlative pronoun as, should

[low them.

To illustrate more clearly the nature of the phrases such

, and all such as, I will substitute the compound pronoun

lat, in their place, thus: The weather is what I might ex-

ct. His poverty is what calls for aid from me. Resolved

lis: The weather is that, which I might expect. His pov-

ty is that, which calls for aid from me. But when such

:d all such, are taken in the sense of condition or situa-

>n, the pronoun tohat, will not apply; as the weather is

:iat 1 shall not go; his poverty is what I must lend him
i.

Rule 27. z\ perfect participle following the indefinite

rb to have, agrees with the preceding nominative subject;

I remember to have seen him; that is, I remember
eing them, or I remember having seen him. In this last

:ample, both the present and the perfect participles agree

ith the pronoun /; and in all cases whatever, where a

irticiple or verb follows /mi;€-—as I have written; I re-

ember to have written—the verb have is taken inten-

sely, and not executively^ The expressions, to have

en, to have written, are analogous to the Latin expres-

)ns mdisse^ scripsisse, which have an accusative before

lem of the same person with its preceding nominative.

Rule 28. When a significate is placed between two
l>uns or pronouns, it assumes the office, and performs the

ity of an exponent by control ing the following noun or

onoun in the objective case—^as I saw nobody but him;

at is, leave out him, or except him, and I saw nobody.

5ain—he is quite a good scholar^ notwithstanding his ap-

rent inattention. This last example I have introduced

>the purpose of shewing the difference between anexpo^
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nent and a significate; and also, for the further purpose

illustrating the reason, that the present participle is oi

converted into an exponent or a signihcate. Notwi
standing in this example is thought to be an exponent,

what is called a preposition, but it is not; nor does it e

assume that office and duty. But it is always eilbe

participle, or a significate called conjunction. la the

ample cited, it is a participle agreeing with inattention,

1 hope to make evident in the resohuion of the sentei

thus:—He is quite a good scholar under apparent adve

circumstances. What are these! Why, apparent inatt

tion; which however, does not countervail his mental pc

ers so much, as to prevent him from becoming quite

good scholar. Th^erefore, nohoithstanding is a pres

participle agreeing with inattentiony whose inefficier

it designates; consequently, inattention is in the noi

native case independent. So also in the following (

ample it is a participle:—Notwithstanding the great con

sion at first, order was soon restored; that is, the gr

confusion, though opposing, was. not sufficient to prev

the restoration of order.

The following observations wiJl shew the reason, t

present participles ever become exponents. Although t\

always express powe? active, and operating either int

sively or executively, yet sometimes they have no defir

subjects expressed, to which they apply as exponents

their power.. When this is the case, they express the o

ration of their verbs generally, aod without any particu

application; and then they always have a noun or prono

following them, over which they preside as exponents,

dicating or rather dictatiiag whether or not, the follow!

noun or pronoun, shall be classed with the effects of t

preceding verb. For example,^! acted according to yc

instructions. Here the exponent accortii/i^ ^o, claims j

the verb acted, the noun instructions, under which t

power expressed by the verb acted, was exercised.

Again;—This story will cause some disturbance, si

posing your account to be true. Here the effects of t

verb cause expressed by the noun disturbance, is qualifi

by the participial exponent supposing, and held by it

suspense, till truth shall establish its result. Once more:

succeeded ia every attempt, ex.eept or excepting two. He
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) effect of the verb succeeded^ denoted by the phrase

?r?/ attempt^ is diminished in its amount, by the exponent

".ept or excepting^ which is literally and truly a controler

the adjective noun two in the objective case.

Now, when these participles have definite subjects ex-

jssed, whose attributes they denote, they agree with

m as participles, thus maintaining their primitive cha-

pter. In all cases however, where present participles

/e a negative particle prefixed to them, they precede
ir subjects; for they are affirmative declarations of inef-

ent power, and not negative declarations of efficient

ver. But placed after their subjects they would become
'ative expressions of efficient power, if no qualifying

•ase intervened, such as to the contrary or some other,

s:—He is quite a good scholar, his apparent inattention

the contrary notwithstanding.. Leave out the phrase

he contrary^ and you have a complete contradiction in

ns, thus:—He is quite a good scholar, his apparent in-

jntion notwithstanding; as it now reads, inattention is

Dbstacle to his improvement.

!^gain:—He finally gained his point, great opposition to

contrary notwithstanding. Leave out the phrase to

contrary^ and the two clauses of the sentence contra-

each other thus:—He finally gained his point, great

osition notwithstanding;, as it now reads, great opposi-

'. not opposing,

horn the foregoing illustration, we discover the origin,

nite office and duty of any exponent whatever. They
cate, expose, and point out the tendency and direction

my operative power going forth; and give locality and
)unt to its actions and results. They are therefore,

Dnents of those verbs, called intransitive or neuter.

3 class of words is derived directly, or indirectly from

)s, which is proved in the word at: since this word is

her more nor less, than the perfect participle of the

) add contracted, as many others are. For instance,

n, meant; send, sent; lend, lent, &c. The Latin word
means tendency, direction, &c. And our word at

ns the same thing, and is derived from add; as add,

3d, adt, and at. The letters D and T are interchange-

, as also the letters P and F.

'he propriety of introducing the term exponent for that
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of preposition, and the term significate for that of conjut

tion, must I think, appear manifest to every one after re?

ing what has been said on the subject. But, if it shoi

be asked, why I changed the word and, seeing it is a c(

junction in every sense of the word? To this 1 answ
that and has a peculiar claim to the term, since it is

copulate significate; for the word is properly a verb in
"

imperative mode or form, and literally means—add, yie

concede, allow, permit, &c.; as in this example,—Jan

and (add, concede) John study their lessons.

Therefore, that mixed and motley brood of words, (hi

erto called insignificant, or without meaning by the

selves,) can be distinctly and intelligibly arranged uni

the names of adverb, exponent, and significate; and tl:

will moreover, be found to signify much, and to add mi

to the order, symmetry, strength, force, import, harmo
and beauty of their primitive heads, or parent stock

much I say, in all these respects to each severally, and

both jointly.

In order to illustrate more forcibly the nature and of

of each part of speech in a sentence, I will give a few

amples more; inasmuch as ''^practice makes perfect."

Since the noun and the verb are the Adam and Eve
all the other parts of speech, they are severally affected

these members or progeny. As I have said before,

noun embraces existence of every kind, whether visi

and tangible, or invisible and essential; and whether th

nouns refer to primary, or secondary causes, or to the p

ducts of said causes. So the verb, as its name signif

embraces the operating energy of these causes; cor

quently, it is the general term for power of every kind

which I have classed under the two grand heads of ini

sive verb and executive verb.

All words, that in any way affect the noun in fa

shape, size, appearance, force, or beauty, belong to it

adjectives or participles. These may be divided into t

kinds—primitive attributes, and accidental qualities. 1

essential adjectives, which are the attributes or constitu

properties of a being, are different from those accidei

qualities, which arise from time, place, number, and

operation of the being's own power. These qualities h<

ever, are often expressed by nouns in the possessive ct
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)y nouns in the objective case preceded by an exponent

;: His virtue, or the virtue of him; man's virtue, or the

lie of man. An old man, or a man of years; a wise

I, or a man of wisdom, &c.
'hese accidental qualities moreover, are sometimes si^.

id by adverbs and exponents, which are then called

ctives, thus: The above considerations; the under floor;

hither post, &c. The whole family of adverbs, ex-

snts, and significates, are more intimately connected

I the verb, than they are with the noun; inasmuch as

verb is directly or indirectly the mother of them. Con.
lently, as a family distinction, a large portion of them
' her name,—to wit: Adverb, meaning, added to the

). Now power, that is, the verb, acts in time and place,

the verb makes and unmakes in time and place; the

) increases and diminishes in time and place; enlarges

lessens, changes and modifies in time and place, what-
• comes within its influence.

II those words then, retain the name of adverb, which
3 direct reference to the verb exercising its energies in

production of these changes and results, in time and
e.

'herefore, all those words bearing the name of adverb,

)te either the manner^ in which the verb exercises its

er, or the abstract qualities of duration and space, in

z\\ the verb has operated, is operating, and will operate;

ow and then; here and there; heretofore and hereafter.

v^ all those adverbs which express the manner of the

>'s operating power (the verb itself expresses the kind

Dwer,) ought to be placed next to the verb, either imme*
^ly before, or immediately after it. The importance of

truth will appear in the correction of the following sen-

e:
—'^Tell your father, that I would like to see him

7 much." Here the adverbs very jnuch, are carried as

as possible from their mothers. I say mothers, for, in

sentence there are two verbs, that share these adverbs

^een them; and these verbs are would and like. To be
I, we like very much, and we see very much; but we
very much both these results. In the first place, I

share them between the verbs like and see, thus:—Tell

p: father, that I would like very much to see him. Now,
pight of his friend would not create a liking, but would
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satisfy that desire already existing; therefore, the phra

very much should be placed between the verbs would ai

likeAo indicate the amount of satisfaction, that would ari

from gratifying a desire now existing,—as tell your fathe

that I w^ould very much like to see him.

From what has been shewn, I think it very possible

fix on some rules, which will guide us in determining (

the distinction, that exists between adverbs,.significates ai

exponents; or rather, rules, which will direct us in clasj

fying words belonging to this common family un^der the

proper heads.

And first, a rule for adverbs. If the word or words ha'

a direct reference by their signification (and there w;

never a word without one) to the manner in which pow
operates, it is an adverb,—as slowly, swiftly; weaki

strongly, &c.
Or, if they are the abstract names of time and place,

here and there, now and then, they belong to this class.

Secondly, a rule for significates. If the word or wor
have direct reference by their signification to contingei

relative, or concomitant circumstances, arising from posj

bility, change, chance, or from the contrasted similitude

quantity, quality, or in relationship of any kind, they b

long to the class of significates,-—as but, nevertheles

though, although, moreover, seeing that, provided th?

supposing that, considering that, neither nor, either or, tha

that, taken in the sense of, to wit—as Isaid, that he wou
come; that is, he would come, 1 said that. The word th

is used in two senses, to wit: it refers either to precedh

matter, and then it is a pronoun; or it refers to suceeedii

matter, and then it is a significate. And first, as a pr

noun,—You have missed your aim by your own rashnes

and I told you so, or I told you that. Secondly, as signi

cate,—I desire, that you should desist from your import

jaities. .Here that refers to the sentence, which follows it*



liECTURB O.

THE PARSING OR RESOLUTION OF SENTENCES.

Having shown the formation or construction of sen-

dees, the next question is, what is meant by parsing a
intence? The answer to this question is, that, to parse a
ntence means, to resolve it into its elementary parts of

eech, and to account for its construction; or in other

ords, to parse a sentence means, to take each word in

der, beginning at the first; tell what class it belongs to;

ve its sentential inflection, if it has any; and show it<5

See and duty; that is, its relation to, agreement with, t*©

jvernment of some other word in the sentence. Reasons

i" this relation, agreement and government, are specified

a set of rules, called Rules of Syntax, or putting toge-

br. Thus it appears, that the phrase "parsing grammar,"
eludes in it, analysis and synthesis, or taking to pieces

id putting together again.

A clear understanding of the nature of a sentence, con-

lered in the character of cause and effect—its two grand

liars—will now be attempted. The names of the several

rts of speech are these, to wit : The article, noun, ad-

tive, pronoun, verb, participle, adverb, exponent, signifi-

te, and interjection. A description of the nature, office,

id duty of each of these parts of speech, has already been

ven. They will now be discussed in their several inflec-

bs and sentential arrangement. The names and defini-

)ns of some of these parts of speech, will be found to dif-

r from those generally given by grammarians. This

>wever, has not been done for the sake of novelty or sin-

ilarity, but solely for the benefit of the learner. A clear

d appropriate definition of its elements, is of primary im-

rtance in the study of every science or art. More per-

sxity is experienced by students from the vagueness of

finitions given to the elements of science than in the

9
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abstruseness of their application and use. It is in scienc

and art, as it is in every thing else. When we become ae

quainted with the several component parts of a piece c

complicated machinery, the mystery of its construction i

dissolved. And the very use of language is to describe t

others, not merely what they already know, but also t

convey to them a knowledge of what they do not knoM
or at least, have a very faint conception of; and this is on
of its primary objects. Consequentl}^, by the means c

language oral and written, we come to the knowledge c

persons and things, that are absent, precisely as we shoul

do, if they were present before our eyes.

In English there are two articles, a or an and the. Th
article a becomes a?z, placed before words beginning wit

a vowel or silent consonant,—as an hour, an honest mar
It has been called the indefinite article, but very imprc

perly; for it is as limited in its application, as it possibl

c^n be; since it only appears before nouns in the singula

/^^^ Tiber, or before words representing one entire object,—

as a score, a thousand. Therefore, I call it the restrictiv

article, because it restricts the noun to the singular forrr

The notion that, it is indefinite because it applies to an;

single object indiscriminately, is a false notion of its tru

office; for it is not more indiscriminate in its applicatior

than the article the is, and not half so general and unlim

ited. The article the is the specific article, because i

points out a single object, or a class of objects, that hav

either been considered, or are now desired to be considerei

or noticed,—as the men fought like cats and dogs; but th

w^omen were more civil.

A noun is the name of any object of thought, person

place, or thing,—as hope, fear, man, tree^ Wheeling, pen

knife, &c. Any word or part of speech becomes a noun

when we make it a subject of conversation or discussion

To nouns belong number and person, gender and case

Properly speaking, they are all of the third person; bu

when a person or thing is addressed by name, he is sait

to be in the second person by apostrophe, or address.

There are three relative considerations of persons ant

things, under which they are said to be in the first, second

or third person; that is, when a person speaks of himself

he uses the capital letter /, called a pronoun, which means
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>r the noun: when he speaks to another person, he uses

le word thou, second person,* but when he speaks of per-

)ns and things under their general or proper names, or

ider the words he, she, or it, they are said to be in the

lird person. These five words then, /, thou, he, she and

, are called personal pronouns, because Jhey are used to

3note those three relations, which beings stand in to one
lother in conversation. He, she and it, are used to de-

Dte the genders of persons, animals, &c.
Nouns have two numbers, singular and plural. The
ngular number refers to one object, but the plural form
nbraces more than one. Such nouns, as form the plural

imber by adding s to the singular, are called regular

)uns; those, that form their plural differently, are called

regular,—as man, singular, and men, plural; but tree,

ees,—house, houses, &c. are regular. All nouns or

imes, that belong to individual persons, places, or things,

e called proper,—such as James, Wheeling, Ohio, &c.;

It those, that apply to one or many of the same kind, are

lied common,—as hand, feet, hills and valleys.

Person has been described above, as consisting of first,

cond and third, accordini^ to the relations of beings in

nversation. Gender is the distinction of sex. Nouns
iplied to male beings, are called masculine gender; nouns
ipliedto female beings, are called feminine gender; nouns

•plied to things having neither of the two, are called

luter gender; that is, neither male nor female.

When we speak however, of things having communi-
nt energies, we give them the masculine gender,—as of

e sun, we say, he is setting; and when we speak of

ings, that are recipients, we give them the feminine gen-

r,—as of a ship, she sails well, &c. The numbers and
snders of nouns, are readily distinguished in the significa-

)n of words themselves. Case has been defined as ap-

ying to three distinct positions or situations, in which

)uns are placed with respect to government in a sentence,

unded on the reciprocal relations existing between beings*

hese are the nominative, possessive, and objective cases,

he nominative case applies to the person or thing named
' mentioned as doing something, or as being affected by,

'suffering the influence of some power, belonging either

' himself, or to some other person or thing,—as John
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writes, or John is writing, or John does write, or John
loved; the letter is written, &:c.

When the person or thing is represented as related t

or possessing something, 7ie, she or ?i, is put in the po

sessive case—as naan's happiness, virtue's reward, &
Thus, man and virtue are in the possessive case, which
denoted by the letter s and a comma before it. But if t

noun is plural, or ends with an 5, the comma only is use

as foxes' holes. These are readily changed, and put in

the objective case,—as the happiness of man; the rewa
of virtue; the holes of foxes. These again can be put

the nominative case,—as man has happiness; virtue has

reward; foxes have holes.

The nouns in each of the above sentences, have been r

ciprocally put into each of the three cases, or situation

In the first instance, man^ virtue andybares, are in the po

sessive case; and happiness, reward, &c. in the nominati^

case. In the second instance,, man^ virtue and foxes^ a

in the objective case. And in the third instance, ma
virtue and foxes^ are in the nominative case; and hapf
ness, &c. in the objective case. These reciprocal chang
however, have not affected the sense or meaning of tl

sentences. Thus, the different cases give scope for varie

of expression, or differently constructed sentences, ai

still convey much the same sentiment.

Various examples of the inflection of the noun, are set

in the following declensions of nouns, common and prope

Singular number, nom. Man, poss. man's, obj. man.
Plural number, nom. Men, poss. men's, obj. men.
Sing. num. nom. Tree, poss. tree's, obj. tree.

Piur. num. nom. Trees, poss. trees', obj. trees.

Sing. num. nom. Father, poss. father's, obj. father.

Plur. num. nom. Fathers, poss. fathers', obj. fathers.

Sing. num. nom. Mother, poss. mother's, obj. mother.

Plur. num. nom. Mothers, poss. mothers', obj. mothen

Proper nouns have only the singular number, exce

when several individuals are taken collectively under

particular name,—as the Csesars, the Barings, &c.
An adjective is a word added to a noun or pronoun, ai

is so called, because it expresses some quality or attribu

of persons, places, and things. A philosophical discussic
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the nature and ofHce of adjectives, will be found under

j head of adjectives in the preceding lectures. It has a

ich more important office in the construction of sentences,

m is generally assigned to it.

There are three degrees of value attached to adjectives,

led the positive, the comparative, and the superlative,

[len any quality is spoken of in reference to two beings,

;h regard to this quality, it is put in the comparative de-

je; but when it is spoken of with reference to three or

re beings, it is put in the superlative degree. Now
3 quality may be spoken of, in the ascending or descend-

series of value, as more or less; for example,—good,

ter, best, in the ascending or advancing series; or little,

3, least, in the descending or lessening series. The par-

ilar amount of its value in the positive degree, is often

ertained by nouns in the objective case, placed either

mediately before, or after it; especially such adjectives

belong to distance, extent, capacity, magnitude and

ue,—as the boat is 90 feet long; the wall is 20 feet

'h; or the knife is worth a dollar, &c. These adjec-

ts control the nouns, that define their amount or value;

the very cogent reason, that the definition of a word is

exponent of its significancy^ or the nature of the ob-

', for which it is a representative* Therefore, these

ms being the definitions of the amount or value of those

actives, have been affected, or constructed in accordance

h that amount or value; precisely on the same principle,

t the verb is constructed in number and person in ac-

dance with its nominative case. And this is all, that is

ant by syntactical government. Syntactical govern-

nt is a social and reciprocal government of affections^

I that of domestic government^ and not that arbitrary

I despotic rule, exercised by tyrants. Each word in a

itence has its reciprocal relations and affections^ depen-

ices and connections, like the several members in the

nestic circle.

Fo shew that adjectives of extent, capacity, &c. control

se specific nouns of extent, capacity, &c. which estimate

m, I will change the above adjectives into their corres-

iding nouns of admeasurement and value. The boat is

length of 90 feet; the wall is the height of 20 feet;

' knife is the worth of a dollar. In these instances the
9^
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nominative subject is compared with the nouns of extei

&c. and said to be equal to them. Specific nouns ofval

ation have an exponent before them, to shew their relati

to the nouns of extent, &c. valued by them. Thus we fin

that all adjectives of distance, extent, capacity, magnitu

and value, are estimated by the tables of money, weigl

and measures; and that, they naturally and properly cc

trol those nouns, by which they are valued or estimate

In the foregoing illustration, the young beginner wi

saved from a host of difficulties with regard to parsi

nouns, which estimate those adjectives of distance, exte

&c. hitherto said to be governed by something understoc

whereas this very something really exists in the nature

the adjectives themselves, and exercises its relative a

official duty over them.

The adjective is next in importance to the noun
verb; because it is that, which gives strength, symmeti
order and beauty, to the structure of a sentence; but a fi

ther development of its true character^ will be found

another place.

In the following examples is exhibited the comparisi

of adjectives, which are both regular and irregular. Thoi

that terminate their comparative degree in er, and their 5

perlative degree in est^ are called regular; but those, th

form their degrees of comparison by different words, orl

the adverbs more and most^ are called irregular, thus:

Positive Good, comparative better, superlative best.

Positive Bad, ill, or evil, comparative worse, superlati

worst.

Positive Great, comparative greater, superlative greatei

Positive Wise, comparative wiser, superlative wisest.

Positive Beautiful, comparative more beautiful, superl

tive most beautiful.

Positive Cautious, comparative more cautious, superl

tive most cautious, &c.

From what has been said concerning the indefini

amount of adjectives, it will readily be seen why, the s

perlative degree admits of another comparison,—as

Supreme, supremer, supremest.

Extreme, extremer, extremest.

Almighty, almightier, almigbtie&t, &c..
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I have already shewn you something concerning the

Dnoun, in my observations on the noun; but I will now
Dceed to give a further definition of it. As the name sig-

ies, it is used instead of a noun, and has number, person,

nder and case. Its number, person and gender, corres-

nd to the nouns, for which they stand; but its case varies

cording to its relative situation and office in the sentence,

onouns may be arranged under five general heads,

iich will be sufficiently exact to distinguish them from

eh other, and give them a classification.

First. The personal pronouns are, i, thou^ he, she, it;

th their plurals, we, ye or you, and they.

Secondly. The constituent pronouns are, who, which
d that. These three comprise the whole class; and I

II them constituent, for the very cogent reason, that they

e the only ones in the language, which introduce the

mponent or second clause of a compound sentence, com-
unded in the true sense of the term. For, sentences

nnected by the copulate significate and—for example,

lowledge and virtue lead to honor and wealth,—are a

ry different composition, from those formed by these

nstituent pronouns,—as he who acts wisely, deserves

aise; those who seek their own praise, are seldom grati-

d. If chemical affinity produces a compound different

)m that of adhesion, so these pronouns constitute a com-
iind altogether different from that of association. They
e constituent, because they introduce matter, that is ne-

ssary to complete the sense of the sentence, and make it

telligible; and they compound it, beccuse they express

id define t^he main subject, or what belongs to it, under

stinct terms, requiring two verbs, and two nominative

ses in one sentence, in order to make it an entire and
lished sentence, as in the above examples, viz: He who
;ts wisely, deserves praise; that is, he deserves praise,

icause he acts wisely. They refer to a preceding noun
pronoun, which I call a conjugate; for they are insepa-

bly connected with said conjugate; which must be dis-

ictly refered to, before the sentence can be resolved, or

en u-nderstood.

Thirdly. There are relative pronouns, or such as have
definite reference to beings in generaJ,^—as ally some,

vyy much, many, such, &c..
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Fourthly. There are specific pronouns, as eacA, eve7*y

either, this, that, these, those, one, other, neither, another

&c. Fifthly. The compound pronouns are what, what
ever, whoever, whichever. These are both indicative aui

interrogative. What is compounded of who and that; am
the three have the adverb ever affixed to them, which ena

bles them to embrace the conjugate, and imply it in thai

own constituency. The pronoun what however, when fol

lowed by a noun, drops its compound character and be

comes specific—as, What man is there among you, wh<

acts prudently? Whatever motive he had in doing the act

he is not justified in it.

The pronouns are declined in the following table. Th(

first and second have no gender; but the third has threi

distinct words to denote the genders, as he, masculine; she

feminine; and it, the neuter gender. The constituent pro

noun who is used for male or female; which is used fo)

inanimate things; and that is used for all genders.

Declension of the Pronouns.

FIRST FERSON.

SINGULAR. PLURAL.
Nominative I, Nom. We,
Possessive My or mine, Poss. Our or our's,

Objective Me. Ohj. Us.

SECOND PERSON.

SINGULAR. PLURAL.

Nam. Thou, Norn. Ye or you,

Poss. Thy or thine, Poss. Your or your's,

Obj. Thee. Obj. You.

THIRD PERSON.

SINGULAR. PLURAL.

Norn. He, she, it, Norn. They,

Poss. His, her or her's, its, Poss. Their or their's,

Obj. Him, her, it. Obj. Them.

Constituent Pronouns—Singular and Plural.

Norn. Who, which, that.

Poss. Whose, whose, whose.

Obj. Whom, which, that.
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The compound yjronouns whatever, whoever and which-

r, are declined like their simples. We find also, what-

ver, whosoever and ivhichsoever. Some of the specific

inouns, are declined like nouns—as one^ other^ another,

ther, &c.

SINGULAR. PLURAL.

Norn, One,

Poss. One's,

ObJ. One.

Norn. Ones,

Poss, Ones',

Obj. Ones.

SINGULAR.

Nom, Other,

Poss, Other's,

Obj, Other.

PLURAL.

Nom, Others,

Poss. Others',

Obj\ Others, &c.

This and that have been called demonstrative pronouns,

ey refer to definite and distinct objects, which have been

viously nominated or discussed; but it is not demonstra-

fi, to advert to something previously said, or to an object

iviously announced. Therefore, this and that are not

nonstrative pronouns; but they are both specific and
inite pronouns. These is the plural of this, and those

he plural of that. When they apply to nouns, that suc-

d them, they are sj)ecijic; but when they refer to some-

ng already named, they are specific and definite; be-

ise they are specifiers and definers of what has been

d; that is, they direct our attention back to definite and

tinct matter.





LrECTURE 7.

INFLECTION OF VERBS.

have said, that no part of speech appears to have been

understood in its nature and office in a sentence, than

verb; because we find it stigmatized with such hard

es as neuter^ auxiliai^y^ &c. To call a verb neuter is

calling a live man dead; and to call it auxiliary is like

ng, that a feeble man has no power to act of himself,

to say, that power has no energy, is denying its exist-

:; and to say, tliat it acts without any energy, is no
ir; for it is saying, that it acts without acting. These
no-s however, are much in accordance with the ^'vis

^i^" of the ancients,—viz. The poiver of inactivity.

It a murder of language and an insult to common
e! Every verb in any language necessarily implies

existence of something, if it has any meaning at all*

if it has no meaning attached to it, language must be

less significant, than the whistling winds, which are

[ significant.

B not deceived. It is only the want of a moment's re-

ion, that has given rise to such expressions with regard

le verb. All verbs are necessarily active either in

it or apparent operative power. Even the verb is,

?d substantive, implies more power in it, than any other

^e language; for it refers directly to the potency of

!, and is derived to us from that name Jah, which is his

test and best name. Verbs are said to be words, which

ify to be, to do, to suffer, &c. Very well then,—they

ify the operative energy of power existent, that is,

ding forth in some quarter. Therefore, they are all

'^e and never passive in any possible sense of the word,

ons and things are spoken of, as being the communi-
s or the recipients of power, or of its influence. This

hat is meant by the active and passive voice,—to wit;
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The manner, in which we speak of persons and things^

Hgenls putting forth power, or as recipients experienci

its influence coming from another quarter. Verbs th

are communicant and recipient as applied to beings—the

fore, they are executive; otherwise, nobody could affi

and influence another, or be affected and influenced by i

other. They are also intensive, when they are applied

the mental and physical condition of beings, or to mi
and matter. Verbs then, are all actively intensive, or {

tively executive. Therefore, they may be classed unc

these two heads. And under these two heads I shall d

cuss them in their forms and tenses, giving an account

five verbs in the language, that are always intensive, a

apply directly to man, as an intelligent being. These cc

stitute the foundation of that peculiarity of our language

the formation of its tenses.

Mode belongs to the action of ver^s in their varic

kinds of operation, and not to their different sentential :

flections. Consequently, language has certain fixed a

established forms of the verb, in which we announce t

various modes of action signified by the different verl

So that we hdiweforms of expression, and modes of actic

but not modes of expression, and forms of action.

Therefore, the word form, as a general term of classi

cation, under which we express the operative power of t

verb, is much more appropriate, and vastly more defin

and significant of the real matter of fact.

And although we have different modes of utterance, ai

different manners of articulation and gesticulation, yet the

are not the attributes of language in ils construction^

scheme of communication; but they are the attributes

language in its persuasion, the common property of \

languages, under whatever scheme of articulate sounds,

pictorial characters.

And every language has fixed forms of the verb, eith

sentential, or inflected, to express the various modes of a

tion designated by the difl^erent verbs. The English la

guage uses both the inflected and the sentential form toe

press the different periods of time, in which the action ^

event takes place. Therefore, mode is improperly applii

to the grammar, that is, to the writing or spelling of tl

verb in its sentential construction. In English, there a
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iree ways or forms of expressing the operation of a verb;

W
jFirst. The indefinite form, having no person or num-
|r,—as to think, to read, to write, &c.
Secondly. The definite form, under its own inflection,—

•

I write, I wrote, &c.; or by combination, which unites

3 inflected with the indefinite form; and which also unites

3se two forms with the present and perfect participles,

}s: I desire to write, I desire to be writing, I desire to

ve been writing, or I desire to have written, &c.
Thirdly. The imperative form,— as, singular, think

)u, read thou, write thou; and plural, think ye, read

i

write ye, &c.
The elective form, called the subjunctive mode, is ex-

ssed in English, by a significate preceding the dejfinite

'm; for the verb has no peculiar inflection of its own,
r combination, which constitutes this form. Therefore,

s election, choice, condition, or hypothesis is expressed

the definite form, with an elective, conditional, or hypo-
tical significate placed before it, as introductory to, and
iicating this election, &c. under which the action is to

performed. I call it the elective form of expression;

the term subjunctive, is no definition of the real nature

the fact. We might call one day subjunctive to another

th the same propriety, instead of designating it by Mon-
y or Tuesday. The reader will find these severally dis-

3sed in their places.

OF TENSE OR TIME.

The doctrine of tense or time, as taught in grammars, is

nass of incongruity. When we are told, that an act is

ne, perfectly done, and more than perfectly done, we are

to the conclusion, that power can act and not perform;

form and not finish; and finally, more than finish its

Brations. Language has not built its tenses on the doc-

le of supererogation; but on the two natural and com-
n sense views, in which power presents itself to our
iice. And first, it presents itself in its operative and
)ductive energies, with their resulting effects; and se-

idly, in its executed action or finished operation, as mat-

of fact or event.

10
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We speak of power, both in its executive energies ar

resulting products; and also in its finished operation, as s

act done or transpired event; for we have the words a

tion, operation, and a host of verbal nouns, to express sir

ply, the finished exercise of that power designated by tl

verb. Every exercise of power must be in present tim

while its action is in transitu^ or evenient with the speaker

declaring time. Consequently, when we speak of pow(

operating, there is necessarily included in the expressio

present or current time. So also, when we speak of pow(

operated in productive effects, there is necessarily include

in the expression, past time, or time prior to the declar;

tion; but the consideration of time as such, either presei

or past, is no part of the design or object, which we ha^

in view in making the declaration. Our sole object is i

announce, that power is, or is not in present exercise, pri

ducing its effects; or that it has, or has not exercised i

productive energies in effects, at the time of utterance. C

that some specified power is, or is not going to exercise i

energies in the production of effects.

Therefore, the two first tenses of the verb, viz: the pr
sent and past, have direct reference to the intensive, (

executive results or effects of the verb, as an operatic

power, either intensive or executive, according to the nj

ture of that power; and the next two tenses of the verl

perfect and pluperfect, have as direct reference to the e:

ecutive action of the verb, as an act done and finishei

The first, called the perfect tense, speaks of this action i

its absolute character—as an act done, and belonging to i

proper author or cause, without reference to any other p
riod of time, than the speaker's time; but the second forn

called the pluperfect tense, speaks of this action or fii

ished operation, in its relative character, as a matter

fact prior to the speaker's time.

Thus we see, that language follows the footsteps of ni

ture, in the economy of its tenses, and gives no intimatic

of mutilated action, or incomplete action; neither of supe

erogation or over action; that is, action more than actei

Therefore, the present and past tenses of the verb repr

sent intensive and executive power in its resulting, or r

suited effects; while the next two tenses represent X\

finished action of that potoer, as a matter of fact or even
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listing in its absolute character, at the time the declara-

bn is made; or as a matter of fact or event existing prior

i that time, compared with succeeding events*

There are three forms of expression for the present

tnse, although only one of them indicates the power in ac-

lal exercise at the time the declaration is made, except

\e verb is of that class of verbs, whose power is in con-

lant exercise. In the sentences—I write, 1 do write, or I

m writing—the last only, represents the power of the

brb in actual exercise at the time of declaration. The
vo former only indicate or declare such a present habi-

ide of the agent as the verb signifies; and this is the case

'ith every other executive verb. The past tense, on the

')ntrary, represents the power of the verb, as having actu-

ly exercised its energy and produced its effects. Herein

^sts the philosophy of the Hebrew language in placing the

)0t of the verb in the past tense, and forming its present

nse by the present participle, which always represents

e power of the verb in actual exercise. If the present

nse then, only represents the present habitude of the

^ent, so also do the perfect and pluperfect tenses only

^present his present and past habituated and finished ac-

bn as an event.

I said, that the English verb has no form of its. own to

[press future action, or to represent power, as going to

it hereafter. But by combination of verbs in the definite

id indefinite forms with the present or past participle, the

hglish is extremely copious and exact in its foresight and
Iference to future events; for it has no less than eight

ntential forms to express four considerations of future

suits. The first four of these forms are built on the

[esent and past tenses of an intensive verb in its own de-

lite and inflected form of expression, succeeded by an-

her verb in its indefinite form, which is future in its nature,

^ether with the present or perfect participle of an execu-
te verb, thus; I will write, or, I will be writing; I would
rite, or, I would be writing. Either of these four forms,

is a direct reference to the future operative power of the

irb write. But each of the four succeeding forms, has

direct reference to the fiiture finished action of the verb

%te^ as a matter of fact or event, thus : I will have writ-

Q, or, I will have been writing; I would have written, or,
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I would have been writing. And here let it be reme
bered, that the active and passive voice of verbs in a

language, is no more nor less, than forms of the verb,

forms of sentential expressions used to indicate the noi

native subject, either as the author of its power, or as 1

recipient of its power, thus: I love, do love, or am lovii

I loved, did love, or was loving. These are so ma
different forms, inflected or sentential, in which the p
noun /, is made the author of the power or afl^ection <

pressed by the verb love—operating, or operated as to

effects on some object which may refer either to the fii

second, or third person,—as me myself; thee, him
Peter.

These all, I say, refer to a communicant agent, putti

forth the energies of the verb love, in its productive effec

This verb then, is in the communicant voice; and not oi

so, but there is another item brought into view, which

this—the productive effects of the verb in its operatic

These effects are indicated, under the inflection of the Vi

alone in its definite form— in its present participle precec

by the intensive verb am or was, or in its indefinite fc

preceded by the intensive verb do. Now we speak

power in its subsident action, as an event or matter of f

at the time of speaking, or prior to that time.

Here then, come in the perfect and pluperfect forms

our grammars, which are properly the present and p
tenses of finished results or events, thus: I have loved,

I have been loving; I had loved, or, I had been lovi

The perfect and pluperfect tenses of our grammars, i

neither more nor less, than the present and past tenses

expressions, which indicate the finished or settled results

the power of the verb, as an event or matter of fact. ]

the present and past tenses or real inflections of the ve

refer directly to the effect produced by its operative pow
as I write, or wrote a letter, &c. I said, that the defii

form of an intensive verb followed by the indefinite form

an executive verb, expresses future time with regard to

effects of this executive verb,—as I desire to write a letj

&c. Why then, it may be asked, have I put I do love

the definite form, present tense? To this I answer, t

the verb do, when used intensively, is a mere affirmat

or asseveration, that the power of the verb, which folk
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is in actual exercise,—as I do do my duty, &c.; there-

re, it is no exception to the principle above laid down.
In order to change a conimunicant expression into a re-

5ient one, called passive voice, nothing is required except

introduce the verb be or am, and its perfect participle,

fore the participle loved; and change loving into loved,

js: I am loved, instead of, I loved; and I was loved, in-

jad of, I was loving. These constitute the present and
st recipient times of the operative effect of the verb love;

d by substituting the perfect participle loved for the pre-

at participle loving in the other two examples, we have
3 present and past tenses of the finished action or exe-

ted results of the verb in its recipient voice called passive,

as: I have been loved, instead of, I have been loving;

d I had been loved, instead of, I had been loving; and
of all other executive verbs. This same economy in

3 use of the verb be or am, and its perfect participle been,

plies to the combined forms of the future tenses, thus: I

11 be loved, instead of, I will be loving; I would be loved,

^tead of, I would be loving; I will have been loved, in-

iad of, I will have been lovmg; and, I would have been
,^ed, instead of, I would have been loving, (fee.

'With what ease and facility communicant expressions

3 changed into recipient ones ! Nothing can exceed its

ortness, simplicity and plainness. And having accident-

y omitted a rule for nouns following verbs in the reci-

^nt voice, I will supply it here.

'Rule 29. All intensive verbs, and recipient expres-

ms have the same case after them, that they have before

3m,—as I am Peter, who is called Simon; or, I am Peter,

10 am called Simon. The disease is called cholera, &c.
'There is no variation in the elective form, fronj the defi-

ne form. Whatever kind of election or choice there may
' in the condition of beings, there is no election nor choice

to the power itself. Consequently, what objection can

3re be to the economy of the English language for ex-

3ssing this condition of the agent by a significate? The
'riety of condition, whether contingent, hypothetical, or

whatever nature it may be, can be pointed out much
pre definitely by some distinct term, than it possibly can
' by a peculiar termination of the verb, since this can

Iver indicate a variety of condition; but different and
10*
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significant terms can shew every possible variety. Thei

fore, the rigid and inflexible character of our verb in tl

respect, is an ornament, rather than a defect in the la

guage. In exhibiting the combined form which is made
of the definite and indefinite forms, I have taken one

those five intensive verbs, which are these, viz, icill, sha

can, rnay, and must. These have only the definite for

present and past tense, and want the participles except t

verb will^ which has the present participle willing. T
verb ought however, is in the same predicament; but it

entirely distinct from the verb must. The grand distir

tion between the two verbs is this—the verb must appl

to our native and personal responsibility, but ought rek

to our acquired obligations; for it comes from the verb on

and is properly the perfect participle of it,—as owed,

or ought, I have chosen the verb will, because it refe

directly to that mental intensive power, which is never dc

mant nor inoperative; also, because it holds the highe

rank among the five, inasmuch as it is the eldest birth

mental economy. Any other verb which applies to t

mind, besides these five, will take their place, and maintc

the same forms through the whole scheme; except the ve

in its indefinite form assumes the particle to before it, beii

its proper characteristic.

These five intensive mental verbs are the only ones

tbe language, except dare and do, that receive the inde

nite form without this particle to before it, in forming tl

combination,—as I intend to write; 1 wish to write; I c

sire to write; I dare write, &c.
I will now illustrate the nature of these five verbs I

showing to what each severally and directly applies.

I said, that these five verbs are the only ones in the la

guage, except dare, that admit a verb in the indefinite foi

after them, without the particle to before this verb. No
there must be some cause or reason for this, existing

these verbs, since wherever we find an effect produced, ^

may rest assured, that its cause is intimately connected wi

it: therefore, we will here endeavor to search out th

cause. But where else shall we look for it, or where el

ought we to look for it, except in the nature of these ver

themselves, or rather, in the nature of those realities whi(

they represent? The cause evidently rests in the natu
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these verbs; consequently we will examine them, in order

find out their true meaning and application; and by so

ing we shall doubtless discover the real and efficient

jse.

Each of these verbs is always intensive, never execu-

e; and this truth arises from the nature of those realities,

iich they severally represent. For, they represent the

^fountains or sources of moral sentiment, which belong

intelligent and accountable beings. Therefore,

Isl. The verb will represents the attribute of elective

ntal power, or free choice,—-as I will, thou wilt, he

11, &c.
2d. The verb shall represents the natural and inherent

[hority, or personal and social government, which sapi-

:e or wisdom gives to man,—as I shall, thou shalt, he

ill, &c.
3d. The verb can represents the native ability, or opera-

e men-tal energy, which belongs to intelligent beings,

—

I caa^. thou canst, he can, &c.
4th. The verb, may represeats> the personal and social

3rty and freedom, which intelligent beings possess,—as

nay, thou mayest, he may, &c.
5th. The \evhmust represents the consequent obligation,

moral responsibility, which results from these four attri-

^es of intelligence,—as I must, thou must, he must, &c.;

i which is claimed by, and due to Him who bestows the

U
Consequently, these five verbs represent the five primary

ributes of man just enumerated. Therefore, man is a

ng "under authority, having soldiers under him." These
reover, are "the five wise virgins having oil in their

Dps," &c.
Fhus we find^ that these five verbs embrace the five pri-

iry attributes of intelligence;., and that, when we wish ta

cribe our executive and overt actions and social con-

r.t, as proceeding from either of these fountains, we must

one of these verbs to indicate and define them, which

il of course precede the executive yerb.. Consequently,.

\\i of these intensive verbs must always be in the definite

ni, present or past tense; and this is just what we find

onging to them, and nothing more,. except the participle

ling^ geaemlly: used as an adjective, and very appro?.
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priately applied to the mind itself. We always find, I g

these verbs in the definite formj present or past tei

consequently, the verb following it must be in the h
finite form,—as I will, shall, can, may, or must do
duty, &c. Therefore, the indefinite verb being the exe

tive verb, must have its work yet to do, and of coi

future or successive to the time indicated in the defii

verb. Thus, in the examples—I will write, 1 will be w
ing, or, I am willing to write—the verb will is in the

finite form, present tense; and the verb write is in

indefinite form, future tense, and controled by the v

ivilL So also the verb be, in the second example, is in

indefinite form, and controled by the verb will and the
[

sent participle writing, agrees with the pronoun /. 1
combination corresponds with the Greek and Latin indi

tive future, which is expressed by the inflection of the v

itself.

Again: I would write, I would be writing, or I was m

ing to write, are relative past, and comparative future

pressions. In relation to its conjugate will, would is

past inflection of it; but compared with the executive v

write as to its products, the expressions are future, no
ecutive operations as yet having taken place. Here th

seems to be a manifest contradiction in terms,—that

past tense should indicate future action. This is the ro

on which English grammarians have made shipwreck, i

which has given rise to the various schemes of auxilii

forms of modes and tenses. But, when the true nature

the expression is understood, the mystery is solved, ;

the apparent contradiction with all its difficulties, vanis

at once. The whole economy of the inflected tenses

built on the order of succession in the routine of eve

and when we speak or write, we have a constant eye

this order of succession, and use verbs in their primarj

inflected forms, in compliance with this order.

But as I have before stated, the present moment alon

our's; that is, we always act in present time; and speak

is acting. Therefore, we speak or write of events, as
{

sent, past or future, with reference to our own acting tii

But this standard of ours, is constantly floating along

the current stream, which brings us forward to scenes o

future, but now present^ and carrying us away from th
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ain, makes them past, fixed and stationary; because,

ving once happened, they become dead certainties; that

fixed results by their eventuation. But we are passing

to future ones, that will also become present, fixed and
tionary, the moment we arrive at their resulting birth,

nsequently, we are continually carried from present

jnes to their comparative future ones, which have now
ome our present scenes. These too have their own fu-

e ones, which the next moment makes our present, and
next moment turns this present into past. Thus, we

iome familiar and eye-witnesses, not only of new, living,

ible and tangible effects, but also of new, real, finished

i stationary actions, or dead certainties^ being the sub-

en t or settled throws of executive power. But we speak

these actions, as we do of other things, viz.: that they

comings come, or gone. In the order of succeeding

nts then, each throw of power \vhich brings them forth,

ses after their birth, and becomes a finished and station-

act, while time bears us onward to witness the young
;pring of a second and succeeding throw. Thus we are

ne along, witnessing successive operations and their ef-

Is, till time lands us in eternity.

N'ow, we not only act ourselves, and produce visible ef-

^.s, and talk about them along with the actions and effects

>thers, while on our journey; but we have many secret

I mental views, designs and intentions, known only to

selves, until we divulge them. But this disclosure is

de with due rv^^ard to their own order of succession, as

as to the relative successiG.n which belongs to their so-

l connection with surrounding events, thus: I will write,

ill be writing, and I am willing to write, are indications

I present intention or operating cause, to perform here-

r an executive or overt act; but, I would write, I would
writing, and I was willing to write, are only indications

Dast timej and not a subsident cause, to perform here-

r an executive or overt act. And this is not all. I said,

speak of actions as we speak of other things, viz: that

Y are coming, come, or gone. So these mental views,

jigns and intentions, are spoken of not only in their ab-

lie character, as going to exist, existing, and having ex«

d, but also in their relative character or connection with

rounding events, in the order of succession. In this
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absolute or relative character only one of the three corr

live forms of expression, indicate the actual exercise of

mind—to wit: I am willing to write, or I was willing

write. The other two forms—to wit : I will write, I

be writing; or I would write, or 1 would be writing—

i

cate the succession of time belonging to the order of ev<

with regard to the speaker's time, as posterior or anteric

it. So that, I would write, or I would be writing, does

indicate, that any mental exercise has as yet taken pi

Why then, is the past tense o^ will used to represent fu

intention, or future mental action? For one of the best

sons in nature, since the declaration in the past tense clej

shows, that an event must intervene and become past

fore this intention or operating cause can exist or bec^

real. Therefore, the intention must be successive to

embraced event, and consequently, relatively future t(

both in the order of time and in the order of existence,

the past tense implies the past time of the intervening re;

consequently, so much of the relative time of this future

tention has passed with it. Therefore, the expressio

natural, philosophical and proper. This illustration ap{

with more than equal force to the other four verbs—to

shall, can, may and must; for these verbs refer more
rectly to social relations than the verb will does.

In the following examples will be found the er

scheme of our verbs, both in their own inflection as

present and past tense, number and person; and also

their combination as to the perfect, pluperfect and ful

tenses.

Conjugation of the werh be or am, viz:

Present be or am—Past was.

Participles,—Being, been, having been.

Definite form of operative power

—

PRESENT TENSE.

Sing, I am, thou art, he, she or it, is.

Pbir. We are, ye or you are, they are.

PAST TENSE.

Sing. I was, thou wast, he, she or it, was.

Plur. We were, ye or you were, they were.
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'efore we can proceed any farther in this example, we
it conjugate and inflect the verbs have, will, shall, can,
'- and must, and then we shall be in possession of all

items, which constitute the entire scheme or whole

lomy of the English combination of verbs. No verb in

English language goes beyond the present and past

-e by its own inflection; consequently, those forms here-

^e called perfect, pluperfect, and first and second future

(Cs, are expressed by combination—that is, by uniting

(inflected form of one verb with the participles or indefi-

jform of another verb. This arrangement holds true,

pt in the verb have^ which takes its own perfect parti-

,—Conjugation of the verb have, viz:

Present have—Past had.

Participles,—Having, had, having had.

nite form of operative power

—

PRESENT TENSE.

Sing, I have, thou hast, he, she or it, has.

Plur. We have, ye or you have, they have.

PAST TENSE.

Sing. I had, thou hadst, he, she or it, had.

Plur. We had, ye or you had, they had.

nite form of finished action, as an event

—

PRESENT TENSE.

Sing. I have had, thou hast had, he, she or it, has

had.

Plur. We have had, ye or you have had, they have
had.

PAST TENSE.

Sing. I had had, thou hadst had, he, she or it, had
had.

Plur. We had had, ye or you had had, they had had.

finite form of operative power

—

to have.

finite form of finished action, as an event

—

to have had^

)njugation of the verb will, viz:

Present will—Past would.

Participle,—Willing. The perfect is wanting.

id here let it be remembered, that the verbs will^
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shall^ can, may and must, are all defective in the par
pies, and in the indefinite and the imperative forms.

Definite form of operative power

—

PRESENT TENSE.

Sing. I will, thou wilt, he, she or it, will,

Pliir. We will, ye or you will, they will.

PAST TENSE.
Sing. I would, thou wouldst, he, she or it, would.

Plur. We would, ye or you would, they would.

Conjugation of the verh shall, viz:

Present shall—Past should.

Definite form of operative power—

•

PRESENT TENSE.

Sing. I shall, thou shalt, h^, she or it, shall.

Plur, We shall, ye or you shall, they shall.

PAST TENSE.
Sijig. I should, thou shouldst, he, she or it, shouL

Plur. We should, ye or you should, they should.

Conjugation of the verb can, viz:

Present can—Past could.

Definite form of operative power

—

PRESENT TENSE.

Sing, I can, thou canst, he, she or it, can.

Plur. We can, ye or you can, they can.

PAST TENSE.

Sing. I could, thou couldst, he she or it, could.

Plur. We could, ye or you could, they could.

Conjugation of the verb may, viz:

Present may—Past might.

Definite form of operative power

—

PRESENT TENSE.

Sing. I may, thou mayest, he, she or it, may.
Plur. We may, ye or you may, they may.

PAST TENSE,
Sing. I might, thou mightest, he, she or it, might
Plur. We might, ye or you might, they might.

Conjugation of the verb must, viz:

Present must—Past must.
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Definite form of operative power,—Present tense:

Sing. I must, thou must, he, she or it, must.
Plur, We must, ye or you must, they must.

Its past tense has the same inflection.

Conjugation of the verb do—Present do, past did. Par-
iples doing, done, having done.

Definite form of operative power

—

PRESENT TENSE. '

Sing, I do, thou doest, he, she or it, does.

Plur, We do, ye or you do, they do.

PAST TENSE.

Sing, I did, thou didst, he, she or it, did.

Plur. We did, ye or you did, they did.

Indefinite form of operative power

—

to do.

Indefinite form of finished action, as an Qweni—to have
me.

Combination of the verb do taken intensively, united

th do taken executively.

Definite form of operative power

—

PRESENT TENSE.

Sing. I do do, thou doest do, he, she or it, does do.

Plur. We do do, ye or you do do, they do do.

PAST TENSE.

Sing. I did do, thou didst do, he, she or it, did do.

Plur. We did do, ye or you did do, they did do.

Conjugation of the irregular executive verb write:—
esent write—Past wrote. Participles writing, written,

ving written.

Definite form of operative power

—

PRESENT TENSE.

Sing. I write, thou writ^st, he, she or it, writes or
iteth.

Plur. We write, ye or yon write, they write.

PAST TENSE.

Sing. I wrote, thou wrotest, he, she or it, wrote.

Plur. We wrote, ye or you wrote, they wrote.

Indefinite form of operative power—to write.

Imperative form,—Sing. Write, or write thou. Plur.

rite, or write ye. >

11
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The imperative form of all our verbs, is taken from 1

first person of the definite form—present tense. And a

verb is put into its imperative form by dropping the not

native pronoun, singular and plural, in the first pers(

present tense of the definite form; and having the secc

person, implied or expressed, after the verb, as in write.

Conjugation of the regular executive verb learn,—

P

sent learn—Past learned. Participles learning, learn

having learned.

Definite form of operative power

—

PRESENT TENSE.

Sing, I learn, thou learnest, he, she or it, learns

learneth.

Plur. We learn, ye or you learn, they learn.

PAST TENSE.

Sing* I learned, thou learnedst, he, she or it, learnec

Plur. We learned, ye or you learned, they learned.

Indefinite form of operative power—to learn.

Imperative form,—Sing. Learn, or learn thou. PI

Learn, or learn ye.

Having given the inflected forms of all those intens

verbs, which are used in making up the combined forr

and also the inflected forms of two executive verbs, I \

now exhibit the entire scheme of all the combined for

used to express both intensive and executive operatio

And first, of the intensive forms terminating with the

definite form to fee, or its perfect participle been. The
finite form of the verb he or am^ in intensive power, 1

already been given in the present and past tenses of

own inflection.

Combined form of finished intensive action, as an eve

PRESENT TENSE.

Sing. I have been, thou hast been, he, &c. has been.

Plur. We have been, ye or you have been, they h?

been.

PAST TENSE.

Sing. I had been, thou hadst been, he, &;c. had been

Plur, We had been, ye or you had been, they had be

Combined form of future intensive power

—

PRESENT TENSE.

Sing, I will be, thou wilt be, he, &c. will be.

Plur. We will be, ye or you will be, they will be.
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PAST TENSE.
Sing, I would be, thou wouldst be, he, &c. would be.

Plur. We would be, ye or you would be, they would be,

Combined form of future finished intensive action, &c.
PRESENT TENSE.

Sing, I will have been, thou wilt have been, he, &c.
will have been.

Plur, We will have been, ye will have been, they will

have been.

PAST TENSE.
Sing, I would have been, thou wouldst have been, he

would have been.

Plur, We would have been, ye would have been, they

would have been.

The verbs shall^ can, may and must, receive precisely

I same forms. Therefore, we will now present the above
ms, having the executive verb write or its present and
'feet participles affixed to each.

Combined form of future executive power

—

PRESENT TENSE.

^ing, I will write, or will be writing.

Thou wilt write, or wilt be writing.

He, &c. will write, or will be writing.

Plur, We will write, or will be writing.

Ye or you will write, or will be writing.

They will write, or will be writing.

PAST TENSE.

Sing, I would write, or would be writing.

Thou wouldst write, or wouldst be writing.

He, &c. would write, or would be writing.

Plur, We would write, or would be writing.

Ye would write, or would be writing.

They would write, or would be writing.

'Combined form of future finished executive action, &c..

PRESENT TENSE.

Sing. I will have written, or I will have been writing.

Thou wilt have written, or wilt have been writing.

He, &c. will have written, or will have been

writino".

Plur. We will have written, or w^ill have been writing.

Ye will have written, or will have been writing.

They will have written, or will have been writing.
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PAST TENSE.

Sing. I would have written, or would have been writii

Thou wouldst have written, or wouldst have be

writing.

He, &c. would have written, or would have be

writing.

Plur, We would have written, or would have be

writing.

Ye would have written, or would have been writii

They would have written, or would have be

writing.

Combined imperative form—Communicant voice.

Sing, Be thou writing. Plur. Be ye writing.

Combined imperative form—Recipient voice.

Sing. Be thou written. Plur. Be ye written.

Combined indefinite form of finished action—Comn
nicant v0iQe-^.To have written, or to have been writing.

Recipient voice—To have been written.

In order to familiarize the pupil with these forms, and

convince him, of their unvarying uniformity and univer

application, I will substitute the verb shall for will, a

the verb learn for write, thus:

Combined form of future executive power^

—

PRESENT TENSE.

Sing, I shall learn, or shall be learning.

Thou shalt learn, or shalt be learning.

He, &c. shall learn, or shall be learning.

Plur, We shall learn, or shall be learning.

Ye or you shall learn, or shall be learning.

They shall learn, or shall be learning.

PAST TENSE.

Sing. I should learn, or should be learning.

Thou shouldst learn, or shouldst be learning.

He, &c. should learn, or should be learning.

Plur, We should learn, or should be learning.

Ye or you should learn, or should be learning.

They should learn, or should be learning.

Combined form of future finished executive action, &<
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PRESENT TENSE.

iSing. I shall have learned, or shall have been learning.

Thou shalt have learned, or shalt have been
learning.

He, &c. shall have learned, or shall have been
learning.

Plur. We shall have learned, or shall have been learn-

ing.

I

Ye shall have learned, or shall have been learning.

They shall have learned, or shall have been
learning.

PAST TENSE.

Si?ig. I should have learned, or should have been
learning.

Thou shouldst have learned, or shouldst have been
learning.

He, &c. should have learned, or should have been
learnino*.

Plur. We should have learned, or should have been
learning.

Ye or you should have learned, or should have
been learning.

They should have learned, or should have been
learning.

mperative form—Communicant voice.

Sing, Be thou learning. Plur» Be ye learning.

mperative form—Recipient voice.

Sing. Be thou learned. Plur. Be ye learned.

/Ombined indefinite form of finished action, &c.
/ommunicant voice—To have learned, or to have been

learning.

Recipient voice—To have been learned; that is, taught.

.^he foregoing forms exhibit the entire scheme of our

rlish verbs in their inflections and combinations, vi^ith

ird either to their intensive or executive effects; and
I with regard to their finished and subsident results, as

ters of fact or events. These forms are all expressed

tie communicant voice, except where notice is given in

w of the last; and by substituting the perfect participle

.he executive verb, for its present participle, they are

11*
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turned into the recipient voice, thus: I am learnir

changed, I am learned; that is, taught. I was learnii

changed, I was learned. I have been learning—chang

I have been learned; that is, taught. I had been learni

changed, I had been learned, &c.

This principle holds true in every executive verb, w:

out exception; and nothing can exceed its simplicity.

I will now resolve or parse one line in each of the fc

going forms, and apply its proper rule to each word, le

ing the pupil to use his own judgment in parsing the r

for they vary in nothing except number and person. 1

first
—

''I write, do write, or am writing."

/is a personal pronoun, first person, singular numbe
declined as seen in the table; and it is the nominative c

to the verb write, according to Rule 2d. The nomina

subject controls the verb in number and person, &c.

Write is an irregular executive verb, conjugated tl

Present write, past wrote; participles writing, written-

combination, having written, having been written. It i

the definite form of operative power—present tense

—

person—singular number; and it agrees with its nom
tive I, according to Rule 3d. Here repeat the rule,

your sentence is like the second example, "I do write,

in that case, parse the pronoun I, as in the first instai

Then say, do is an irregular verb, intensive or executiv

intensive here, because followed by another verb, co

gated thus: Present do, past did; participles doing, don

in combination, having done, having been done. It ii

the definite form,—present tense,— first person,— sing

number—and agrees with its nominative I, according

Rule 3d, &c.
Write is a verb, and it is to be conjugated as in the

instance, but it is in the indefinite form, and controled

the verb do^ according to Rule 7th. The indefinite f

is controled by verbs, adjectives, participles, &c.

In the third example, "I am writing," the pronoun

parsed as before; and the verb am is conjugated tl

Present be or am, past was; participles being, been,-

combination, having been. It is in the definite forn

present tense—first person, &c. and agrees with I, ace

ing to Rule 2d.

Writing is a present participle from the verb write,
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rrees with the pronoun I, according to Rule 4th. The
jljective, pronoun and participle, agree with their nouns
id pronouns, &c.
Each verb of the definite form in the present and past

nses, is parsed in the sanae way; only the persons and
nfibers of the nonainative and verb are singular or plural,

suit each other; and the time is present or past, as the

if,se may be. Every word in a sentence is parsed by
3^elf, which consists in calling it by its proper character-

Jfcic name, and showing its office and duty, as in the fol-

iwing example:

"John wrote a letter, or John learned his lesson." John
a proper noun, third person, singular number, nomina-

hQ case, and controls wrote, or learned, by Rule 2d. Re-

tfat the Rule. Learned is a regular executive verb from
irn, conjugated—present learn, past learned—participles

ibrning, learned; in combination, having learned, having
'\ea learning, having been learned; which last is in the

cipient voice. It is in the definite form of operative

Slwer, past tense, third person, singular number, and
iifrees with its nominative subject John, by Rule 3d. His
a personal pronoun, third person, singular number, pos-

ssive case oHesson, and controled by it under Rule 10th.

epeat the Rule. Lesson is a common noun, third person,

^igular number, objective case; and controled by the ex-

utive verb learned, according to Rule 6th. Repeat the

ale.

Again. "John has learned his lesson, or had learned

5 lesson." The noun John has already been parsed.

as is an irregular verb intensive or executive; but inten-

Q in this instance, and whenever another verb or par-

iple follows it. It is from the verb have, conjugated

js: Present have, past had—participles, having, had; in

mbination, having had, and having been had. It is in

^ combined form of finished action, &c. present tense,

rd person, singular number, and agrees with its nomi-

Itive John, according to Rule 2d. Had, in the second

,'iuse of the example, is parsed precisely like has^ except

tense is past, instead of present. Learned is a perfect

irticiple from the verb learn, conjugated thus : Present,

irn, past learned—participles learning, learned; here

have it then: In combination—having learned, having
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been learning, and having been learned, which last is t

recipient expression. Learned then, is a perfect particip

third person, singular number, and agrees with John, s

cording to Rule 4tii. Adjectives, pronouns and participle

agree with their nouns, pronouns, &c. The words /

and lesson are parsed precisely as they were before.

Once more: "John has been learning his lesson, or h

been learning his lesson." In these sentences the par

ciples been learning are used instead of the particif

learned. But the time and result are the same as in t

former, except the latter do not fully indicate, that the e

tire amount of the object was obtained by the effort ma
in the enterprise. Lastly: John will, shall, can, may,
must write a letter; or John will, &c. learn his lesso

These are all in the combined form of future operati

power, present tense. But John would, should, could,

might write a letter; or John would, should, could,

might learn his lesson, are in the same form, past tens

Will is a defective intensive verb, conjugated thus: prese

will, past would; participle willing; the rest is wanting,

is in the combined form of future operative power, prese

tense, third person, singular number, and agrees with i

nominative John, according to Rule 2d.

The other four, viz: shall, can, may and must, a

parsed exactly in the same way. The verbs write ai

learn have already been conjugated. In these exampl

they are in the indefinite form without its characteristic

before them; and they are controled by will, would, &
according to Rule 7th. The vowel a is a restrictive artic

placed before the noun letter^ in the singular number, a

cording to Rule 1st, which repeat.

Letter and lesson are parsed thus: Letter is a noun cor

mon, third person, singular number, neuter gender, obje

tive case, and declined thus: Nom. letter, poss. letter'

obj. letter; plural, nom. letters, poss. letters', obj. letter

Therefore, it is in the singular number, and controled I:

the verb write, according to Rule 6th. Lesson is pars(

precisely in the same manner.

"John had a great inclination" to learn the art of lette

writing." Here I have introduced new matter. But, ha
ing parsed the noun JoAw, the verb Aad, and the article

as before, you come to the adjective great. Now, great
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egular adjective, in the positive degree, compared thus:

great, comp. greater, super, greatest; third person,

gular nunr)ber, and agrees with inclination, according to

le 4th—which repeat.

Note. Some grammarians have said, that adjectives

re no positive degree, but that they have a positive state,

this they err, not discerning the true nature of adjec-

is. For, adjectives have no state^ as these philosophers

ntain; inasmuch as they are either partial components
state, or are the accidental qualities of said com-
ent. Seeing therefore, that it requires the union of
ponents to make a state ^ and that these components
e their individual amount of efficiency or degrees of

ipounding energy, this energy, whatever ii is, must exist

egree of amount^ and not in state of amount, because

amount may be in various degrees^ in. one and the

state or union of a definite number of comf>onents.

refore, the adjective has a positive degree. The noun
inafion is parsed like the noun letter, and controled by
executive verb had, according to Rule 4th. The verb

am is conjugated as in the former examples; but it is

le indefinite form, and controled by the noun inclina-

according to Rule 7th.

'Ae is a specific article placed before nouns in the sin-

r and plural number. Art is parsed in every respect

inclination. Letter-writing is a participial noun, in

objective case, and controled by the ex^ponent of, ac-

ing to Rule 8th. Exponents control the objective case.

This book is none of yours." This is a specific adjec-

pronoun in this example, because it agrees with the

book expressed. It is not however, called an adjec-

pronoun, because it has the degrees of comparison in

in or uncertain amount of value; but because it has the

ities of number, which does not admit of comparison.

Hs a noun declined like the noun inclination, and nom-
ve to the verb is. Is is an irregular intensive verb,

jgated thus: Present be or am, past was—participles,

been; in combination, having been. It is in the de-

form, present tense, third person, singular number,

agrees with hook by Rule 2d. None is a specific pro-

agreeing with hook by Rule 4th. Yours is a per-

pronoun, second person, plural number, in the pos-
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sessive case, and controled by the exponent of, accordi

to Rule 11th. Repeat the Rule.

''Peter must have possessed the gift of the Holy Spi

otherwise he could not have described so philosophical

the s^ven cardinal virtues."

After I have parsed this paragraph, I will leave the pu

to the exercise of his own judgment, believing, that

will be able to discern the mutual connection, which wo]

have with one another, arising out of their relation to, (

pendence upon, and influence over each other in the c(

struction of sentences.

When the several parts of a piece of mechanism are w
understood in their position, connection, application, i

and importance, the mystery of its construction is dissolve

and the wisdom, foresight and ingenuity of the invent

made manifest, from the utility and advantage which it

fords the possessor, by extending his means, and enlargi

his sphere of operations. Ten thousand other machir

constructed on the same plan, and brought into operati

by the same principles, will be readily comprehended
him, who has made himself acquainted with the gene

economy of any one, on which they all depend, althou

there may be a slight modification in the size, form, a

even materials of some of the parts. So in languaj

when the general economy of sentential construction

well understood in the relation of the several parts to ea

other, the main difficulty is surmounted; and the pupil ^\

feel himself in possession of the means, whereby he c

dispose of, and satisfactorily account for any variatic

which sentences undergo by being interspersed now a

then, by a greater or less number of qualifying terms

words, which are applied to the two grand pillars, viz. t

subject noun communicant or recipient, and the verb inte

sive or executive, and even both taken together. Adj(

tives being the terms to express the properties and qualitJ

of persons and things, they are therefore, both essent

and accidental; and I have already given examples,

which we see, that they may be changed into nouns
\

in the objective case,—as a virtuous man, or a man of v

tue. You see this essential and accidental economy of £

jectives manifested even in their different terminatioi

thus : Virtual, an essential, inherent and personal attribu
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fitous, a social and accidental quality. Harmonical ap-

is to the component accordance of parts, taken as a
pie; but harmonious applies to the concord which dif-

imt individuals maintain among each other in their in-

'.ommunion. And these adjectives apply both to music
I society, in these two considerations. All adjectives

p, which end in aZ, have an individual and particular

fining; but all adjectives which end in ow5, have a gene-

and social application. So all adjectives which end in

ant^ ent, ate, ete, ite, and ute, have reference to, and
gnate some inherent and communicative energy, going
h in productive operations: they are therefore, commu-
uit adjectives. But all adjectives which end in able, or

are recipient; that is, they represent the person or

[g in his social condition, as liable to, and susceptible of

iressions from abroad, or from surrounding objects.

oj [1 all adjectives, which end in ful, or less, designate

p to be in contrast of plenty and paucity of those quali-

it
I

which they severally denote.

II nouns that end in ion, are from the Latin verbal

ns, which end in io, and which represent the finished

3n, and the kind of action, which the power of the verb

forth. These nouns are called verbal, because they

direct from the verbs, whose modus operandi ihey de-

ate.

ere then, we have a host ofnouns which are the names
rally, of the kinds of power put forth by their verbs. I

, that every being has his state and condition; conse-

itly, we have nouns, which represent this state and
lition in their communicant and recipient considera-

. Therefore, we have a class of nouns, which repre-

the communicant state of beings possessing the com-
licant energies of the powers, which are designated by

verbs from whence these communicant nouns are de-

d,—as from constitute is derived constituency; from
Ugate is derived profligacy, and from penetrate comes
trancy, &c. Whenever a verb expresses a power,

produces an effect upon another being distinct and
rt from the one, in whom the power resides, we have

ns ending in ability, or ibility,—as from the verb

?e is derived indirectly, probability; though directly

ing from probable, which is immediately from prove.
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by changing v into &, and adding able, being the L
abilis, or habilis,—as liable, liability; affable, affabil

&c. Thus we perceive, that language has recognized

istate of beings, in which they either possess communic
energies, or are liable to receive their influences. S
then, is viewed in diametrical contrast, as applied to

ferent beings, or to the same being on different occasic

Nouns ending in ance, ence, and cy^ express the comm
cant state; that is, they apply to beings possessing effic

and productive energies. Nouns ending in ability or i

ity, express the recipient state; that is, they apply to bei

liable to receive the effects of another's power.

Moreover, state, in each of these respects, has its cor

ponding condition, which is denoted by ness, which me
literally existence, coming as it does, from in esse; tha

being. All adjectives ending in ive, as creative, are m
nouns by ness, expressing communicant condition. All

jectives ending in ble, are made nouns by ness, express

recipient condition. Thus, we have five fountains fi

which our nouns have flowed; so that, by the penetrat:

ness of its penetrancy, the mind is able to penetrate

penetrability of all penetrable things, that have a condil

of penetrableness.

Now you may analyze the foregoing paragraph, to ^

**Peter must have possessed," &c.

The noun Peter is parsed by giving all the particul

that belong to it; and which are implied and expressec

Rule 2d. The intensive verb mvst is parsed by giving

conjugation, form and tense, all of which are implied

expressed in Rule 3d. The intensive verb have, (hav

always intensive when follovved by another verb or pa

ciple,) is parsed by giving its conjugation and form, imp
and expressed in Rule 7th. The executive perfect partic

possessed agrees with Peter, and is parsed by conjugat

its verb possess, and thereby arriving at it, as implied i

expressed in Rule 4th. The article the is parsed by giv

what is implied and expressed in Rule 1st. The noun
i

is parsed by giving its declension, &c. as implied and

pressed in Rule 6th. The exponent of is parsed by giv

its definition, which is implied in Rule 8th, and whici

the foundation of the rule. The adjective holy is par

by giving its degree, comparing it, and announcing
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lation, as expressed in Rule 4th. The noun Spirit is

rsed every way like the noun gift, except its relation is

ewn in Rule 8th. The significate otherwise, is parsed

I
naming it, shewing its relation to the preceding sen-

dee, and by giving Rule 18, which ought to have been

^ed, so as to apply to all significates not otherwise dis-

ced of. The personal pronoun he is parsed by giving its

ilension, &c. as innplied and expressed in Rule 2d. The
verb not is parsed by nanriing it, and giving its ofHce and
|ty, as in Rule 5th. The executive participle described

parsed every way like possessed, and its relation to the

)noun he, is expressed in Rule 4th. The adverb so, is

i:*sed by naming it, and shewing its relation to philo-

\)hically, by giving Rule 5th. The adverb pkilosophi-

ily, is parsed in the same manner, by shewing its rela-

11 to the participle described, as in Rule 5th. The nu-

Iral adjective seven, and the essential adjective 'CardiwaZ,

both disposed of, as belonging to the noun virtue, in

le 4th.

Therefore, every word in a sentence has its distinct and
(arate office and duty assigned it; so that each participle,

bther present or perfect, agrees with its noun in one of

three cases. Though it sometimes happens, that a
sent participle is immediately succeeded by two perfect

ticiples, thus : The letter having been written by him,

Each of these participles is parsed by itself, and has

noun letter for its subject, to which it applies by Rule
Every verb too, is parsed by itself, and is either in

definite, indefinite, or imperative form, agreeing with

ay^ubject, or controled according to Rule 7th: and so of

rest.

12
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ON LOGIC.

LiOGic as hitherto presented to us^ is rather a dry, in-

id and indigestible dish of mental food. But the fault

more in the cookery, than in any want or deficiency of

roY in the article itself; for, instead of serving it up in

own native and vinous juices, and thereby rendering it

nental repast, not only inviting and agreeable to the

ite, but also nutritious and healthful—-yielding strength

i vigor to the recipient, and bringing him forward to a
)le and manly maturity—logicians have scathed it in

milk of its mother. Logos—taken in the sense of rea-

1—and thereby rendered it unsavory and consequently,

thsome and unhealthy. Whereas, Logic, in the true

aning and proper application of the term, is one of the

St edifying and profitable studies, that belong to the de-

tment of letters,

t has always been considered as pertaining entirely to

ogistic, or comparative reasoning; and consequently,

ling more than an art; although, wherever we find an
or practice of any kind, there must of necessity exist a

nee, on which the art or practice is built. Instead of

ning it "the art of right reasoning, or of using reason

I in our inquiries after truth," it ought to be defined the

nee of truth itself in its certainty, as developed in the

ities presented to the mind through the medium of our

Doreal senses, and the intuitive energies of the mind's

1 essence. And the art of it, is the practical use of the

nents of truth, in declaring or examining what is mani-

d in those realities, through either or both of the above

hums.
lOgic then, in its science and art, yields us the ^^logikon
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adolon gala;^^ that is, "the genuine historical nnilk," wher
by we grow and increase to literary and scientific ma
hood. And whoever well understands the science and a

of Logic, will possess those elements of truth whereby J

can readily detect the errors, falsehoods and fallacies

oral or written composition or speech.

I said, that the science of Logic is the science of truth

its certainty. What is the nature then, or principles

this science or logic of truth? Its nature with regard

its principles and their application, is different from ai

other science known; and this is the 7'ock on which logic

writers have split. For, it has a duplex or two-fold natur

which embraces the truth of realities themselves, and t!

truth of expressions in words, as their true representative

There is a very happy and peculiar propriety in the wo
itself; for the neuter adjective to logikon taken as a nou

signifies the rationale^ nature or reason of a thing; but t'

attributive adjective logikos; that is, logical, refers to e

account rendered in words, as '^logikon adalon gala^^ t-

"genuine historical milk." Therefore, the word Logic, ,

its full definition, embraces precisely what the science its<;

does, to wit, the truth of things, and the truth of words ;

the representatives of things.

The principles of Logic then, apply to realities existe

and non-existent, and also to the sentences or propositioi

in words, in which those realities are published. This s<;

ence then, is not the science of the mind, having meni

powers and capacities for its elements, as many apprehei

it to be; although the mind, like any other subject, m;

be discussed and tested by its principles, and any questi

respecting it settled by them, as we do that of any oth

subject. From the duplex nature of this science howeve

it possesses a superior claim to every other, and renders

the mind a two-fold advantage in the acquisition of kno
ledge. For, by applying its principles and practising

them, the mind not only gains a more distinct knowled

of itself, but acquires a wonderful and happy facility in i

riving at and gaining a clearer knowledge of every thi

else. From this fact, I apprehend, has arisen the gra

mistake of logical writers in treating of it as pertaining

rectly to the mind itself. In acquiring the knowledge

any science or art whatever, the mind receives a stimul
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an impetus, which it did not possess before; for, like

?ry other propelent power, if you increase the force, you
cken the action and accelerate the movement. But as I

d before, this science, by its two-fold nature and the

versal application of its principles to every other science

art, gives facilities to the mind, which cannot be found
my other science. Therefore, make yourself thoroughly

liuainted with the principles of the Logic, which is here

1 down, and whose principles are explained and applied

various examples, and my word for it, you will be in

session of the grand secret which many men possess,

hout knowing it, and which gives them such wonderful
antage over their fellows.

said, that Logic as a system, has a duplex nature; that

it embraces the economy of realities, and the economy
definitions, or the significancy of language. Conse-
ntly, we might naturally suppose, that it had two dis-

:t sets of elementary principles—one for each depart-

it. But it is not the fact, and the manifest reason is

that truth in principle and truth in fact being the ultii-^

;e object of all our mental pursuits, the types and sym-
must assume whatever belongs to their originals or

(letypes. Consequently, by whatever tests, or in what-
r manner the originals are recognized by the mind,

m under its direct and immediate inspection through

of the bodily senses, or through the mind's own intui-

energies; by tho same tests, and in the same manner,
t these originals be recognized by it,Jn the definitions

hese types and symbols. Therefore, when these ori-

lis are absent, or not in the field of the mind's vision

)Ugh the medium- of sense, (which may be the case with

material objects,):vtheir symbolical definitions or names
ig presented through articulate sounds or written cha-

ers, are the direct objects, from which the mind pencils

!he dexterity of thought, and sketches out images of its

lere then, with regard to the material kingdom, we have

ges substantial or pictorial, for the objects of the mind's

ce. Now let us inquire into the particulars, that belong

Tiages natural or artificial. These are, personal pre-

ation, properties, qualities and relations; all of which

as varied and diversified, as the images themselves are.

12=^
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Therefore, presentation, properties, qualities, and relatio

are the four grand elements or primary principles of Log
as a science, on which, not by nor with which—for

mind reasons by and with its own powers—but on whi(

I say, the mind reasons, that is, casts it flowing rays of

tellectual light, and (oide) sees, knows, and understar

what is before it. These four elements or primary pr

ciples, are included in the two generic words or terr

state and condition. State embraces presentation and p
perties, and condition embraces qualities and relatio

Herein you see the force and propriety of such expressic

as these—that such or such is the state of the question, cj

or subject; and that such or such, is the condition of it.

also, of these expressions—5/afe the proposition, state

question, state the case or subject, and let us know the c«

ditionsy on which the issue rests.

Every subject then, both general and particular, of wh
ever description, for consideration and discussion, has

state and condition m time and place; so that, every s

cies of composition or speech, embraces in each and all

sentences, the full and entire elements of Logic, under

two general heads o^ state and condition in time and pla

each,, and all of which will be more fully discussed and i

plained hereafter.

Whoever therefore, speaks or writes with credit or i

vantage to himself, and with usefulness and profit to

world, must discuss his subject in that order and arran,

ment, which Nature has prescribed and pointed out; s

the above four particulars, taken in the order in which tl:

stand, viz presentation, properties, qualities and relatio

constitute precisely the order and arrangement, which j

maintains through all her works. And when the footst(

of Nature are traced out, and displayed before us in th

due order of succession, we are not less attracted, engag
edified and benefited, than when the real objects stand

rectly before us. Order and method then, are her two fi

laws; and those who conform strictly to them, will me
and obtain the approbation of their fellows.

Having shewn what the science of Logic is in its e

ments, we will now endeavor to shew what the art of il

in its practice.

I said, that the art of any science, consists in the acti
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lactice or exercise of using its elements as the instru-

lental means, whereby we obtain certain results flowing

pm their regular and proper adjustment. What then, is

e art of Logic, since the mere elements of its science ap-

tiar to be the very results themselves, at which we aim as

le sole object of all our pursuits and inquiries? Here is

B mystery. In every other science, we use the elements

i' it as the instrumental means, under the control and di-

btion of the mind's sapience; by which means thus di-

icted, we arrive at certain results, decisions, or conclusions

I

that science. But this is not the fact with the art of

Dgic; for, instead of using the elements of it as the instru-

ental means, by which certain results are obtained, the

nd uses upon these elements its own instrumental means,

hich are its owa executive powers and faculties, under

e same control and direction of its sapience—the mind,

say, uses its own instrumental means uponihese elements,

t of which—not by which— but out of which, flow cer-

n results, decisions or conclusions.

In every other science the elements of it are known,,

th in their names and in their (ificie?icy^ or definite value,

which the truth is obtained; but in Logic the elements

known only in name, and their efficiency is the truth

elf, as the ultimate end and aim, of the whole pursuit and
quiry. And when this efficiency is known in its truth,

is known, that can be known, about men and things;

d all that belongs to Logic, in the entire extent and ap-

cation of its science and art.

The truth of this position with regard to Logic, if not

ready manifest to the mind of my reader, will be made
ubly manifest in the illustrations and examples, that fol-

|vv in their order. Herein rests the tvue secret, both in

e theory and practice of Logic; and it constitutes the es-

ptial difference, which separates this from* every other

iience in theory and in practice.

iThe practice or art of Logic then, consists in the mind's

3wing the elements of its science, in their efficiency, as

3y actually do exist in and pertain to the images stand-

y before it, eitlier through physical sense, or its own in-

ntive and creative power; and these images must belong

the material kingdom, either in substance or in picto-

.1 emblem formed by the mind from definitions or the
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significancy of language. I here speak of the mater
kingdom alone; but the immaterial and abstract kingdoi

will be discussed and explained in their order, with rega

to the manner, in which we obtain a knowledge oftheirj

alities. View your subject then, first, in all its persor

presentations; and every subject, whether general or pe

licular, has its own in distinct degrees of variety and nui

ber. Secondly: View your subject in all its properti

and qualities, which are discovered, either in the bein

themselves, or in the definitions of them, signified by t

words, which compose a sentence or proposition. Thirdl

View your subject in all its relations—personal or socii

private or public.

These three viev/s or considerations fully made, embra
the entire state and condition of beings in time and plac

And whoever takes these views of his subject, whether
single object, or a group of objects composing a scenery

prospect, will have a distinct perception, a vivid idea, a fi

conception, a clear evidence,, a positive proof, and a coge
argument; that is, he will have a complete and genuii

historical account or logic of his subject, to be used, bo

as a matter of record and a settled axiom, or a well defini

premise in the illustration and establishment of some oth

matter more remote and difficult of access.

Having pointed out the elements or primary principL

of Logic as a science, and the practice of it as an art,

will here illustrate the beauty and facility of their applici

tion to any proposition or question, that belongs to the d

partment of letters or science.

I will first begin with a few examples taken from math
matics, which are as foreign in the nature of their theoi

and practice, from Logic, as any other science; I sai

that the state of a being, in its own person, or the subje

of a sentence, proposition, or question, embraces presenti

tion and properties; and that the condition of it, embrac(

its qualities and relations.

Under these two heads then, let us examine a few mat
ematical questions. And first: "What number is that, i

which if you add two-thirds of itself, the sum will be 301

The state of this question is first presented in some ui

known quantity, affected or increased by a definite numb(

of its own aliquot parts denominated thirds; which sui
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union constitutes its final state of specific properties. But
3 final state or union of properties, is presented in the

ilified condition o[ five equal parts; and in this qualified

idition oi^ five parts, it has a relation of equality to the

mber 30. The number 30 then, can now be assumed
its definitely known state, possessing the same equivalent

perties in the same qualified condition of 5 equal parts,

ip 30 then, of its affected or increased aliquot parts, and
remaining parts must constitute the number sought.

Qsequently, divide 30 by 5, and the quotient will be 6,

ich is one of those aliquot parts, and they have been de-

ninated thirds; therefore, 3 times 6 or 18, is the num-
sought. Now, let us prove this result or answer by
state and condition of the question. There are 3 thirds

18, each of which is 6; then 2 thirds are equal to 12—
i 18 added, are equal to 30. Therefore, 18 is the true

pilt or answer to the question.

^gain: What number is that, from which, if you take

3e-tenths, the remainder will be equal to 49? The state

this question is presented in an unknown quantity, with

ominaled properties of aliquot parts in, tenths; and this

e being affected in the qualified condition of three-

:hs loss, possesses seven-tenths only, as the sum of its

perties or aliquot parts. But this state in this qualified

dition, has a relation of equality to the number 49.

ty-nine then, may now be assumed as the state of the

stion in the same qualified condition of three-tenths

, possessing seven-tenths only, as the sum of its pro-

ies or aliquot parts. Resolve or divide 49 by 7, and
have a quotient 7, equal to one of those aliquot parts.

sequently, 7 times the whole number of aliquot parts,

10, are equal to ihat number. Therefore 70 is the

answer to the question. Now let us prove this an-

r by the state and condition of the question. One-
h of 70 is equal to 7, and 3 times 7 are equal to 21;

21 substracted from 70, leaves 49. Q.., E. D.
gain: There is a fish whose head is 9 inches long,

his tall is as long as his head and half of his body;

his body is as long as his head and tail both; how
is the fish? The state of this question is presented in

of a fish, whose properties are specified in the order,

under the names of head, tail, and body; and the
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qualified condition of this state consists in the relative a

connpared degrees of length, belonging to these esseni

properties or parts. And first, the head is 9 inches loi

and the tail is as long as the head and half of the hoc

consequently, in this conriparison one part of the tail,

known to be 9 inches. But the body is as long as i

head and tail together. In this comparison 18 inches

the body are now known; for the head being 9 and c

part of the tail 9, their sum is 18 inches. Now the b

ance of the body consists in the other part of the ti

which is declared to be half of the body; consequent

this balance of the body must be its half. Therefore,

inches are the other half of it. But 2 times 18 are I

equal to the whole body; and 18 added to 9 make '

equal to the tail. Therefore, 9+27+36=72 inches

6 feet, make the length of the w^hole fish.

The nature of this question is such, that it carries

proof along with the result or answer; and the reason

this, the question is given synthetically, that is, the st

of its subject is one entire being with implied properti

But in declaring its qualified and relative condition, t

state is analyzed; so that, in putting together again th

relative and compared parts, the question has undergc

analysis and synthesis, which are all that any quest

can undergo, both m illustration and proof. But more
this hereafter. Once more: An old market woman bou<

eggs, and sold them at a loss. She bought them in p
eels—3 for a penny, and as many, 2 for a penny—

I

sold them all—5 for 2 pence, and lost 4 pence in the b

gain. How many eggs did she buy?

The state of this question is presented in the dup
conduct, or reciprocal actions of a person in traffic, havi

the duplex qualified condition expressed in the manner
the conduct, and its relative and comparative results. 1
first presentation of this duplex state of the question,

made in the purchase of 3 eggs for a penny, and as mai
viz. 3 for a penny half-penny—making 6 eggs for t

pence balf-penny, or 2.5 pence. The second presentati

of it, is the sale of eggs, 5 for 2 pence; and a loss o

pence in the sale of the whole purchase. Now let us i

what 6 eggs sold for, at the rate of 5 for 2 pence; 6

one-fifth more than 5; consequently, 6 eggs sold for
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ce and one-fifth of 2 pence, or two-fifths of 1, equal to

r-tenths. Therefore, 6 eggs sold for 2.4 pence; but

Y cost 2.5 pence—making a loss of one-tenth on 6 eggs.

the whole loss is 4 pence; consequently, there are 40
;hs loss on the entire sale. But one-tenth loss belongs

6 eggs; consequently, forty-tenths loss belongs to 40
3s 6, or 240 eggs, which is the whole purchase and
f, and the true answer to the question,

^ow let us prove the question. The sum of 240 eggs is

r first presented as the duplex state of the question, in

duplex qualified condition of halves or two equal parts

20 each—one part bought at the rate of 3 for a penny,
)unting to 40 pence; and the other part bought at the

t of 2 for a penny, amounting to 60 pence—equal to 100
ce for the 240 eggs. The second presentation of said

e, is the same 240 eggs in the qualified condition ex-

5sed in their sale of 5 for 2 pence, and a loss of 4 pence
he sale; consequently, 2 times the quotient of 240 di-

;d by 5=96, is the amount of sale. But 96 taken from
leaves a remainder of 4 pence, the ultimate condition

he question.

^hese are a few of the thousand questions and proposi-

s in mathematics, which may be solved by the proper

lication of the elementary principles laid down in this

:em of Logic; and any political, civil, moral, religious,

metaphysical question, can be solved by them, resulting

he same definite and positive answers, that belong to

hematical questions or propositions, if these four ele-

its herein laid down, are clearly discerned and strictly

)wed in the entire course of discussion. But I said,

Logic in its science and art, has a duplex nature,

sessing elements equally applicable to the realities

nselves, and to their definitions or the significancy of

3uage; and that its elements, with reference to the sci-

e as a system, are known only in their names, and not

fieir efficiency, or fixed and definite value, as instrumen-

fneans, by which results are produced. But this is not

3f their peculiarity; for, when they are applied to mere
aration or expressed sentences, as in the case of syl-

sms, they then are known, both in their names and
r efficiency or definite value, like the elements of

)r sciences. Consequently, when they are applied to
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sentences as granted and admitted premises, they are ui

as the instrumental means, by which the conclusions

adduced. And in this sense alone, and in this view of

elements—that is, in view of their efficiency being knowr
have syllogisms been introduced into Logic, and cons

ered its true and only legitimate office, as asserted b;

modern logician. But make the elements of Logic con;

in what you please, I care not what, whenever you
them as the instrumental means, you do and must
them as the efficient means, by which certain results

produced; for it is the immediate or mediate efficiency o

thing, that constitutes it an agent or instrumental mea
by which any effect is produced; as is the case with

elements of numbers and geometry, whose efficiencies

ftxed and definite values are all known, as well as tl

names. And such sciences are called abstract, beca

their elements are all fixed and known in a definite amo
or value; and therefore, any hypothesis or proposition ]

down, is conducted in its resolution or development

these fixed and definite elementary principles, without

gard or application to any particular order or class

beings.

But, when any such science is applied in its practice

existent beings, for the purpose of ascertaining their d

nite value and capacity, these beings must first undergo

actual survey in their elementary character, and be tes

by these scientific principles applied in their element

character, before any certain, definite and ultimate re;

or conclusion can be formed and pronounced upon then

Thus we see, that whenever beings themselves as tl

exist, are the direct and immediate objects of our inqu

no elements of any science, will definitel}^ attach to th^

until the very beings have undergone a critical examinal

in their own elementary character; and this characte

presentation and properties, under the general head

state or standing out; and qualities and relations un

the general head of condition, which is the constant i

inseparable companion of state, and which is as varis

and diversified, as the vicissitudes of this world.

Thus we see, that the state of different individuals n

be precisely similar or alike, while their conditions arc

various and distinct as the colors of the rainbow, or as
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nted flowers of the field. The elements of Logic then,

in fact become fully known in their efficiency or definite

I individual force, when applied in practice to existent

ngs. So that the real difference between the elements

Logic and the elements of abstract science, is simply
;—that the former are definitely known in their names

y, (except when taken in the sense of express declara-

i or admitted premises,) until they are practically ap-

d and attached to existent beings; while the latter are

y known, both in name and efficiency, in their abstract

sideration.

rhe reason of this difference is very manifest, since the

;nce of Logic is literally in theory and practice, as its

ne signifies, the science of historical or descriptive ac-

nts rendered of men and things. But as there can be

account rendered before there is an account taken or

ie out, so, (as to the real state and condition of those ac-

nts with regard to the truth of their rendition,) no correct

2;ment can be formed, before they are examined and
ved with regard to the justice of their claims, by com-
ing the account of the things with the things themselves,

receive and admit accounts just as they are rendered

which is evidently the case in syllogistic reasoning,

s very little towards establishing the justice of their

ms. And this is the reason that a question may be

led against the conclusion of any syllogism; not against

legitimacy of the deduction flowing from the premises,

against the legality of the claim contained in the con-

sion itself.

Cherefore, genuine logical reason, and incontrovertible

ical truth, consist not in deductions or conclusions regu-

y drawn from granted or admitted premises, but in the

ct correspondence of the declaration, that is, the affir-

tion or negation contained in the premises, sentences or

positions separately or singly considered, to the fact, or

lal state and condition of those realities, about which
declaration is made. All that syllogistic reasoning can

is simply, to draw comparative deductions or conclu-

is of this kind, viz: that whatever belongs to a class of

igs, must belong also to the individuals of whom it is

nposed; and this is manifest from the nature, composi-

, and meaning of the word syllogism. It constitutes a

13
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species of generalization on particulars under a charac
istic of their genus, species, class or kind. Therefc

whatever a syllogism affirms or denies in its conclusion

simply a result, that has flowed from relationship of sc

sort or other. And this is the very nature of all compa
live reasoning or comparison; and the very object we hi

in view, when we resort to it, is merely to ascertain the

lation of likeness or unlikeness, agreement or disagreem
existing between beings of any kind.

From what has been said, it must be manifest, both fr

the nature of the process, and meaning of the word, the

syllogism does nothing more, than show a result foun(

and predicated on relationship alone, which embraces o

one of the elements of Logic, as laid down in the above s

tem. But in further illustration of the nature and ext

of a syllogism, I shall presently examine some of the m
approved examples.

Now let us examine the real difference existing betw(

Logic and Rhetoric. The art or practice of Logic, has

ference to the reading of the mind; that is, it refers to

flowing energies of the mind exercised in recognizing w
belongs to, and is resident in some real object standing

fore it, either in its own native form, or in the pictoi

image of it presented through the significancy of langua

or the definitions of words; and this operation of the m
is called reasoning. It is in the art of Logic then, that 8

direct reference is made to the mind; for the elements

Logic apply to the mind just as they apply to any ot

being, and in no other way; but the art or practice oi

necessarily refers to the process or operation of the m
employed in the practice, as in the art of any other s

ence. The art of Logic then, applies first to the process

the mind; that is, to the orderly and methodical course i

der the name of reasoning, which it takes in gaining

knowledge of realities, and which it pursues through phj

cal means, viz. the senses, with the objects presented

fore it. This is true with regard to all physical obje(

for whether the object is presented in its own person, oi

the definition of language, the presentation is made throu

some one or more of the senses; as seeing, hearing, &c.

here speak of the material universe alone; for, objects

the moral and spiritual kingdom, are surveyed throu
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er means, being presented through the medium of the

^id's own effulgence, whereby they are rendered cog-

able to it; for these objects are truths in principle and
Iths in fact; that is, efficient powers, and their actions or

>ngs.

Herein consists the duplex nature of the elements of Lo-
* mentioned above; because presentation, properties, &c.
^ly both to realities themselves in their naked forms, and
iheir pictorial definitions in the significancy of language,

this duplex nature of the elements of Logic, is also seen

reason, why Logic and grammar have no necessary

Inection; inasmuch as grammar refers only to the modi-
ttions or changes that words undergo in the construction

sentences, without regard to their meaning; whereas
igic refers directly to the meaning or definition of words,

i to the significancy of those sentences, which are com-
led of them. Grammar then, has reference to the con-

uction of language, while Logic has reference to the

nificancy of it, as the second essential > branch of its

:y. Rhetoric however, is said to hold this office of de-

ing on the significancy of language, but this i« a grand
stake; for it does no such thing. All that rhetoric does

can do, is to judge of, and choose out the kind of artifi-

1 dress that the subject is capable of wearing, without

ng violence to its nature. And as mankind are very

id of tawdry show and splendid drapery, Rhetoric keeps

"ancy shop, where she deals in the gaudy mimicry of

cs, lace and ribb6ns, to attract attention, and to gain ad-

rers; while Logic has a large and well assorted ward-

)e of her own selecting, where she keeps for her own
) a full and constant supply of articles composed of good,

ong, and comely texture, fited for the use and service of

ranks, and adapted to the character and wants of every

lividual in the diversified circumstances of time and
ce.

Thus it appears, that one of the primary duties of Logic,

to judge of, and to determine on the significancy of Ian-

age wrought into sentences; and to choose out and clothe

r subjects with such suitable and appropriate garbs, as

dr characters, spheres and stations in life severally de-

md. Therefore, it is the science of Logic, that teaches

5 nature, force, propriety and application of the terms or
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essential parts of a sentence; and the nature of, and \v

the abstract considerations are belonging to those realit:

about which sentences treat; and its art teaches how
view those realities in their elementary considerations,

how to choose out proper synibols, in order to form a t

conception, and give a true representation of them. A s

tence may conform to all the requirements of grammati
exactness, and yet contain perlect nonsense, a manil

falsehood, or a direct contradiction, the detection and
rection of which belong to the province of Logic.

Language and Logic then, are separate and distin

both in their science and art. The one in its science a

art, furnishes the materials and manufactures words, a

gives them their form, cut and cue in a sentence; while

other in its science and art, furnishes the subjects f

teaches the nature and texture of those fabrics of langua

and shews what kind of garment is necessary and pro|

for the subject to wear, in order to appear in its true ch;

acter. The art of Logic, like the merchant tailor, chooi

the proper materials and measures his subject for a dre

and the art of language, like his journeyman, makes it

and puts it on.

The art of Logic then, in its full extent, embraces
process of reasoning, which the mind employs in the exi

cise of its own powers, on viewing the state and conditi

of those realities, which are presented before it, either

their own naked forms, or in those images which are fi

nished through, and clothed in the livery of language,

order more fully to comprehend and distinctly to undi

stand the entire economy of the system, and to feel t

force and utility of its practical results, I will now expk

all the terms used in this economy; thereby shewing t

propriety of each term, and the connection and harmor

that breathe through the whole.

I said, that the elements of Logic are, first, presentatic

secondly, properties and qualities; and thirdly, relatic

personal and social.

And 1st. What is meant by presentation? It mea
some form, shape, figure, or aspect, which every being

reality, whether material or spiritual, concrete or abstra

existent or non-existent, must assume in order to be an c

ject of, or cognizable to the mind. Presentation then, r
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sarily implies some peculiar state, which every object

the mind must possess, and which must be fixed and
form in some definite adjustment, or union- of property

properties; of power or powers; or in degree or degrees

energy. In what state must this presentation be made?
must be made in one of three states,—either standing

^h as an actor, agent, or communicant subject, doing
lethi ng and afl?ectir>g others; or in the state of a recipi-

subject afifected by, and sustaining the effects of others;

in that state which nature gives it, and which every sub-

possesses in the enjoyment of its native rights and
ivileges.

ndly. What is meant by properties? Property means
le peculiar gift, grant, power, faculty, or capacity, which
realities must possess in their natural, artificial, or modi-

state. Quality means, first, some particular move-
fit, ability, force, degree, mode or affection, in which
perties individually considered are put, possessed and

oyed in their union or state, called natural, primitive

inherent, or artificial and modified qualities. Sec-

ly; Quality means some particular effect, change or

ration, produced by the operations of those properties,

, if a sentient being, affectino^ his condition and position

weal or wo; but if not, affecting his primitive state,

re is a very important distinction to be noticed, and a
per discrimination to be made between state and condi-

All finite, sentient beings, whether angelic or human,
tal or otherwise, affect, not their state by their own ac-

is, but that concomitant condition, which belongs to their

e. That condition, in which state is constituted and

Isists, and exists, is vastly different and distinct from

t condition, which accompanies every state; which is

) liable to great changes by the conduct or operations

;he beings that possess it, and out of which those beings

[W all their enjoyment or misery, and not from their

te. Sentient beings then, especially intelligent, affect

, their state by their conduct, but the concomitant con-

on of some sort, which always accompanies their exist-

state. The above distinction between state and condi-

i is a very important one; the truth of which is estab-

led, both by the laws of nature and the express revelation

Grod; but the neglect of which, has induced many learned

13*
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men to say things, that are not only untrue, but very

philosophical. State and condition then,, when they

applied to sentient beings, refer to their structure, or est

lished union of properties, by exercising which, they (

change their concomitant condition for better or for wo:

without affecting their state in the least; since they der

all their enjoyment or misery direct from their conditi

and not from their state. The reason is this, that joy

misery are the fruits of labor, or the results of actic

and not the actions themselves, which flow from,, and
the product of the properties, or powers. Therefore,

condition of a being may undergo ten thousand, chan^

while his state remains the same; but the moment the si

is changed, or the constituency destroyed, he is no Ion

the same being, but another, or nothing at all, according

he is mortal or immortal in his nature. Moreover,

properties, that compose this &tate, may undergo vari

modifications in their individual capacities, as strong

weak, active or sluggish, bright or dim, &c. without aff(

ing the constituency in its arrangement; and. therefore,

affecting the state of the being.

From what has been said with regard to properties ?

qualities, it is very manifest, that the term attribute can

be applied with any degree of propriety to properties;

that it belongs exclusively to qualities, which indicate eitl

some modification of properties with respect to their e

eiency, or their capacity individually considered; or tt

indicate the operations of those properties. Thus adj

tives, verbs, participles and all words expressive of afl

tion of any kind, are qualities or attributes, belonging

properties, and consequently included under the gene

term condition. As properties have their various degr

and modifications of qualities or attributes, so these qui

ties or attributes themselves have their degrees of amo
or value qualified by a class of words called adverbs,—

very good, very bad, strongly marked, &c.
Again : Since adjectives are the qualities of beings

applied to their properties, or powers and capacities, i

denote the condition, in which beings exist; and since t

condition is affected', changed, or altered by the influei

of actions alone, as communicant or recipient; so also,

jectives denote the amount of action, that is requisite to
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ttbrmedj in order to bring a condition to that grade,

ch they indicate,—»as pound the saltJine, saw the board

rt, drive the hoop tight^ scrape the bark smooth^ &c.
)nce nnore:: Adjectives denote the conditiouy and not

manner^ in-which beings exist and act; therefore, gram-
rians, murder, tlie adjective in the following and like sen-

ses, when they call it an adverb: ''Remote frona cities

id a swain," &c. Here remote shews \\\q condition^ in

ich the ssvain lived, and not the manner of his living,

ler plentifully or sparingly.

tdly. Wha«t is naeant by relations private and social?

irate or personal relations have reference to the inter-

ngeable and mutual connection, or the participation.and

imunity, which naturally subsist, or which may be

ned between the several properties themselves, and their

lor; and social relations have reference to the connec-

is, obligations, &c. which a being has with his fellow-

igs in some particular intercommunion, or more gene-

intercourse with the world. All relations then, private

public, are included under the general term condition;

that we have, properly speaking, only two generic

ds, to one or to the other of which, we may readily and

lerstandingly refer any question, declaration, considera^-

1, suggestionj or hypothesis, that can be raised or made,

cerning a being or subject of discussion, of whatever,

are, order, rank, character and pursuit,

lore then, we have state and condition^ to.be taken to-

herj or alone, as a universal theme, upon which all

hors have treated, and m-ust treat, whenever they add

ir labors to tl>e almost infinite variety of works already

;he archives of literature and science. Those who write

the state of their subject, discussing itsconstituent parts,

\ the power, force, capacity and movement of each, are

led philosophers and theorists, who hold a place in the

)artment of science; but those who write on the condition

their subject only, discussing the plans, schemes, ma-

uvres, events., and vicissitudes of life, are enroled on the

g list of names posted up m the department of lite-

ure.

^ow let us see, if language ha« not recc^nized this very

tern of Logic, as explained above, in the terminations of

adjectives and nouns. Take for instance, the verb
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'penetrate^ with its derivatives in adjectives and nouns,—
penetrant, penetrative, and penetrable; penetration, pei

trancy, penetrability, penetrativeness, and penetrablene

five nouns. Penetration^ and every other noun of t

termination, is a verbal noun, expressing the manner,
which the power of the verb operates; that is, it is

name of the action of the verb. Penetrancy, and eve

other word with this termination, has reference either

the adjustment of communicant properties and capaciti

or to the state in which they exist. Penetrability, and
other words of this termination, have reference to the

cipient state, in which beings or their properties are,

subject to the influence and control of others. Peneti

tiveness has reference to the condition, that accompan
penetrancy. And all other abstract nouns of this deri^

tion and termination refer to the condition of beings pc

sessing operative and executive properties or powers; j

example : '^The productiveness of a productive soil." He
the adjective productive shews the energy belonging to t

state or constituency of the soil, as opposed to steril or b<

ren; and the abstract noun productiveness refers to the ]

suits, that flow from such a state; for the termination ne
means the same as the Latin phrase in esse, and is a cc

traction of it. So goodness means, good in esse, or in heir

and righteousness means righteous doing. Penetrablene,

and all nouns of this termination, has reference to the cc

dition, that accompanies penetrability, and that belong

beings, whose state is liable to be affected by others,

—

"He feels the liableness of his liability."

What is the difference then, between adjectives endii

in ant, ent, and ii^e, and those ending in ble? All adje

lives that have the three first termi^iations, viz. aw^, 6^3

and ive, are communicant adjectives; that is, they expre

the qualities or functions of properties or powers, as oper

tive and executive—putting forth their energies and pr

ducing efl^ects, as causes. Rut all adjectives that end

ble, are recipient adjectives, to wit: they are attributes

properties and relations, which are subject to, and liable

be affected by the influence and control of others.

Both state and condition then, are communicant and r

cipient, even when the being is in possession of, and e

joying all his inherent rights and privileges. Therefor
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I state and condition^ created beings have their relations^

^m which are formed thousands of adjectives and nouns.

^ his state^ the creature is related to his Creator, as the

thor of what he possesses; by his condition he is related

his fellow-creature in the ties of reciprocal duties.

The foregoing explanations shew us what a wonderful

finiteness there is in the economy of language, which,

th a moderate share of attention, and a little inquisitive-

ss, is readily seen—supplying us with a touch-stone,

lereby we are able to select out, and determine on the

Unification, force, extent, and proper application of words
sentences.

O Logic! if thy votaries would but follow thee into thy

c^uestered abode, thou wouldst feed them witii thy rich

d pure historical milk, whereby they would grow up to

3rary manhood. Thus we have state multifarious in

3 number and kind of its properties, with their various

ades and grades of communicant energies, or of suscepti-

ities, under the names of primitive, inherent, natural, ar-

Lcial, accidental, and modified qualities or attributes; and
is state is also accompanied by a necessary and insepa-

ble condition, diversified with all the vicissitudes of time

d place, and chequered over with endless relations and
ncatenations. Under the general and comprehensive

ads of state and condition, we may bring any subject-

atter, or matter of any subject, (quod rei est,) to a defi-

te and decisive issue, termination, conclusion, or judg-

3nt, which we shall have and possess, as absolute knowl-

ge, as moral certainty—as the assurance of faith, or as

3 confidence of hope—according as the subject is one,

It stands before the mind in its own native and essential

rm, through mental light and organic sense, or in the

:torial image formed by the mind, through human testi-

3ny written or spoken.

The next inquiry seems to be, on what foundation does

is conclusion or judgment rest, or by what means is the

ind brought to this conclusion or judgment? The name
this foundation is argument, {argutum mentis,) which

made up or composed of proofs or evidences, w^oven by
3 mind into a web, or texture, on which its judgment is

imped by its own radiant beams of light.

VVe will now explain, and give the milk and honey of
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the terms "proof or evidence^ argument and judgment.
English verb prove, from which the noun proof\s deriv

comes to us from the Latin verb probo, which again is fr

the Greek compound verb probaino, signifying to go
fore one, or to come into his presence: therefore, pr
refers to that testimony, which the mind gains by its o

light, or through the medium of the senses. Evidenc
from the Latin preposition, ex or e, and the verb video, g

nifying to see or discern clearly, or to have a promin
view of an object. Both these terms are very strong i

definite, refering to the mind's own knowledge, by whate
means acquired. The only difference between the

words is the manner in which the object presents its

Proo/* represents the object, as coming before the mind i

shewing itself; while evidence represents the object,

standing before the mind, and shewing itself.

Argument comes to us from the Latin noun argum
turn, compounded of argutum and mentis; but the Lai

took their verb arquo, from the Hebrew verb arg, si^

fying to weave, to entwine, to link or unite together: the

fore, the noun means a web, texture or fabric. But in

word judgment, we find that which gives beauty, ore

simplicity, strength, and unity to the whole structure; j

our noun idea, which is the same in Greek—the Gr(

verb eido or eideo, and Latin werhjudico, are all from i

and the same origin or root, namely, from the Hebrew v
idaa, signifying to see with the organic eye, or with

mind's eye; that is, to know, understand, &c. So that <

word judgment, (judicium inentis,) the Latin judicium,

Greek and English idea, literally mean a form or ima

which the mind beholds, like that presented through

natural eye.

Thus we have proof or evidence, argument, and ju

ment, the three grand pillars on which rests the broad <

extensive platform of judicial economy; and three pill

are requisite to support a platform of any kind. The
mands or claims then, charges or predications set fortl

questions, sentences, propositions or declarations, are

tried, and found to be time or false, by one and the sa

process of the mind; whether they are brought befor

seated on the tribunal of public justice, or sitting in

private chair of its own chancellor dignity. A declarai
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first made, in which some demand, claim, or charge is

(forth as true, in favor or against some person or thing,

itter or cause; the truth of which is attested or denied

Ithe several 'proofs or evidences standing by as witnesses;

i "^by the mouth o^ two or three witnesses every thing is

ablished." Therefore, upon the argument or texture of

ise proofs^ the declaration or charge will stand or fall as

\i contains, yea or nay^ on which judgment is rendered

i stamped accordingly.

Having pointed out the peculiar appearances of the dif-

pnt dishes containing mental food, and shewn their or

I
and arrangement; and having also illustrated the vari-

! nutritive properties and qualities of their several cen-

ts, I will here present the reader with a course according

that order and arrangement, before I proceed to ex-

in the peculiar mode, called reasonings in which the

bd is said to act in satisfying itself with its proper ele-

int. And this I shall do with the greater cheerfulness;

tause 1 believe, that the mind will, without knowing or

^n caring why it acts, and how it acts, seize upon its

jiper food, when presented, and satisfy its appetite as ea-

fly, as willingly, and as naturally and actively, as the

[igry man will seize upon the food, and satisfy his wants,

len seated at a table loaded with such viands as his ap-

lite craves, without knowing or even caring, how it is,

why it is, that he is able to use his hands and wag his

^s. For, I am fully persuaded, that the first and great-

difRculty with the mind, is the not knowing in what its

per food consists, nor even how or where to find it; at

st, not knowing where to find the porous part of that en-

ope which conceals the solid meat, so as to come at the

1 substance with the greater ease. Because, I have seen

ny, very many, who seem to have nibbled away a large

tion of the crust or outside, without ever coming to the

lat; and after their teeth had become blunt, and their

?s dim with age, they were about to depart with ex-

isted strength and famished appetite.

We will now examine some of the most approved syllo-

ms. And first,

—

"All tyrants deserve death.

Caesar was a tyrant;

Therefore, Csesar deserved death."
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The question, which this syllogism pretends to ans

and settle, arises out of the predicate or declaration al

Caesar, viz: "He deserved death."

The argument used to establish this charge, is contai

in the first or major proposition, viz: "All tyrants des(

death." But an objection to the charge of death upon
rants, is as weighty, and merits our attention as justly

the one made to the same charge prefered against Cse

By transfering the charge to tyrants, we substitute one i

ject for another, w^hich substitute is now made to bear

burden imposed on the first. This is changing subjects

stead of proving the charge to be just and true; unless

premises be granted, that all tyrants deserve death,

allowing this to be true, it does not prove that Csesar W!

tyrant, which needs proving as much as the charge,

he deserved death, and even more so; not only because

latter will not attach until the former is proved, but a

because the proofs that he was a tyrant, lie more conce;

than the proofs, that tyrants deserve death. And the :

son is this, that the latter proofs are the general princi

of our nature, as self-preservation and the common ri^

of man; but the former are obtained from human testimc

which can only prove actions and not principles. Th
fore, any allegation, charge or elenchus, brought forwi

or any declaration made concerning beings, must r

either to their state, or to their condition; that is, eithe

the constituent principles of their nature, or to their acti

and relations. Consequently, when the declaration
]

tains to the nature of beings, setting forth something

longing to its economy, the truth or falsity of it is set

by bringing forward the very items of this econo

against which the charges lie.

These items constitute the only proper witnesses to

front and answer to the charges; and their testimon;

the only argument, by which the charges stand or

But when the declaration pertains to the actions of beii

the charges are sustained or overcome by human
mony, as the only argument in the cause. But the decl

tion, "Csesar was a tyrant, and therefore deserved dea

contains charges that pertain both to the economy of

nature, and to the actions of an individual of our r

Therefore, we must have two distinct sets of witnesses
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der to sustain or overcome all the charges contained in

e declaration. One set must be brought from the facto-

rs of nature, and the other from the abodes of distress,

bus we find, that all questions and inquiries must relate,

:her to the economy of nature with regard to its element-

y principles, in their adjustment, or to the actions of
(inors with their concomitant effects; or toboth too-ether.

We will now attempt to settle the question contained in

e foregoing syllogism, by our own mode of reasoning.

"Csesar deserved death." Why? Because he was a ty-

nt. But how do you know that? And if he was, why do
rants deserve death?

In answer to the first of these questions, I offer Csesar's

If in the history of his conduct, sanctioned by human tes-

nony; which amounts to moral certainty, that he was a
rant. And in answer to the last question, I offer self-pre-

rvation, the first law of our nature; and the common rights

'man, sanctioned by divine authority. Therefore, Csesar

as a tyrant by human testimony; and consequently, de-

rved death by the laws of God and man. Here I have
!en followed up with question after question, until I re-

lated into the entrenchments of the laws and economy
)th of God and man; where I am protected by their im-

egnable ramparts, which defy all opposition. And unless

s do retreat into these strong holds, no answer can be

ven, that will stand incontrovertible. Again:

"Every wicked man is truly miserable.

All tyrants are wicked men; therefore,

. All tyrants are truly miserable."

The conclusion in this syllogism professes to settle the

testion of misery charged upon tyrants in the minor pro-

)sition; and the argument adduced is the predicate of the

ajor proposition, viz. "truly miserable," as attributable

all wicked men; and tyrants being men^ must bear the

large. In order to sustain the charge of the major pro-

Dsition, we must retreat over the stream of time into the

igions of futurity; that is, we must resort to divine reve-

tion, and the special interposition of God, in arresting the

lad career of infatuated mortals. For, Belshazzar and all

s court were as merry as crickets, and as happy as hi-

rity could make them, until the king saw the mystic hand

14
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penciling out his doom in visible, though unknown chari

ters.

Moreover: "And Abraham said to the rich man, S(

remember, that in thy lifetime thou receivedst thy gi

things^ and likewise," that is, in his lifetime, "Lazarus e

things; but now he is comforted, and thou art tormentei

Therefore, the charge in the declaration cannot be s

tained by any testimony taken, either from the economy
our nature, or from human witnesses; but it must co

from the world of spirits, and the time of its rendition is ]

yet. Consequently, with respect to the present life,

charge is not true^ and therefore, the conclusion is ^ai

The following is said to be the celebrated syllogism,

which Aristotle so forcibly proved, that the virtues are

separable, and which is this:

"He who possesses prudence, possesses all virtue;

He who possesses one virtue, must possess prudence.

Therefore, he who possesses one, possesses all."

If this syllogism is a faithful translation of the origir

couched in terms corresponding in their extent, to thi

used by the author, I most confess, that I am not a Hi

surprised at the oversight of its inventor, and the duplic

of its admirers. For, it is tl>e first time I ever found a n
seriously endeavoring to prove, that a ])art contains i

v)hole^ or that a particular term was more universal thai

general one; which is evidently the fact in this instani

Prudence, which is made to contain virtue, is a mere i

pendage of it, if entitled to any fellowship with it. Th(

is only one word in any language, that is more generic

universal, than virtue^ (aretee^) or that contains virtue; a

this is faith, [pistis,) which, as St. Peter most judicious

philosophically and beautifully illustrates, inckdes the

ven cardinal virtues; making the term virtue (aretee) e

brace or comprehend the other six, and including it w
them under the term faith. Faith then, to be comple

comprehends the seven virtues, separate and distinct

themselves, with which prudence is not allowed to shan

part, unless you interpret encrateia to be prudence; bu

is far better translated into temperance, or moderati

And even then, it would be nothing more, than a class

Jcindy of which virtue is the generic head, being thi
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agrees more universal. The fact is, prudence, in modern
hies, or in the ethics of the Apostles, is not a virtue; and
[r a very good reason arising from the origin or compo-
ition of the word—whether you take our English pru-

mce, the Latin priidentia, or any of the Greek words,

at have a relation to it.

I

No property or power of the mind or body, can be called

;
virtue, that is, praise-worthy and approvable conduct.

or, that is not a virtue, which we possess as a natural

ft, and prudence is one of them; for it refers directly to a

ental acuteness or mental foresight, as seen in the very

imposition of the word, coming as it does from the Greek
•eposition pro, and the verb eido,. to see, and therefore

gnifying foresight, mental discernment, cunning, &c. But

ich and all the virtues have a direct reference to the ac-

)ns of the mind, or to so many separate and distinct men-
l operations, as are manifested in the discha«:ge of our

>cial duties, each producing its own good effects, or pleas-

g and approved results. For, take aretee (virtue) from,

ther of the two Greek verbs, (and from one or the other,

must come,) the meaning ultimates in the one given

)ove.

The fact is, that the term virtue has no direct reference

property or power, much less a direct application to

lem; but it has both a direct reference and a direct appli-

ition to actions or ?nental operations, as manifested in the

fects produced by the discharge of oui' social relations,

hat the term virtue is applied directly to the effects or re-

dts of opecative powers, is further shewn by its applica-

Dn to inanimate nature, as the i^?r^w6 of medicine, meaning

e effect, which it is able to produce.

And here 1 will further add, that all we know, or ever

m know in this world, about the abstract principles of

ings, as efficient causes, is obtained through the medium
* their effects. And the names, that we give to these

•inciples, are in fact derived or abstracted from the names
•iginally applied to the effects produced by some indefin-

)le cause, I say, indefinable in itself, and known no far-

ler, than in its uniform effects, which are classified under

>me general head, as a term, and applied, properly speak-

ig, to an unknown cause; that is, unknown in itself with

jgard to its essence, but known with regard to its existence
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by its effects, it being literally the potency of God, cleai

seen in the things that are made; "for in Him we li

move and have our being." All the terms, such as el(

tricity, caloric, magnetism, fear, hope, joy, anger, mus(

lar strength, &c. which refer to the elementary operat

principles of physical nature, organic or not, are deriv

from nouns denoting the effects of the action of some cai

performing its operative agency.

These terms then, are the names given to causes or pr

ciples, as efficient powers, if they are active agents, p
ducing effects; but if not, they are names given to cert;

definite and fixed relations or proportional ratios of difi

ence between beings with regard to numeral amount of <

tent, capacity, magnitude, or velocity. Any science, t^

has direct reference to the relations of beings with c

another in any of the above respects, that is, to their cc

parative amounts in extent, capacity, magnitude, or

locity, is called an abstract science; for the reason, t

these several definite and relative proportions can be wi

ously affected in their intercommunion, and true results (

be ascertained apart from any particular class of beii

whatever. But that science, which has the properties,

operative powers of animate beings for its elementary pi

ciples, must discuss the modes of action of those beings p
sessing particular powers, &c.

Therefore man, in the full and extensive considerat

of his nature, has a personal interest, and participation

all the sciences and arts. But ethics treat of the merit

demerit of his actions or conduct, with regard to his p

sonal and social relations, out of which arise certain o'

gations and duties, to be discharged and performed. A
the very notion of obligation and duty presupposes a su

rior and an inferior; and the very idea of superior ond

ferior presupposes liability, and therefore, accountabili

under the characters of giver and receiver; but accour

bility presupposes ability to account to, and somethino

account for; wherefore, the very idea of ability pres

poses liberty, freedom of action and choice, which last i

the qualities and attributes of intellectual power, or div

light, lighting every man that comes into the world; wh
light, by the very term, includes immortality, liberty

freedom, accountability, superior and inferior, or gran
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d grantee; and consequently, obligation and duty. These
constitute the elenfients or principles of moral and intel-

tual science.

'Why then, has a single science been divided into two

—

ie under the name of nnoral science or ethics, and the

iier under the name of intellectual science—when in fact,

ke is but one? In this case, the art or practice of a sci-

ce, has been called a science. For the ethics or conduct
men, is the art or practice of their intellectual powers,
energein) working and toiling, not only in the dis-

large of obligations or relative duties, but also in survey-

\ the regions of abstract relations of things, and those of
^urity. So that, whatever a maft does, in the whole rou-

le of his condnfit, he must account to his Creator for the

b or abuse of his gifts. Consequently, the above opera-

Ins of the mind, whether manifested in bodily actions, or
' mental results, are all human, and belong to a single

ing, or to his whole race under the term man.
Therefore, since the principle is one and active, but the

tions are many and diverse, there cannot be a greater

inity between the virtues, than there is between the vices;

3ause the virtues are approvable and approved results of

tion, even our thoughts; and the vices are condemnable
d condemned results of action, even our thoughts. There-

•e, the bond of union between the virtues, and between

I vices, is one and the same thing; that is, similitude of

issined effects, resulting from the multifarious actions of

e and the same principle or power.

I have pursued the examination of the above syllogism,

)re for the sake of shewing my reader the economy of

iguage in its definitions and the significancy of its terms,

m for any other purpose. But, that he may see more
iarly the falsity of the syllogism, I will substitute the

m money in the place of prudence^ and the term wealth

the place o^ virtue; and then the falsity will stand fully

posed; because money is a specific term for physical

Dperty, and stands related to wealth a general term for

desirable physical things, in the same manner that /??•?/-

nee stands related to virtue; since prudence is a specific

m for mental property, and virtue is a general term for

desirable mental things.

14*
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He who possesses money, possesses all wealth.

He who possesses one wealth, must possess money,
Therefore,

—

He who possesses one, possesses all wealth; althou,

I have seen many men very wealthy in real and persor

estate, yet quite destitute of cash.

It appears, that Logic writers have one very importe

lesson yet to learn, which is this—that logical reasoning

not conducted on the doctrine of geometrical proportic

in numeral amount; nor even in numeral account any fj

ther, than in relation to the order of classification of beir

under general heads, more or less extensive in their apf

cation to those beings,—as animal, man, tree, beast, bi

fish, insect; or sheep, swine, horse, dog, cat, &c. Th(

terms of classification of individuals include a greater

less number of them according as they are more or 1(

general in their signification.. Therefore, any individu

that possesses the essential property or properties sig

fied by either of these terms, may be classed under tl

common head. So also, similar consequences of actic

however difl^erent, may be classed under some general te

indicative of those consequences. Therefore, whatever

said of one being with respect to this common proper

may be said in the same respect of all those, that poss(

it. But this is a sort of abstract generalization or analo

cal comparative reasoning, which is well enough in

place. But in order to pass through life with ease a

credit to ourselves, we want some more tangible meai

that is, we want the truths and facts of experience and (

periment on things, as they are and have been, either

our own, or of well attested authority; whereby we j

able to make the past serve us as a guide through the p
sent, and point out our proper way into the future.

The abstract process of comparative reasoning is onb

branch of logical reasoning; and no very important c

either, since it proves nothing more, when properly c(

ducted, than a mere abstract result flowing from admit

premises. But is this the "logicon adolon gala.^^ the ''g<

uine historical milk," whereby we grow and increase

literary manhood? I leave the question to the decision
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)mmon sense. But further: that writers on Logic should

nfine logical reasoning to this mode alone, is still nnore

rprising; inasmuch as the word itself, in, its origin, ap-

ication. and use, designates the movements of mental

wer, as various and as diversified, as the operations of

r physical powers, or as the devious rovings of our or-

mic eye. Each and all the senses of the body are av-

lues, through which the mind peeps forth, not only into

e several departments of its own dwelling, but looks

^road on the varied scenes around it, both in their general

id particular aspects, as they stand displayed before it.

nd not only so, but it brings external objects to the very

(trance of these avenues, takes a nearer view, and makes
imore critical examination of what belongs to them sev-

lally. These are movements of the mind,, which no

je will deny; and what other na-me shall we give them

»t reasoning?—meaning thereby the flowing energies of

ental light thrown upon those objects, which are brought

to the field of its vision through these avenues. The
?ry nature of the action itself demands it, as well as the

iginal application of the word, before it was transfered

om matter to mind; for which similitude of action alone it

as transfered.

Reasoning then, in its true and legitimate sense, means
e full and entire action of the mmd in pouring forth its

diant beams in the recognition and inspection of those

ejects presented to it through the senses, or by the inven-

De power of its own nature.

What does the word reason then necessarily embrace in

; definition, not only from the mind's actions, but also

3m the original meaning and application of the word

jeh? It necessarily embraces all the following terms, viz.

irception, idea, apprehension, conception, proof, evidence,

•gument, sentiment, decision, sentence and judgment.

Dr, idea and judgment have a common origin, one coming

us through the Greek, and the other through the Latin

nguage; but the origin of both is the Hebrew idaa, sig-

fying to see, to know, &c. So also, perception and con-

ption have a common origin, as well as sentiment and

ntence. All the above eleven terms in their originals,

ere first applied and used to denote the different manners,

which we acquire possession, or gain the knowledge of
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objects, through the means of the bodily limbs and
senses. If the mind has continued its fiowino; energies

energein) or busy workings on the object long enough
gain a distinct notion or definite knowledge of it, this flc

ing or reasoning process must have gone on, till the m
has viewed said object, in all its presentations, propert

arid qualities, and relations. And these three views

considerations include the entire object; therefore, they

elude all the above eleven terms—since sentiment, decisii

sentence and judgment are only different words to expri

a final result.

Logical reasoning then, implies a process of reason]

carried on through the medium oi' words arranged in s(

tences, each of which must contain a definite object or si

ject, that has something affirmed or denied of it; an(

sufficient number of such sentences, constitutes a discour

treatise, or piece of composition good or bad in Logic, y
as the, terms used do convey or not, a true representati

of that, for which they were employed.

Now let us inquire into the origin of the word reasi

and into the meaning and application of its original,

will be proper however, first to notify the reader, that

the transition of this original, from its primitive meaning
human operations, it was extended and applied both to t

operations of the mind, and to the operations of orgai

adjustment. And the want of attention to this fact, h

led logicians and rhetoricians into an error, and indue

them to say and discuss many things foreign to each sej

rate subject. Therefore, we find in their writings my
unconnected matter, and of course, much unphilosoph

unintelligible, uninteresting, and consequently unprofita

matter. Etymologists derive our word reason from

French raison, and this from the Latin ratio, which is fr(

the Latin verb reor; and this again is from the Greek v(

reo. In tracing our word reason back, if we stop ev

at the Latin ratio, we get all that we want or claim

specting the word reason applying to the entire operatic

of the mind. For reor, from which ratio is derived, e

braces all the operations of the mind in our daily pursui

But when the Latins refered to that close and conneci

train of mental operation required in demonstrations a

illustrations, they used their verb ratiocinor, compounc
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ratio and cano, which latter signifies to sing^ns in mu-
,
and also to sing or talk like a poet or prophet; that is,

divine or divulge secrets and things not commonly
Dwn, but requiring a close and uniform train of reason-

;
on the abstruse and hidden relations and ratios of

rigs; that is, on the connections, purposes, designs and
entions of things.

rhus it appears, that our logicians, admitting the word
come from the Latin reor^ have denied and withholden

m our word reason^ its usual, extensive and legitimate

)lication, and restricted it to that particular mode of men-
operation, for which the Latins have another word, or

her the same word extended in its signification and ap-

)ation, by the assistance of another, viz. cano; ^^ ratio-

or. Therefore, our word reason applies properly and
itimately to the entire movement of the mind through

its varied operations, from the simplest perception to

most abstract speculation; first, by its Latin descent,

i secondly, by what our logicians claim for it. But, in

er to give the reader a full view of the beauty, force

i propriety of this application of the word, and shew him
similarity and uniformity of order and arrangement,

led relation^ subsisting among beings in the entire uni-

se, I will explain the whole pedigree of our word rea-

. The Hebrew noun roue signifies the Spirit of God,

human mind, wind, air, breath, &c.; and the verb roe

resents their operating motions, or moving energies,

is is the root of the Greek verb reo^ signifying the tlow-

motion of a stream or liquid, and also that of the

ath in talking or making articulate sounds in speech,

e transfer is very natural and easy; since there is a

y striking similarity between the motion of a gliding

3am, and the breath flowing from the lungs and pro-

ving articulate bounds in speech. And do we not say,

fluent speech?"

3ur word reason then, comes from the Greek reo^ and

he participle reason in the Ionic dialect. The Greeks

ijugate the verb two ways, in order to determine its sig-

cation. One conjugation applies to the signification for

ter, &c., and the other to that for the breath, &c. But

smuch as speech means something more than mere

inds of words, therefore, when we talk we reason also.
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Here is the precise difference between reason and rJu

ric, as manifested in the different spelling of the two wor

Reason applies directly to the mind, while rhetoric app

as directly to talk or speech. If reason and rhetoric th

have a common origin, how are they to be separated i

distinguished from each other? In the same manner t

the calm and noiseless flow of the gliding stream is se

rate and distinct, from the loud and deafening roar of

leaping cataract. For, if the soft and silent movements

the flowing stream, can be changed into the rough and

multuous roar of a tumbling waterfall, so the mute i

busy movements of mental energies, may be expressed

the quavering notes of the human voice. Thus it seei

that while the active mind is busily employed in view

its subject in all its parts, the tuneful voice, or flutter

quill is as busily engaged in dressing up its caper

thoughts in persuasive sounds, or significant characters

Reason theUj.has direct reference to the flowing eneq

of the mind,, while rhetoric has as direct reference to fl(

ing words written or spoken. Here is a very cogent i

son for the difference in the spelling of the two woi

The movements of the mind in its attention to a proposit

of any kind, consist in casting its intellectual rays u]

the objects that are before it, in order to discover who tl

are, and what they are.

This is the case even in an axiom, or what is calle

self-evident proposition. For, every axiom in its simp

form, has two objects called extremes or termini; j

every proposition of whutever kind, must have these tw(

least, and as many more, as the complexity of the propi

tion demands. In the simplest axiom there are only th

two extremes, which stand before the mind in juxta or c

tiguous position; and both being in the mind's vision, tl

likeness, or unlikeness—agreement, or disagreement is

tuitively discovered; that is, discovered in the objects th(

selves being in the mind's view, and'not hy substitute, a

the ca<se in all comparative reasoning, where the real

jects of inquiry are segregated from each other so far, t

the mind is not able to embrace them at once. But, 8

said before, the simplest axiom has two objects, and o

two, standing directly before the mind's eye; for instar

the whole is greater than a part—all the parts comp
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whole; and the whole contains all the parts. In these

mples the terms whole and parts contain the two ex-

nes; and they stand in contiguous position to each other;

[ are both embraced at once by the mind,

rhe truth is seen in the above cases, just as readily, and
the same manner, as it is seen in viewing two sticks of
brent lengths lying side by side. But in a complex
om, there are three or more objects before the mind.
3re are two extremes or ultimate objects of the compar-
1, and one, at least, intermediate object, which is the

idard of comparison; for example:

rhings, that are equal to the same thing, are equal to

another; things, that are double of the same thing, are

al to one another.

n the foregoing examples, the two extremes or ultimate

}cts of comparison, are contained in the plural noun
igs, and the standard of comparison in the singular

n thing.

Lgain : two and two are equal to four. Here the first

is the standard of comparison; and two and two.being

double of two, and four being instinctively seen to be

double of two, therefore, two and two and four are in-

ctively seen to be equal.

\\xt when these intermediate objects or standards of

iparison, are so multiplied, that the mind cannot intui-

ly, that is, at a single flowing glance catch and retain

r intimate and concatenated relations to each other, and
> to the two extremes, the proposition is not an axiom,

one, that requires demonstration; that is, one that re-

res contemplation and meditation upon the entire train

Dbjects, until the concatenation or chain of relations, as

se and effect, can be perceived and embraced at once
the mind.

^hus we perceive, that what may be considered as a
•e axiom to those more vigorous and penetrating minds,

uires to be demonstrated; that is, contemplated and
litated upon by those, that are less active and discern-

. Thus too, we perceive the true nature and genius of

^uage in its specific and generic construction. Reason-

includes demonstration—demonstration includes con-

plation and meditation; but theorizing includes the

Die four. For, to theorize means, to see as God sees;
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that is, to know and understand, &c. I said, that reas

in^ sii>;nifies, and embraces the entire operations of mer
energies, from the simplest perception to the most abstr

speculation; and that, itself is included in the term theoVi

which means to see as God sees. Here we discover by

extension of terms, the dividing line between the hun

mind and the brutal mind; which lies in the word theon

No one says, nor can say, that a brute theorizes; beca

this word includes the abstract relations of order and

rangement, which belong to the oeconomy (oikou norm

that is, to the distributed household of God, in its physi

and spiritual apartments. And, " In my Father's ho

there are many mansions."

Now let us see what demonstration^, contemplation ;

meditation, literally and definitely mean. Demonstrai

is direct from the Latin demonstration which is c(

pounded of de^ a preposition; mons, a noun; and the v

sterno, whose supine is stratum, and from which our w
streiv or stroiv comes. The verb demonstrate then, ]

rally and definitely means, to strew, spread, or scatter

mountain; that is, the physical or mental obstruction

that the organic or mental eye can discern objects, 1

were concealed behind it.

Contemplation is derived from three Latin words, viz.

or cum, signifying with, or in company; tempus, signify

time; and the verb pleo, signifying to fill up, to finish, e

&c. Therefore, to contemplate an object, is to fill

or pass away time with it, in our inspection of what

longs to it.

Meditation comes from two Latin words, viz. med
signifying in the midst, or among, &c. and the verb

signifying to frequent, or to go often to, &c. Theref

to meditate is to go often to and be conversant ^

things, in order to know them.

Thus, contemplation has reference to a single object

to a group of objects taken as a whole; while medita

has reference to many objects receiving our attentior

their turn.

In order to complete the list of words, which apply

rectly to mental operations, or to the objects of mental

tion, considered in their most abstract or essential

universal sense, I will explain a few more terms of uni
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ty, the first of which is the word reality. The doctrine

Realism seems to have puzzled the philosophic and
culative world. O fools! blind, and dull of understand-

, not to perceive what Logic has done, and reason
ght in the very composition of the word. The word is

fipounded of two Latin words, viz: res or re, a univer-

term applied to any being, fact or truth, like our word
i,g; and sal^ salis, or als, alis, signifying salt; and re-

? literally means the essence of salt or the savour of salt,

Lch, if it has lost, what is it good for? Therefore, real-

signifies the essence or savour of a thing; that is, either

savour of a being existent, which is his essential prop-

er or nature, or the savour of a fact or act done, which
he action or effect of the power, that wrought it. Conse-
ntly, there are existent realities; that is, beings standing

as active agents, or affected subjects; and non-existent

lities; that is, not standing out in any efficiency^ but only
I as an act done.

rhe next term is truth—truth in principle and truth in

;. Truth in principle is power supreme and uncreated;

I truths in fact are the evidences of it, which constitute

truths in principle, or elements of the sciences. The
Yients of any science then, are existent realities or sec-

;ary causes efficient in the production of effects, which
truths in fact, both in the modification of old, and the

nation of new structures, and in the actions done and
sed out of time. All finite beings then, are existent, hav-

their state with its concomitant condition, differing from
e in this, that their state can never be affected or altered

lout changing their being; while their condition may
ergo a variety of modifications and changes without af-

ing their state in the least. For, their state consists in

unaltered union of essential properties; while its con-

litant condition consists in the different degrees of ope-

ve energy in those properties,—as more or less, strong

Weak, good or bad^ swift or slow, bright or dim, &c.;

also in that sphere of action for which and in which that

3 or union of properties was adjusted and located. In

tever shape, form, or manner then, a sentence or pro-

tion is presented, a declaration made, a query started,

I question asked concerning any reality, they each and
nust relate to one or both of the above general heads,

15
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viz. state and condition. And all the logical axionas ;

premises as logical data for developing truth and fact, c

sist in the proofs and evidences obtained from the suh^

itself^ viewed in all its presentations, properties and qu

ties, and relations personal and social. And when
mind has bestowed its flowing energies or reasoning lab

upon the subject in viewing it in the above respects, it

obtained its proofs woven into an argument or texture,

which it stamps its judgment with regard to the matter

true or false. Thus it appears, that every simple sente

or proposition has a subject and its matter, which cons

in an affirmation or negation of something pertaining

the subject, either in its presentation, its properties i

qualities, or in its relations private or public.

Subject and matter then, [quod rei est?) are the i

grand objects of the mind's attention in view of the ju

ment to be formed; so that, the yes or no to the matter

leged, as belonging to the subject in the manner specif

constitutes the proposition true or false; therefore, the s

ject and the matter alleged are viewed together, when
The mind obtains a knowledge, whether it has been alle

in truth or falsehood. If the matter alleged has a perse

application to the subject alone, the process of reason

or mental operation (call it what you please,) is simila

that exercised in a geometrical axiom, being confined 1

single subject and what belongs to it, as in the follow

axioms: The wdiole is equal to all its parts; all the pj

compose the whole, &c.
This process of the mind constitutes the principal

{

of logical reasoning, as seen in all examples like the foil

ing: the weather is fine; the trees are blooming; the stn

are paved; business is dull; man is social, moral and

gious, &c. But, if the matter alleged has reference to

social relations of the subject, arising from whatever sou

the reasoning necessarily becomes comparative, and th(

fore two or more subjects are introduced and viewed

gether; because the matter alleged in this case, contair

subject,—as John is a fiddler; Will sneaks a scrivener; Y

esty is the best policy; virtue and vice are opposite qi

ties, &c. The predicate of the subject always conti

the matter, or rather constitutes the matter itself; for

predicate consists in what is said of the subject; that is
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at is affirmed or denied of it. And inasmuch as every
:ated being is either made unique, or constituted of parts,

has his personal and social relations; for he has his fel-

^-creatures in a general and particular sense—general

,h regard to the world at large, and particular with re-

:d to his own class or kind. His personal relations are

»se existing between himself and his Creator. Now some-
ng in truth may be said of him, with regard to his own
lowments as a being—with regard to his ovvn actions,

1 with regard to his social relations too. But whatever

said of him with regard to his endowments and his ac-

is, must relate to him personally and individually; there-

e, all predicates relating to these, must contain his pri-

;e matters, such as his properties, qualities or attributes,

\ his actions.

I)omparison then, rests not in private matters; conse-

3ntly, comparative or syllogistic reasoning must belong

our social relations alone, general or particular. But,

ore we can know any thing certain of a being in his so-

1 capacity; that is, before we can know what his social

ations are, we must first know who he is as a being, and

at belongs to him as such;, that is, we must first know
private matters, and knowing these, we necessarily

DW his class, species, and genus; that is, his social rela-

ys. And this doctrine will apply to all beings; therefore,

who would reason closely and with the conviction of

th, must discuss the private matters of his subject; and

doing so, he discloses his social relations too, to wit, his

ssification. This is the very mode adopted in mathe-

tics, and the mode adopted in Butler's Analogy. The
hor reasons on the private matters of man, as an indi-

ual being; and these, as 1 said before, include his divine

ations. Therefore, whatever can be said of one in these

pects, may be said of all his class.

rhus it appears, that every simple sentence or proposi-

n, consists of two parts; the first of which is a subject or

ect, presented to the mind's notice, under some term or

:'ase, about which something has been said; and this

mthing includes the verb with what follows it, and con-

utes the matter or predicate of said subject, and belongs

it as a charge or elenchus. It also appears, that the verb

L
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sometimes contains the whole matter, as in the follovvii

examples: John writes; the birds fly; the wind blows, &
The verb is also accompanied by an adjective or attribu"

which adverts to the subject,—as the winds are boisteroi

the man is happy; wisdom is profitable to direct, &;c. I

also it may have a noun following it,—as John reads \

lesson; beauty has many admirers, &c. Sometimes a se

tence intervenes between the subject and the predicate

matter ot^ it,—as he, who guards against dangers, ac

wisely; he, who desires learning, desires a good thing, d
These last are compound sentences, and the intervenii

sentence does not affect the charge or matter of the subje*

but makes a part of the definition of the subject. So thi

in judging of the truth or falsity of the matter alleged, tl

intervening sentence must be viewed in connection with t

subject, as one of its qualities or attributes.

There are also several other important particulars in t

economy of language, pertaining to the construction a

definition of the subject part of a sentence, which, thou;

important, I have never seen touched nor hinted by write

on Logic and Rhetoric. Much however, has been s£

about ambiguous terms; though what I am going to d

close, constitutes the sanative of literary health, and a cu

for ambiguity.

There are three modes of nominating a subject withe

changing the meaning of its definition, or affecting the si

ject in the least. In this economy of language, its
p

ancy and copiousness are beautifully and strikingly d

played.

1st. The nominated subject may be clothed with its j

tributes or qualities, by nouns joined to the subject bj

hyphen,—as sea-weed, eye-water, &c.; as well as by t

jectives,—as a prudent man, a wise child, a cunning a;

mal, a considerate person, &c. These adjectives and t

like, are all communicant; that is, they clothe the subje

or rather his properties, with efficient or operative quality

representing the subject acting as an agent, as in the abo

examples, a prudent man, &c.; representing the man, chi

animal and person, as possessing efficient and operati

powers, whereby they perform certain things.

2d. The nominated subject may have the same attribul
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fined by the nouns of the same adjectives,—-as a nnan of
udence; a child of wisdonn; an animal of cunningness; a
rson of consideration in its active sense.

3d. The nominated subject may be defined in his attri-

tes, by the pronoun compounded of the personal and
ative, or by the relative separate, with a verb and the

ne noun, as in the last cases; for example: Whoever has

possesses prudence, does so and so; or he,, who pos-

;ses prudence, does so and so; whoever possesses wis-

:n, possesses a treasure more precious than gold; or he,

10 possesses, &c.
rhe definition of the subject remains the same in either

the above forms of expression. But in the following ex-

iples, the definition of the subject with regard to his at-

)utes, is changed in three ways, affecting the subject or

definition in three distinct manners. We discover in

economy of nature three kinds of contrast with regard

the attributes of finite beings, or with regard to the qual-

s of their essential gifts.

1st. The qualities of their essential gifts or propertiesy.

t expressed in' communicant and recipient adjectives;-

t is, any finite being may be spoken of as an active

jnt producing something, or giving something; or he may
spoken of as aj recipient subject acted upon by another,

receiving something.

lA. He may bespoken of with his properties holding in-

communion with themselves—as harmonical, ceremonial,,

lual, &c.; or he may be spoken of with; his properties

ding social intercourse with other beings,—as harmo-

us, ceremonious, virtuous, vicious, &c.

\A, He may be spoken of as possessing a full treasury

properties and qualities,—as graceful, pitiful, merciful,

.; or he may be spoken of with an empty and exhausted

isury,—as graceless, pitiless, merciless, &c.

3y giving strict attention to the above explanations with

ard to the economy of language in the construction of
" adjectives, so as to meet the exigencies of the case, and

tray our individual and social relations, whereby the

inition and condition of the subject and predicate, (for

y apply equally to both,) are affected; and also, by at-

ding to the three forms in which the subject and pre-

ate are not affected, but remain the same in the essentials

15*
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of their definition; I say, a particular attention to the

things, both in their theory and practice, whether they a

found in the subject, or in the predicate or matter ot^it, w
enable any one to discern the true state and condition

the subject in any sentence, and of the general subject

any discussion or matter of controversy. Whoever rea

or writes, having a familiar acquaintance with the foreg

ing rules and explanations, will readily perceive, wheth

the terms or words have been used in their proper a

legitimate sense or not; and he will also be able to disli

guish and choose out such terms and phrases, as will i

present his subject in its true features, both in its genej

and detailed account. Therefore, with a few more expl

nations, which disclose the secrets of sophistry, and 1

open the pandora box of her delusive and bewilderi

charms, the attentive and inquisitive reader will be fi

nished with ample means to judge of the correctness

composition, and estimate its value; and moreover, be foi

fied against the fallacy and imposition of plausible phras'

so often and so successfully employed in smoothing ov«

and hiding the defects of a bad or lame argument. J

will be in possession of the nostrums, that destroy the n
gic of plausibility, and dissipate the mists and fogs of a

biguity; thereby striping Sophistry of her entire armor.

As I said before, thore is no new matter in that part ol

compound sentence, which consists of the relative or C(.

stituent pronoun with its predicate; because this constituc

and its predicate make a part of the definition of the nor

nated subject,—as he, who practices all the virtues, p
sesses a perfect character; he, who offendeth in one poi

is guilty of the whole law; for the law is a simple pr

ciple, and therefore, fully embraced in each and al

points or specifications of the law, which are ten.

In such examples, the constituent and its predicate de

the properties and qualities of the subject he. The subj

then, is the same, both in a simple and compound senten

and its own predicate declares something to be the mai

with it, and quod rei est, what is the matter? And wh
shall we look for this matter, if not in the subject itself;

where else shall we seek for its truth or falsity? Sur^

the truth or falsity of the declaration is to be found in w
pertains to the subject itself, in its presentations, prof
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?s, qualities and relations, discovered either by our own
)servations, or admitted by hunnan and divine testimony,

ur own observations and critical research into the nature

id cx)nduct of men and things, and the testimony of others

ith regard to the same matters, are the only means
(lereby we gain our knowledge of^, and arrive at the cer-

inty of truth, and the detection of error contained in the

ritings and speeches of authors.

And here 1 will notice a very important consideration,

hich ought always to be kept in view by the readsr or

;arer. It is this: the vast difference there is between truth

principle and truth in fact; and upon this difference is

lilt the distinction between instruction and iriforTnation,

ruths in principle or elements of science, include all op-

ative powers, together with all the various proportions

'their own degrees of energy, or of the extent, magnitude

id capacity, which belong to them as they exists in their

dividual or personal relations of aliquot parts to the

hole; or as they exist in their social relations and inter-

)mmunion with each other.. Truths in fact include all the

jtions or movements of these operative powers, whether

ese actions are in transitu, or finished, together with

I the effects, which they have produced, and which remain

; existent beings operative or not. Whatever relates

ierefore, to the events of this world, arising from the ac-

pns of men and things, is information general or par-

3ular; but whatever relates to the elementary principles

men and things, in their practical operations, and to

>eir modus operandi, is instruction. Whoever instructs

5 then, acquaints us with the elements of a science, and

s art; that is, imparts to us a knowledge of the laws and

conomy of some part of the universe, in its science and
^X, as mental food.

The chief business then, of instructors or those, who
^ach or write on science and art, is to unfold the economy
r system of that science or art, by describing the elements

f which it is composed, and the manner in which they

^iformly operate. But, is this what we get from many
f those, who profess to be our instructors? Far from it.

luch of this pretended instruction, is mere information of

(hat has taken place among men and things, rather than

[development of the cause or causes, that produced it.
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Thus we see, that instruction pertains to truths in p
ciple, with regard to the laws and economy, both of (

and nnan; but, that information relates to what has irc

pired or happened in the world.

Error and falsehood then, rest not m the subjects th(

selves, but in the declarations naade about thenn. The
fore, in order to detect error, discover falsehood, and est

lish truth, we nnust set the predicate and its subject direc

before our mind's eye; and then we shall see, whether
matter of the predicate is found on, with, or about the s

ject, or in any of his personal or social relations. /

this we must do with regard to a-ll truths in principle

we wish to possess knowledge understandingly^ and
quire the ready means of duly appreciating whatever

formation we gain by our own observations, and the

counts rendered by others.

In judging^ of the predicate as true- or false, we m
consider the natu-re of the subject, and see v/hether we <

find in^ it the matter alleged in the predicate. In or

therefore, to put the reader in the way of readily do

this, and to shew him the supreme importance of the ex

cise, as well as to illustrate the certair>ty of detecting er

and establishing the truth, I will give a few exampi

whose subjects are couched in pure abstract terms, like

following:

''Purity is the sole school of domestic fidelity; and i

mestic fidelity is the only nursery of the affections betwe

parents and children," &c.

This is an extract from one of our standard authors

moral philosophy, and received as sound didactic reas(

ing and' logical exactness; bdit I hope to shew the rea(

in the seque^, that it contains a direct falsehood; and tl

the whole is mere sophistry and delusion. In several pa

of this treatise I' have spoken of cause and effect; but pi

haps they are not^ a-s yet, so distinctly defined, as to gi

the reader a clear conception of the terms when applied

abstract realities. The great First Cause is the beginni

of the descending series; and his sapient or scient and
\

tent powers are manifest in all his works, as operating a

efficient causes. In the physical universe his potent pow

is distributed into a variety of functionary departments, u

der the general term o^the elements^ which are all efficie
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•imary causes, producing their respective effects; and these

fects again, may or may not become secondary causes in

eir turn. This however, depends entirely upon the na-

re of the effects produced; since in the animal and vege-

ble kingdoms like produces like^ but in the intellectual

ngdom there is no increase or multiplication of numbers
T propagation; but all accession of numbers is the direct

suit of the primogenitive cause. So also the physical na-

re of man in its workmanship and organic operations, is

ider the direct guidance and control of God's potent

>wer. But the supervision, of his animal frame in sup-

ying it with food, on which the organs act and maintain

e economy of the system, and the protection of the same
Dm surrounding dangers, are entrusted to an active and
telligent principle called the human ndnd. I say, to an
Uive and intelligent, principle, thereby distinguishing it

Dm that mental economy of brutes, which never rises

fove putrescent matter and its relations to earth; while

e human intellect, not only performs the drudgery of the

her, bua't is also able to rise above its present confines, and
vel in abstract speculation and thought; thereby reflect-

g the image of its Creator, from whence proceed its moral

tributes of consciousness and moral responsibility. Con-
quently, the Ianguao;e of man has terms of moral quali-

is, such as purity, impurity, confidence, distrust, &c.
The terms purity and impurity then in moral economy,
ply to the effects produced. on himself and others, by an
tive and operating principle or intelligent and designing

ing. Therefore, pwri/i/ cannot be a school, or place of

struction. The term fidelity applies to^tbe strong and te-

cious grasp or hold, which one intelligent being main-

ns upon another, thereby constituting it an active and

crating cause, or efficient principle. Consequently, it

nnot be a nursery or place of domestic training; inas-

jch as it refers to the acting power or very nurse herself,

10 administers the "logicou adolon gala^^^ or pure gen-

le milk to her pupils, the affections, whereby they grow
noble maturity. The above sentences then, are a crude

d illogical strain of verbial jargon.

Again: "There must be primary pleasures, pains, and*

en appetites, which arise from no- prior state of mind,

d which, if explained at all, can. b@ derived only from
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bodily organization; for, if there were not, there could

no secondary desires. What the number of the underivi

principles may be, is a question, to which the answers

philosophers have been extremely various, and of whi

the consideration is not necessary to our present purpos

The rules of philosophizing however, require, that cam
should not be multiplied without necessity. Of two exp]

nations therefore, which give an equally satisfactory e

count of appearances, that theory is manifestly to be pi

fered, which supposes the smaller number of ultimate a

inexplicable principles. This maxim, it is true, is subje

to three indispensable conditions. 1st. That the principl

employed in the explanation should be known really

exist. 2d. That these principles should be known to pi

duce effects, like those ascribed to them in the theory, i

That it should correspond, if not with all the facts to

explained, at least with so great a majority of them, as

render it highly probable, that means will m tmie be fou

of reconciling it to all.

A theory may be just before it is complete. In the t

plication of these canons to the theory, which deri\

most of the principles of human actions froixi the transj

of a small number of pleasures, perhaps organic, by t

law of association, to a vast variety of new objects, it ce

not be denied— 1st. That it satisfies the first of the abo

conditions; inasmuch as association is really one of t

laws of human nature. 2d. That it also satisfies t

second; for association certainly produces effects like the

which are refered to by its theory; otherwise there woi

be no secondary desires, no acquired relishes and dislike

facts universally acknowledged, which are and can be e

plained only by the principles, called mental discourse, j

sociation, translation, or suggestion."

The above extract contains the materials^ which co

pose a theory of the human mind, slightly modified by c

ferent writers. Upon this theory they profess to exph

all the phenomena of human conduct, by refering them

their respective and appropriate causes^ which, as they s£

are fully established and satisfactorily pointed out. B
looking into the nature of these choice materials, select

and converted into causes by these wise heads, and p
fessing christian heads too, I cannot suppress feelings
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irprise and indignation at the persevering reluctance and
ilful obstinacy, which human nature has always mani-

sted and still manifests against the accounts given of it,

|bd the truths respecting it revealed to us in the scriptures.

fhe scriptures contain a full development of the "princU

('fes or direct causes^ illustrated as to their nature and char-

bter by their known effects. They do not first assume or

Jieorize into a system a set oi^ supposable causes, and then

bdeavor to establish their actual existence by attributing

i each, such actions as may seem to comport best with

Ijeir relative dignity. But they begin with known and ac-

inowledged effects, the only true mode of sound and con-

icting reasoning; and these effects too, are no less than

le very free and voluntary actions of the very being to be

L)nvicted, which actions are acknowledged by the acior

iimself to be his, that is, voluntary; inasmuch as he assigns

iie motive that stimulated him to their performance. And,

(though we might suppose, that the Creator knows as well

[hat belongs to his creature, as the creature himself does;

et in the aforesaid theory it appears otherwise; since it

^ntains an assumption of motives for human actions alto-

bther difTerent from those assigned in scripture. Is it pos-

ible that the christian era is now entering the zenith of its

ineteenth century, and we find the pretended champions

[f the faith once delivered to us, together with the exposi-

»rs and conservators of moral rectitude, still seeking and

marching among the stupid, filthy and corruptible attri-

utes of flesh and blood, for the immortal principle of our

ature, called conscience? Are they not told directly and

xplicitly, that the mind of the flesh is not subject to the

iw of God; that is, not subject to intellectual light, neither

ideed can be? But surprising as it may seem, it is no

iss true, that we find these moral abstractionists return-

ig, like the dog and'the sow, to their own filth, and en-

eavoring, by association, translation, or some other nos-

rum, to derive from animal organization the intellectual

Ind imperishable attributes of a sentient and immortal spi-

lt. Is this the scriptural account and theory of that noble

^art of human nature, or of that active, designing and

vorking spiritual power, which is sentient and discriminat-

^g, inquisitive and inventive, scheming and devising, rest-

ve and unsatisfied, choosing and refusing, hoping and
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despairing, loving and hating, blessing and cursing, r

pondent and responsible, naoral and accountable, exist(

and eternal?

The scripture theory of this being called man, is c(

tained under three grand heads, which ennbrace and illi

trate both his present state and condition, and his futi

state and condition. These general heads are his hea
his soul and his mind; and these three ternas refer tc

spiritual being or intellectual poz^-er, as his three pecul:

attributes pertaining to himself in his existent state; 1 se

pertaining to him as his peculiar attributes or qualities, a

not as his properties; for properties never change except

degree, as more or less of the same essence; but attribu

or qualities change, both in degree and in their essent

character. Therefore we find, that the same essential 1

ing is pronounced good or bad, virtuous or vicious, lovi

or hating, &c. according to the modus oyerandi^ or mc
of operation belonging to his essential or inherent propei

or properties. Consequently, man procures the above e

thets by his own free inherent, operating and producti

mental energies.

The various degrees of mental strength or producti

efficiency given to different individuals, are beautifull

forcibly and understandingly illustrated in the parable

the three men with their definite number of talents. A
even he, who had but one, had sufficient discernment to i

cognize and own his relation and subordinate allegiance

Him, who bestowed the gift upon him; thereby ackno\

edging his obligation. But he endeavored to excuse

neglect of discharging it by complaining of the severi

and unreasonableness of its exaction.

Under the term man then, expressed also by the p(

sonal pronouns 7, tliou^ he, she, or it, there is included a g

pervising, thinking, willing, directing, governing and

signing being or spiritual unit; and consequently, unco

pounded, indivisible and therefore, indestructible; since

is declared by its author, to be an immortal operati

power or actor, endued with limited energies to act

itself, in the occupancy or exercise of these energies, talei

or talent. But it is also said, thiat for the use or abuse

this trust, there will be a reward to the trustee or holder.

The same author has further said, that the percepti
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r discernment of this responsibility or allegiance, is the
Bsult of that to phose or intellectual light given to man,
hose subtile rays enable the possessor to recognize his

wn spirituality, his own thoughts or mental movements,
is own juridical proceedings, his own sentiments and de-

fsions on the justice or injustice of his own actions, where-
\y he becomes self-approved, or self-condemned in knowing
[lis, that what he knows of what he has done, he must give

n account to Him, who gave him this glorious, though
[larful power of knowing what he does, and to whom he is

^sponsible. There is no composition, nor constituent parts

Hen, in this active sentient being, whose triune attributes

r changeable qualities, are pointed out and defined by the

irms heart, soul, and mind, which are neither more nor
^ss than three general heads, under which are designated

le operating principle and those effects, which result to

ie being himself in the entire process of its movements.

find refers to the cogitating power of the being as such;

^ul refers to the delicious relish and vigorous health, which
!ie being enjoys in the cognition, recognition and approval
" his own actions or flowing thoughts, when they corres-

i)nd to his known duties and allegiance; and heart refers

s the application, concentration and deposit of these results

r flowing thoughts, good or bad in their final effects, as

ijlonging to, and modifying the character and tone of the

eing in his future views and sentient movements.
And these results or matured thoughts, have now become

is attributes incorporated with, inherent in and affecting

le being himself, as really so, as the entire process of di-

3Stion carried out, incorporates the nutritive or elementary

isence of material food with the vital stream, whose foun-

in is the heart of the animal man. The physical power
f mastication, the pleasant sensations of the gustive nerves,

id the final lodgment in the heart of the essential qualities
* our gross food, are all beautifully illustrative of the op-

•ations and effects produced in that part of our nature,

died the inner man, or immortal spirit.

As the thrift, tone and character of our animal system,

re maintained, changed and modified by the process of di-

iBstive economy; so our spiritual nature receives its thrift,

ne and character by the process of mental economy;

ROUgh with this difference, that here the process is simple

16
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and uniform, while that of the body is complex and div(

sified. But in the foregoing quotation, pleasures, pains a

appetites, are assumed, as operative and efficient princip'

or acting causes, when in fact and in any proper applic

tion of the terms, they are neither more nor less, than t

names of effects produced by, and are the mere results

operating and efficient agents, as distinct from these effec

as the genial rays of the sun are distinct from the teemi

verdure of the spring, or as the scathmg thunderbolt is d

tinct from the blighted trees of the forest, that are riv

and withered by its electric fire.

But the scheme appears still more absurd when we fir

that these pleasures, pains and appetites constituting t

elements of this moral theory, originate in flesh and blo(

whose mind or principle of excitement, is not subject to t

law of God, neither indeed can be. And notwithstandi

all this, modern ethical alchemy by association or soi

other sublimate, readily transmutes them into moral ser

ments; that is, into approbation and disapprobation, whi

alone are the primary attributes of an intellectual sentie

principle. Therefore, to make that peaceful serenity, whi

the mind enjoys in the contemplation of its own actic

put forth in the discharge of acknowledged duty, and tl

gloomy horror resulting from the conscious guilt of violal

justice; I say, to make these affections pertain to, and fl<

from organic movements, is an idea so gross and so ind

nant to human nature even in its wild and savage cultu

that I cannot excuse the rudeness of the speculation.

But further: Let even the terms mental discourse, as

elation, translation or suggestion, apply direct to the mi

itself, what more or less can they be made to signify, th

the mere mode of action pursued by some agent oreffici

principle, instead of being the names, that denote the

rating principle itself? All such verbal nouns have dir

reference to the mode of action expressed by their ver

and not to the agent that performs it. And by this licen

or rather licentious practice. Sophistry is able to attract

tention, and to lull her auditors into the acquiescence

assurance of faith, that they hear the voice bf Wisd
pouring out her lofty strains of inspiration.

Therefore, keep a watchful eye upon, and a listening

to the termination of words, which belong to the class
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^[louns or adjectives; and especially to those verbal nouns
"fending in ion. They can never be made to personate a
-'being vi^ith any correctness, unless they come from such
^verbs, as represent the generic actions of the being, per-

'"'brmed in his integral or entire capacity,—as "Speculation
^tsold his farm—cent per cent, advance." All adjectives

S'3nding in ate, ete, ite^ ute, ant, ent, and ive, are communi-
'|>:;ant; that is, they represent the subject with efficient or

s*3xecutive qualities. But all adjectives ending in ble, and
•'perfect participles taken as adjectives, represent their sub-

ject in a recipient or affected condition,—as passable road;

^wrought nails; w^ritten letter; pampered goose, &c.

J
Again : There is another very wise distinction, or rather

fa very distinct wisdom, in modern ethics,—such as theo-

'Iretical, or jyiire reason, and practical reason. This dis-

iHnction, I suppose, applies to the radiant energies of the

^hiind's eye on moral scenes, in the same manner, that com-
hion light applies to the organic eye. As, when we view

la landscape at a proper distance, we have a clear percep-

"Ition of all the objects in their distinct forms of rising hills

and verdant lawns—of tufted trees and waving grain—of

^winding streams and skirting hedges; but when the eye re-

^tires beyond the focal distance of its converging lens, the

diversified scene melts into one unmixed and azure blue, so

^|)ure and so serene, that the eye dwells upon it with calm

[delight and balmy rapture at beholding

—

nothing at all.

This, I suppose, is analogous to pure reason, so soothing

and so sublime. O pure Reason ! delightful guest—come
tand make thy downy nest in this poor aching head of mine

!

But, ye sons of christian light, blush at this, and turn aside

from such unholy profanation; since you are told, that,

"what is born of flesh, is flesh; and what is born of spirit, is

"spirit;" and again—that "he who soweth to the flesh, shall

of the flesh reap corruption; and he who soweth to the

spirit, shall of the spirit reap life everlasting." Therefore,

whatever is human reason in any sense, is human reason

fin all its sense, no matter what difference there may be in

the degrees of mental light, when the term is applied to

different individuals of the human family. For, the term

includes self-applause and self-reproof, or moral responsi-

bility in is lowest sense. All created beings in whatever

rank of the descending series they may be found, from
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elementary principles, that is, efficient agents or causes

down to their minute and remote effects, may be viewe
and must be viewed, if viewed aright and in their full ex

tent, under six distinct heads or considerations, to wit, un
der state^ condition^ cause, effect, time and place. Thes
are the six general heads of classification, under whic
God has arranged his works and taught his intelliger

creatures to view them—he being the first or primogeni
tive cause of all.

Every subject then, or general topic of discourse, ha

these six considerations belonging to it as its broad outline

or extended limits. Each of these may be subdivided int

lesser portions, and brought down to a single and separat

sentence containing a single subject and predicate; bot

of which together, contain in a contracted and particula

sense, the same six considerations of state, Condition, cause

effect, time and place, as fully, as distinctly and as defi

Ditely, as the general subject itself does. Therefore, i

order to know, whether a sentence contains a truth, or

falsehood, view these two parts together; that is, subject an

predicate, in the above six considerations, and the truth o

falsity of the sentence, will be made manifest at once.

We will now apply the science and art of the above sys

tem of Logic to a metaphysical question, that has engage
the attention, and exhausted the resources of the learnei

world, and still remains as unsettled and as indeterminate

as ever; I mean the question, whether we have innat

ideas, or not. On this question the greatest geniuses, c

whom the world can boast, seem to have wearied research

jaded inquiry, and puzzled invention, in order to find ou

arguments sufficiently cogent to settle the question and pu

it to rest. But the question is still afloat, and seems likel;

to continue to sail the rounds, unless some more luck;

wight or skilful pilot, shall bring it into port and cast it

anchor. In our examination of this question, we will firs

view the prominent features and general outlines of th

subject, as presented to us under the phrase, innate ideas

Inasmuch as we derive all our ideas of the externa

world through the medium of organic sense, our five ex

ternal senses are the first and prominent objects, to whicl

our attention ought to be directed. These are the direc

channels, through which we acquire all our knowledge o
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le material world; though 1 do not admit, that we get our
otions of moral obligation through any of these means;
ut that they come directly through the native and inhe-

nt effulgence of the mind's own essence. But more of

lis hereafter, in my other little hook on the philosophy of

le scriptures, and the developments therein made of hu-

lan nature.

The second presentation of this subject,, is the location

r these external senses. Four of these organic nervous
jjustments called the senses^ have their separate, distinct

tid definite localities in the human system; while the fifth

diffused through and over the whole structure, and main-

ins an intimate communion with every organ both exter-

al and internal, that belongs to the system. And this

nse is called feeling.

The second consideration- is, whata^e the properties and
nalities of these five senses? In one respect their proper-

es appear to be common, all being nervous adjustment;

at in another respect they are different, each having its

wn peculiar function allotted to it. The principle of life

>o is a property common ^ to all, without which the whole

mily become prostrate and inactive, but with which, four

ay be entirely mute in their respective official capacities,

id yet enjoy the liberal bounties, which life provides for

leir vigorous growth and maturity. But thirdly, in view-

ig their social relations we find the sense of feeling so in-

mately connected with the principle of life, that it appears

be rather an attribute of animal life, than any thing dis-

nct in itself and apart from it; for, you will never find

lem asunder, except in some remote corner or disordered

irt of the system. But, when the vital principle retires

its chief citadel the heart, and all the other senses have

3come entirely extinct, we find, that the sense of feeling

^companies it here and expires with it.

Thus we see in the social relations of these senses, that

i»ur of them, to wit : seeing, hearing, smelling and tasting,

ay be in full communion with, and in participation of the

ital principle along \\\i\\ feeling, and yet refuse to perform

single act of their own official duty; while the sense of

eling is so intimately connected with this principle, that

le one cannot exist without the other. Consequently,

•herever life exists, there must be feeling; and wherever
16*
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feeling exists, there must be perception; and wherever per

ception exists, there nnust be an idea. Therefore, whatevei

moment the embryo being puts forth voluntary animal mo
tions in the exercise of its own limbs, the same momen
it has had feeling produced in the nervous system, whicl

caused these voluntary movements. And even organi(

convulsions produce sensations in the being. Therefore

wherever animal life exists, there feeling exists also, am
consequently, perception or ideas. Whenever an anima

kicks and jumps under the healthful economy of nature, h

feels and knows himself to be alive, and therefore, mus
Jiave ideas accompanying his birth.

But all this proves not innate knowledge, which is quit

another thing. And here is the reason, that in after lif

we have no knowledge of many objects, which must hav

excited our senses and produced ideas; but of which n

traces remain in the memory, because the mind has nc

stamped its volition upon them, and made them his; that \i

it has not acted upon them; which is necessary to make th

mind conscious, or rather to give the mind a knowledge c

them. And here is the philosophy and truth of the saying

^'Seeing they see not, and hearing they hear not, neithe

understand;'^ because the mind has not acted upon what i

seen or heard, so as to unite the idea with itself; and thi

is the true meaning of the Greek suneidesis, or conscience

which means the cognition and recognition or personal a[

plication and decision, which the mind makes, on its vo

untary movements upon those realities standing in the n
diance of its vision. This personal application may I

good or bad, just as the mind wills forth its scrutinizin

energies, or shrinks back within the shade (scotos) of il

own pride and obstinacy. Here is the reason why, w
find the term conscience qualfied with the epithets goo

and had. Therefore, we have this additional proof of th

folly in attempting to derive conscience from our animj

nature, by association or any other device.

He who becomes acquainted with the system of Logi

developed in the foregoing pages, and practises upon ii

principles, will find himself shielded from the poisonoi

shafts of error and deception; and will moreover come o

conqueror and more than conqueror under the direction an

guidance of the radiant beams of truth.
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If it be asked, how shall we be able to take those views
ibove laid down, before we are made acquainted with the

lature of mind? The answer is this: Do as the infant does

n its mother's arms, whose- mind is invited to notice her

laresses and blandishments. Open the windows of your
teveral senses, and allow the mind to peep fortb into the

vorld around, and take a conscious view of all the various

hapes, forms, hues and odors presented to it. And this is

kecisely what we are obliged to do after all our scholastic

ind logical training, before we acquire a proper un-der-

tanding of men and things.

I

But, before I dismiss this subject, I will make a few
inore remarks on the subject of Rhetoric, and further illus-

jrate its nature. For, it is properly speaking, the orna-

inental branch of Logic; and whatever is truly logieal is

[Iso rketo7'icaL Logic and Rhetoric stand in the sancie re-

ation to each other, that a parable and a fable do. The
abject of a parable,, both in its proper and sentential ehar-

;cter, is the true representative of human nature; an.d the

ctions attributed to it, are human actions. So in Logic
he subject, whether of a general topic or of a single sen-

5nce, is the communicant or recipient being, to whom^ the

radicate really belongs. But in a fable, the subject,

whether general or particular, is not the real author of the

ctions and affections attributed to him in the predicate,

lough he is a real being. But, he is not capable of per-

Drming, nor of receiving the effects declared of him in the

redicate. Therefore, the subject is fabulous, but the mat-

3r is real; for the matter consists of human actions, but

le subject belongs to another species. So in rhetoric, the

ubject is clothed with attributes and actions, which do not

roperly belong to him. And when the subject is so gor-

eously arrayed as to appear tawdry and fantastic, disgust

s produced instead of pleasure. It is a common fault with

oung writers and speakers to overload the subjects of

:ieir sentences with frivolous and unnatural epithets or

djuncts. The better and safer plan is, to keep within

Tie pale of logical exactness, until you become well ac-

quainted with what belongs to men and things in their in-

ividual capacities; and then you will be the better able to

idge, how far they may be made to throw off their natural

nd domestic robes, and be decorated with a foreign dress,
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without injury to their real character and merits. For, the

sole object of rhetoric is to heighten both these beyond
their true standard. There is one thing however, that be-

longs to composition, which I have never seen intelligibly

defined, if defined at all. It is the sentimental refinement

of language in the use of abstract terms, that are made
to personate the beings themselves, and who have4)rocured

these attributes- by their own actions; and aJso in the use

of such terms, as denote the properties or operative powers

of beings, ther-eby making them agents, instead of usin^

the direct terms, that represent the beings m. their individ-

ual and personal capacity. This practice, if pursued with

judgment and taste, adds more to the vigor, ornament,

beauty and grace of composition, than the highast flights

of fancy, or the wide.'^t range of imagination.^ It is a spe-

cies of generalisation into universal theorems, and holds

the same elevated rank in composition, that the general-

ization of theorems does in mathematics, which is the very

essence of mathematical knowledge.

The following example illustrates the foregoing observa-

tions: ''Though cowardice shuns the path of duty and

honor, and shrinks from the earnest entreaties of reason

and justice;, yet he is often found in the ranks of revenge,

by whom he is stimulated, secretly,, to perpetrate deeds

more barbarous than those of the boldest assassin." In

practising on this refinement of language, full scope is

given to the entire energies of the mind while viewing any
part of nature, and the exercise tends to concentrate its ac-

tion, and to fix its attention on definite objects; thereby givr

ing it a clearer perception, a firmer and more lasting con--

viction of the certainty and nature of what it beholds.

This exercise embraces all other exercises, such as con-

templation, medifution^ particular and comparative or

more general reasoning. And here let us develop the

mystery of language in the universal application of the

same terms to the different beings and reahties in each of

the three grand divisions of nature—to wit: In the mate-

rial, immaterial or abstract, and in the spiritual or sentient

kingdom. These three kingdoms include the universal

empire of existence. It is very well known, that whatever

terms we use to represent the various properties and

powers, qualities and actions of physical beings, we use
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he same terms to represent abstract relations, ratios or
iapacities, &c. in mathematics, or in any other abstract

consideration. We apply the same terms also to spiritual

)eings. To be sure, we have appellative terms, or names
cjr individuals, for class or kind, for species, and for genus;
)ut such terms have direct reference to, and stand for de-

initions of some peculiar form, shape or appearance, taken
is a whole. But those terms, that have reference to, and
ire the names of distinct properties, powers, qualities, ac-

ions and relations, are all applied to and used as com-
non stock, in defining beings and realities, and in describ-

ng their actions and effects, in whichsoever of these de-

>artments they may exist.

There is however, a peculiarity in the nature of verbs,

/hich deserves particular attention, and which renders
hem universally applicable, and is the reason, that they
re indiscriminately applied to all beings and realities

whatever. The peculiarity is this,—that the constant and
regressive motion, or actual change, going on among be-

gs, from one position, grade, shape, form or condition, to

other, is the origin and foundation of all verbs whatever,

ut this motion, though infinitely various, is contrasted un-

3r two grand general heads, diametrically opposite in their

atures. One is direct, unchanging, forward motion; and
le other is constantly changing, or circular motion. And
om this classification are derived our two contrasted ad-

ctives, right and wrong, manifested in the etymology of

le two words. Right is the perfect participle of the

rb rig, signifying to fit, adjust, or straighten the rope of

ship; and the participle is rigged, rigt or right. Wrong
the perfect participle of the verb wrings signifying to

nst, or turn round; and the participle is wrung or v)rong,

ight then, has reference to motion or actions begun in a

and proper direction, and continuing on, unchanged,

ght in that direction. But wrong has reference to mo-
>n or action, constantly changing its direction from its

scent existence to its final termination. Consequently,

actions or verbs whatever, must be under one of these

o affections; and therefore, all verbs are necessarily

her intensive—that is, stretching out, or they are execu-

e,—that is, pursuing any and every direction, being ex-

juentia. Verbs then, apply indiscriminately to all effi-
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dent principles or beings, of whatever nature, in any d

pBrtment of the universe.

Beings and realities then, any where in the universe, a

though vastly distinct and different in their essential ni

tures, are all represented in their general st^te and cond
tion,—that is, in their properties, qualities, relations, ar

actions, by one common set of terms, called languag
Now the question is, why or what is the reason of th

triary application of the same terms? The reason is thi

that an unvarying and immutable relation subsists and e:

ists between an agent, his power, and the operations of h

power or accompanying effects. Every complete se:

tence embraces and implies these three essential consider

tions, which belong to all beings whatever, who can I

called agents, or made the subject of sentences. Therefor

whatever term can be made the representative of a suhje

communicant or recipient, will stand for such a being

any of the above departments of the universe. So tl

verbs being terms to express reciprocated actions, will 8

tach to the same subject, carrying their effects along wi

them. Therefore, pay strict attention to this illustratic

of the mutual and coincident economy of nature and la

guage, which allows the same terms to apply to beings

either of the three grand divisions of the universe. In th

reciprocal economy rests the secret of all rhetorical licens

under whatever name of trope or figure it may be e

pressed. Great caution however, must be used in tl

choice of figures, or comparative illustrations. For, tl

beings in each of these departments, have their subordina

ranks of classification, or rather occupy distinct and cc

respondent stations, having their appropriate functions

duties of office. Therefore, in using rhetorical license

figurative expressions, strict regard must be paid to the

subordinate classifications, in their collateral and contrast

relations. For, if you attempt to represent or explain ar

order or rank of beings in one department, by a differe

order or rank in the other, the comparison will fail, ai

the figure be a bad one, as in this example:—''-The spirit

God is like lightning entering the secret recesses of tl

heart, and melting it into softness and love." This figu

is a bad one, although admired by many; for, the spirit

God wounds not to destroy, but only to heal; but the spii
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r energy of lightning wounds unto absolute and total de-

truction.

From what has been said of the transfer of terms to any
epartment of nature, it will be readily seen, that personi-

cation as generally defined, properly belongs to that rd-

ned sentimental scope, which language is allowed to take

1 said mutual and coincident economy, above explained.

or, that is not personated nor made personal, which po»-

3sses power or influence, no matter how abstract the

3rm may be in itself; because an efficient principle is an
gent^ in whatever form it may exist. Therefore, personi-

cation is confined to those parts of creation, where be*

igs merely existent, are made to perform the actions of

perative agents; consequently, much of what has been
ailed personification, belongs to that refinement of lan-

uage, which consists in the use of abstract terms, and
^hich has more beauty and value in it, in my estimation^

^hen properly and logically conducted, than the entire

wardrobe of rhetorical finery. On these subordinate and
p-ordinate ranks of classification mentioned above, rest

lie force and beauty of the following example: ''The ac-

^sing spirit flew up to heaven's chancery with the oath,

|lushed as she gave it in; and the recording angel, as he

pote it down, dropped a tear upon the word and blotted it

pt forever." The whole force and sublimity of the above

mtence, consists in the general economy of co-ordinate

inks of classification existing between beings in the difler-^

It parts of the universe. For, the beings are all intelligent,

|id therefore it is very possible, natural and allowable,

^at ti great similarity exists between a celestial court of

iiancery and those among men. And the nearer thfe

militude approaches to exactness between such distant

«fnes or parts of the universe, the greater will be the

rce and effect, which such contrasted scenes produce.

jt on the contrary, the very smack in a strain of wit,

nsists in the greatest dissimilarity between the subjects

mpared, united with the greatest similarity of actions,

lich both naturally perform. Another source of wit is

impossibility of the subject performing the actions at-

buted to him; although the actions themselves are very

niliar and common. Therefore, let the reader strictly

;end to the explanations and illustrations contained in the
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foregoing pages, and he will doubtless have a more correc

view, than he formerly had of the economy and harmonj
existing among this infinite variety of beings, who peoph

the distant parts of the universe in its three grand divi

sions.

The whole secret and mystery of Logic and Rhetoric

used in a piece of good composition, are contained in th(

doctrines developed in the foregoing pages. As Logic pre

sents the subject in its naked and native realities of mali

or female properties and qualities; that is, communican
or recipient; so Rhetoric clothes it in an artificial and orna

mental dress male or female, according to the nature o

the subject. 1 say, that Logic presents the subject in it:

native properties and qualities male or female; while Rhet
oric adorns it with ornamental trappings male or female

in accordance with the manner in which it is brought for

ward and presented to our notice.

All subjects whatever, must be clothed either in a mal(

or female dress, because there is no other kind; that is

every subject must be presented as an agent performing

some act, whose effects abide in himself or fall upon others

or he must be presented as a recipient subject, laboring un

der the burden of his own imposing, or affected by th(

restrictive influences of another's power.

These are the modes and the only modes, in which reall

ties existent or non-existent, can be discussed, and the vo

cabulary or dictionary of language contains terms anc

phrases adapted to the vast varieties of personal and socia

appearances, properties, qualities and relations, which an
found to belong to men and things in time and place

Every language has its wardrobe, from which a suitable

dress may be procured to clothe the subject in his appro

priate garb, composed of articles cut and modified to cor

respond with the characters, which he personates.

Here then, we are furnished with abundant means; anc

all that is wanting on our part, is a wise, judicious anc

skilful dexterity in choosing out such articles, as are fi

and proper for the sex and character of our subject. L

your subject a civil officer?—then he has his public dutie.*

to perform; and not only these, but his private and socia

ones too. Is your subject a hero or a warrior?—then h(

has many dangers to encounter, many battles to fight, anc
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wreath of laurel to win; all of which have their appro-
iriate terms, both general and specific, in which each item
^lust be clad and ornamented; as well as the hero himself
eatly arrayed in his shining regimentals. Is yogr subject

private citizen following his honest occupation in the se-

questered vale of domestic life?—then you are required to

jt him out with the modest robes of unassuming worthy
liat loves retirement, innocence and ease. Is your per-
pnage a discreet and sober matron, attending to the neces-
iry concerns of her household?—-then, like Lucretia, she
ants her own domestic robe of modest retirement, as a
male subject; but all her actions must be clothed either in

|ie girded zone of anxious toil, or in the warlike mantle of
suited innocence.

Now, we will lay aside all figurative speech, and come
once to a direct illustration of the whole matter. Verbs

jing the representatives of the varied operations of power
itensive or executive, and common to all beings and reai-

|es, need no farther explanation, than what has already
Jen given in the grammar part of this treatise. But those

lords, that are derived from them, such as agent or subject

Duns, adjectives, verbal and abstract nouns, require a
ore particular explanation, in order to see their intimate

id family connection, which gives rise and appropriate-

ness to the appellations male and female. These terms
!.ve the same force fand relative bearing to each other,

at the terms communicant and recipient have; for male
literally communicant, ?mAfemale recipient, through the

lole economy of nature.

;e Beings then, must have either a communicant state and

)li
edition, or a recipient state and condition. And this

ises from the reciprocal nature of power; that is, the ac-

)r
n and reaction of power. Therefore, we have grantor

d grantee^ or giver and receiver; and this reciprocity ob-

o(
ns throughout the whole family of derivatives, like the

Hi
lis and the daughters of an earthly sire. The male and
nale qualities of adjectives have already been described;

considerate for male, and considerable for female.

These communicant and recipient terminations of adjec-

|es are properly arranged in the following table, which
libits a complete list of the family connexion of several

30 our verbs.

17
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The verb consider, taken as the root, and conjugati

th-us: Present consider—Past considered—Participles co

sidering, considered, having considered in the commui

cant voice, and having been considered in the recipie

voice.

The first derivation is of the agent and recipient nour

viz: Considerer, he who considers—Consideree, one th

is considered.

This last form is not always used, and all verbs do r

admit of this form in practice, but many do.

The second derivation is of the adjectives, viz: A cc

siderate person; that is, a person who is considerate, or

thoughtful. This adjective, as all others of the like t(

mination, is taken in the communicant voice, or direct t

tion of the verb.

A considerable person; that is, one who is worthy to

considered. This adjective, as all others of the like t

mination, is taken in the recipient voice, or reaction of 1

verb. -J ,

The third derivation is of the adverbs,—as considerate

cautious; that is, cautious in a considerate or prudent mt

ner, taken in the communicant voice of the verb. Cons

erably cautious; that is, cautious in a manner worthy

note, taken in the recipient voice of the verb.

The fourth derivation is of the verbal noun,—as cons

eration, the act of considering. This noun in Englisl:

used in a communicant and recipient sense; that is, it

used to denote the results of the power expressed by

verb, and applied to the agent himself, as the author

said results. Or, it is used to denote the results of the v(

bestowed upon a subject, and attached to him as their

cipient. The Greeks avoided this ambiguity by hav

two sets of nouns. But due attention to the text and c

text of the subject matter, will enable any one to make

proper distinction.

The fifth derivation is of the abstract nouns taken ix

the adjectives, or rather, the adjectives themselves m;

nouns by ness, thus : Considerateness, the operative c

dition of a considerate person.

We might have had and should have had the cons

uent noun consideracy, to express the state (kataboU

res condita) of an operative cause, like confederacy
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'the effects of the two verbs consider and confederate, had
a common character; but they have not. And this differ-

9nce of character in the effects of different verbs, consti-

tutes the sole reason why, some verbs have, and others

have not constituent nouns which represent the communi-
cant and recipient state of beings.

Now the question arises, what is this difference? It is

this: The effects of some verbs remain existent beings,

*3ither efficient and operative causes, or non-efficient and
liable subjects; while the effects of other verbs, are mere
truths in fact or dead certainties, and therefore, have neither

ommunicant nor recipient state;, for, they are non-exist-

nt realities. Nevertheless, they have a condition; for,

Ihey were produced or brought forth in the parturient ope-

rations of the power, that produced them. Therefore, we
have considerateness and considerahleness, the concomi-

tant and recipient conditions.

The effects then of some verbs, are existent realities or

>perative causes, like the acts of confederation, standing

forth in their efficiency; therefore, we have confederacy,

^,he communicant state of the act of confederating. But,

ive have no confederahility , because the state of confede-

facy cannot be affected in the least, without affecting some
lart of its essential character, and consequently, if affected

fit all, becomes a new confederacy by the subsequent act

)f confederation.

Through the confederative disposition of our nature, we
onfederate ourselves into a grand confederacy.

The verb contemplate is conjugated thus : Present con-

template—Past contemplated—Participles contemplating,

contemplated, having contemplated, and having been con-

emplated.

1st. Derivation of the agent and recipient nouns : Con-

lemplator, he who contemplates ; Contemplatee, that which

contemplated.

2d. Derivation of communicant and recipient adjectives:

k contemplative person; one who is thoughtful. A contem-

3t)latable subject; one that may be contemplated.

3d. Derivation of communicant and recipient adverbs:

—

^Contemplatively, in a contemplative manner. Contemplat-

ibly, in a contemplatable manner.

4th. Derivation of verbal nouns: Contemplation, the
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act of contemplating. This noun is used in an active ai

passive sense; that is, used to denote mental results p

forth by an agent subject, and belonging to him as the

author; or it denotes the same results bestowed upon asu
ject, and attached to it as their recipient.

The verb creation is conjugated thus : Present create-

Past created—Participles creating, created, having create

having been created.

1st. Derivation of the subject nouns: Creator, he w
creates. Createe, the receiver of what is created. Tl
noun is altogether different from the noun creature^ whi
means the product of the verb create; but the recipie

noun of any verb never means the effect produced by th

verb,—as grantor, the giver of a grant; and grantee, t

receiver of a grant. Here the noun grant means eith

the act of granting, or the thing granted.

There are but few verbs that carry out entire, this cor

municant and recipient, or reciprocal relationship throu^

the several parts of speech, which partake of it; but son

are perfect in one line or sex of the family, and others

the opposite line. And this is what we find in the veg

table and animal part of creation. Some families are d

ficient in one, and some in the other sexual line.

Having shewn the economy of language in its deriv

tion, I will now shew some of its prominent features in tl

composition of words. Much has been said by etymoL
gists on this subject; and they have made it appear vast!

more complex and difficult, than it really is. For, son

have told us, that ate^ ete, ite and nte, are affixes or su

fixes; but they are no such thing. They belong to such <

our verbs and adjectives, as are derived from the Lati

first supine, by dropping the final syllable um, and addir

the letter e, in order to maintain the long sound of the ai

tepenult vowel of this Latin supine,—as consideratum, coi

siderate; cornpletum, complete; eruditum, erudite. Bu
when the word comes from the third conjugation of tl

Latin verb, it has no e final; for, this supine has its ant

penult short,—as contractum, contract; collectum, collec

conductum, conduct, &c. And here I will add, that v

have taken the first person of the present tense of mar
Latin verbs, and made them verbs also,—as conduce fro

condvco; for conduct is from the first supine of this san
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rerb. Therefore, the foregoing terminations are not a com-
\}onent^^Yi of the verbs, but a radical part of them. The
ermination ic of our adjectives, is said to be a component
!>art of the word; but it is no such thing; for all our adjec-
ives with this termination, are direct from the Greek or
batin adjectives of corresponding signification,—as loo-icos,

bgic; graphicos, graphic; lunaticus, lunatic; dogmaTicus,'
ogmatic, &c. Therefore, this termination is a radical
;art of the adjective.

t But they have fallen into a still greater mistake, if pos-
jible, with regard to the prefixes of our words; since some
lave told us, that the word abscond is a simple word, even
111 its native land, Lafium. For, say they, take away the

Ice^x ab, then remains the part, scond, which is not a root.

put did not these wise heads know, that the Latm has a
reposition a, ab, abs, and ubsque, and another preposition

'im or con, and com in composition! Therefore, abscondo
compounded of abs, signifying absent or apart from, con,

Ignifying in company with, and the verb do, signifying to

jive; meiking abs-con-do. Therefore, abscondo, from which
ir verb abscond comes, is made up of two prepositions

fid a verb. So our modern word absquatulate, is a very
gnificant composition; although I do not suppose, that the

aker had any such design or knowledge in its construc-

Dn. But words have the same harmonizing economy in

eir association, that the notes of music have in their ac-

>rdance in the composition of tunes. Thus the word ab-

uatulate is composed of the preposition absque, the first

pine of the \erhfero, which is latum, and tu, the second

rsonal pronoun singular; consequently, we have absqua,

'or away, tu, thou, and late, to bear or carry; that is,

\squatulate, away thou goest or bearest thyself. Again :

r word abuse is compounded of ab and utor, signifying

use; therefore, Xo abuse is to use out of its proper sphere

to misapply.

The Latin preposition cum or con is variously modified,

-len used as a prefix, thus : coequal from con and equalis;

Hate, from con and latum, which is the first supine from

0; command, from con and mando; correct, from con

[d rectum, which is the first supine from rego; cognition

}m cognitio, which again is from con and notio; cognate,

m con and natum, which is from the disused verb nasco;

17*
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but cognize is from the Greek; contract^ is from con am
tractum; although etymologists tell you, that it is from con

tractus, the Latin perfect participle; but this is not the lac'

and for this very good reason, that all perfect participle^

of regular Latin verbs, are passive, as they are callec

Therefore, if contract was from contractus, it would hav

the same passive sense; but our perfect participle cor

traded is used in this passive sense, that contractus \i

Consequently, our verb contract is from the Latin first si

pine contractum; which supine is always of an active si^

nification.

In further proof of the truth of my position, are the se\

eral present participles of Latin verbs of either conjugatioi

that have laid aside the balance of their active forms. An
it is well known, that this present participle is always ac

tive in its signification.

All our words, that begin with co, cog, col, com, con, an

cor, are derived directly from their corresponding Lati

words, which have the preposition cum prefixed to som
other word, and which is variously modified, as seen inoi

words, to suit or to harmonize with the initial vowel c

consonant of that other word, as in the foregoing examples

Thus, in the word correct, the n of con has been change

into r, because n and r do not harmonize together. So, i

the word acquire, which comes from the Latin acquire

the prefix ad has been modified into ac, because d and

do not harmonize together; but c and q do, and the reasc

is this, that the organs of articulation are left in the san

position, after sounding c, that is necessary to put then

in order to sound q.

I said in my first Lecture, that the mouth was a heini

pheroidal cavity like an oven, with an aperture at eac

end. This is the orchestra of the tongue, and it uses bo"

these apertures to modify its notes or articulations. Tl

anterior end of the tongue, is for the use of the anteri(

half of its music-^box; and the posterior half of the tongu

is for the use of the guttural end of its box.. Therefor

the anterior half of the tongue assists in making all artic

lations from the lips to the centre or roof of its orchestr

and the posterior half of the tongue assists in making a

ticulations from the epiglottis forward to the roof of i

orchestra again. I say, from the epiglottis; for the roots
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the tongue are employed in closing up th^e posterior aper-
ture at the tonsils, in order to make nasal sounds. Each
end of the tongue then, has its own definite office assigned
to it, which extends from the aperture of its own half of
ithe orchestra to the centre of it. The centre or roof of the

mouth, is the point or mi section of this orchestra, dividino-

it into anterior and posterior halves. All articulations

made by the tongue with the lips, teeth, &c. back to this

central point or section, will flow into each other, like /a
sol la, or la sol fa. And all axticulations made by the
tongue with the tonsils, &c. from, this mi point or section

back to the epiglotis, will also flow into each other; as seen
,e\:en in gn, where a guttural sound and a nasal sound are
united. But articulations made in front of this mi point or

section of the mouth, will not unite and coalesce with one,,

that is made before them; although any one, that is made
[back or forward of this mi poiat or section, will flow into

ione, that is made at this section,—as ^r, ^Z,^/*-, rA, <Sic.

L^ll consonants made forward or back of this section will

fflow into the vowels, as the word consonant signifies;

[meaning con-sonans^ coalescing in sound..

Herein we see the philosophy of the fact, that the tongue

is attached to the lower jaw or floor of its orchestra, at the

centre or latitudinal section of it; its anterior half being left

free, in order to fold over to this central section, and make
|articuIations there, as in sounding Z, r, A, &c. The letters Z,

m, 71, r, are called liquids, and for a very good reason; but

this reason is not the one, that those, who called them such,

had in view. Any letter that can be sounded, or partly so,

while the tongue is in the position, necessary to begin the

articulation, is a liquid or semi-vowel with a greater or

less degree of truth, in proportion to the greater or less de-

gree of space, that is allowed by the tongue, for the breath

!to pass by it through the mouth, while the tongue remains

in this recoiled position. Nevertheless, the letters ;iand m
are not liquids or semi-vowels on this account; but they

may be called semi-vowels for the reason, that the breath

passes through the nose, while the organs are fixed for ar-

ticulation. Therefore, they are properly nasal vowels. The
[letters jT, 5, v and ^,.are as much semi-vowels, as Z, m, &c.

The following are the two extreme points, at and between

cwhich all the articulations both of vowels and consonants,
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are made, viz. the epiglottis and the lips. The vowel
is sounded at the epiglottis, .and the vowel u is sounded a

the lips protruded a little. The vowel a is sounded at thi

centre section; and the vowel e is sounded as far back o

this centre section, as the vowel o is sounded forward of it

Here then, we have the scale of vowel-sounds, comnaencin|

with i at the interior or lower extremity, and terminating

with u at the exterior or upper extremity, which is the lipi

protruded. The vowel a lies at the centre of this scale

having the vowel o in front of it, and e at equal distance ii

the rear of it; and these three vowels are the only pur<

and unmodified vocal sounds in our language. Thus w(

have a pure sound at the centre of our music-box, and om
at each aperture, front and rear; together with one beyonc

each of these, which partakes of the qualities of its owi

immediate associate; that is, i partakes of the sound of e

and u partakes of the sound of o. Therefore, we hav(

three pure vowel-sounds formed in the music-box, with twc

complex sounds, one behind it, and one before it.

Who does not see by this construction of our grand mu
sical organ of articulation, as well as by experience, tha

the tongue can and does play almost an endless variety o

tunes, having the nose for a sort of major diapason? Bu
it must be remembered, that the tongue makes smooth an(

rough sounds, in both these hemispheres of its orchestra

and whenever a word has notes in it, that are made in botl

these divisions, said notes coming from opposite quarters

must be corrrespondently smooth or rough. And here '.

will solve the mystery in the promiscuous use of our con

sonants, such as g for y^ and qu for w^ &c. which is founc

in our ancient writers. The letter g is guttural, as it i{

called; although it is articulated one grade forward of th(

tonsils where e is sounded. It may be called guttural^ be

cause it is articulated in the posterior half of the mouth
far back of the sectional line or palate. So also are k anc

q guttural for the same reason, as well as c hard. But i

is a compound sound, commencing with u^ or at the lips

protruded, thence suddenly transfered back to i,and broughi

forw^ard and terminated at g. Therefore, y embraces the

sounds of w, i, e and ^; consequently it took the place of ^
in the words ye and year^ which were formerly wTitten gi

and gear. And here let it be remembered, that the points
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It which i and u are sounded, are the two extremes of the
5cale or gannut; and that between these extreme points all

he other vowels and consonants are sounded or articu-

ated. The vowel i is a compound sound; for it embraces
; fully in its termination. And here is the reason that i

s made J, when it is followed by e, a, o, or u, thus: ie,je;
a,ja; io,jo; iu.ju; as in lesus, Jesus; lapheth.Japheth;
fohannes, Johannes; ludah, Jiidah, &c. But, when it is

)receded by either of these vowels, it maintains its grave
^owel-sound, as in e^, ai, oi and ui, which is y in English;
t being neither more nor less, than the Greek vpselon with
he iota circumscribed. And this is direct proof of what I

lave before said about the compound sound of the letter y.
But our w is a double compound, consisting of a redu-

)lication of y and it. Here is the reason, that it is a
fowel, when it ends a word; for it retains its component
ound of w; but, when it begins a word, it retains its other

omponent y, and therefore becomes a guttural breathing,

s /i is a labial breathing. Or rj?iore properly, to is a mixed
reathing going before any of the vowels and some of the

onsonants, while A is a simple breathing going before the

owels. The letter g and the Greek and Roman gamma^
ommence their articulation in words at one and the same
oint. So also our letters c guttural, or hard as it is called,

, the Roman c guttural, their ^, and the Greek kapa, com-
mence their articulation in words at nearly one and the

ame point, which is one step or grade forward of g or

amma. Therefore, the Greeks pronounced their word
ai with the same articulate sound, that the Romans did

leir word que; so say their ancient philologists, and

Dubtless they knew, being contemporaries.

Here then, we discover the reason why, our words who
id where were formerly written quho and quhare; since

ir w embraces g and w, and q and c. Therefore, we
^ve gard, guard, card, quard or quart, yard, yarn, and

ard, and warn, &c. In these two last words, w takes its y
)mponent sound. So also we have cag or keg, gag,

lag, ivag, &c.
The consonants will coalesce with each other, when
ken in their order and arrangement forward; 'asgra,gla,

'a,.cro, da do, &c.; but in reversing this order they re-

hire a vowel to intervene; as rag, lag, rac, lac, &c.
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Those consonants, that are formed by the same adjus

ment of the oro;anic muscles, will always coalesce in the

composition of words,—as em-power, in-tend, sub-due, &
The philosophy and reason of the whole matter is thi

that many consonants begin their sounds with the san
organic posture, in which others close theirs,—as in n ar

t, m and p; and vice versa, or in contrary order. So als

some begin alike; that is, either with contracted, or wi
expanded organs,—as d and t contracted, I and r expande
&;c. Now similis pennis eongregantur; that is, homog
neous natures will coalesce and unite; therefore, these co]

sonants unite or associate together.

The grand prominent points, at which the vowels ar

consonants of our alphabet are articulated separately, ar

sounded in their combination in words, are exhibited in tl

following diagram, scale of gamut. Although there a

various other modifications of souad, which they under^

in speech, yet any attempt to define them by other meai

than oral precepts, would be worse than useless. B
what gives value and importance to the scheme as deve

oped in the foregoing illustrations, consists in the readines

ease and certainty, with which we come at the compositic

of words, not only in our own language, but also of tho:

in the Greek and Latin,—such as, quis, quse, quid, &
which are made up of the copulate conjunction, que, unit(

with the personal pronouns is, ea, id, thus: que-is, and h

qye-ea, and she; que-id, aqd it, &c. So in our person

pronouns, he, she, it, thus: he is from the Hebrew 7/e, ai

she is compounded of he and the Latin sic, thus: sic-he i

sche, like he; and females are very much like males in v

rious respects. We find in our old English authors,

written sche. And the pronoun it, is nothing more th(

the Latin id; for d is only t made liquid or flowing.

Again : When the mute consonants formed in eith

hemisphere, are changed to liquid ones, if the word co

tains more than one, all must be changed to their corre

ponding liquids,—as in the Latin words pater, mater, pr

bo, &c. Pater is changed into fader or vader, and i\

again into our father; because p corresponds to and co

lesces with t in sound, just as f does with th, or as v do

with d. Therefore, our word father is nothing more n

less than the Roman pater* The same is the case with o
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Nord mother, which is direct in the same way from the
Eloman mater. So our word prove is the Roman probo,
changing b into v, and doubling the o, or circumflexing it,

.vhich is the same thing; because e final in our language
veeps the preceding vowel long, and the first o being long
n the word probo, if e takes the place of the final o, the
)ther will still be long,—as in probe. But i; is a liquid,

wit, it is b raised from a mute to a semi-vocal sound;
herefore, its preceding vowel o must be raised as much,
vhich is done by doubling it thus, prove: which circumflex
)ver the o lengthens or raises its sound. Herein rests the

vhole secret of the different sounds of the vowels,—as
jong, short, broad, grave, or acute; when these vowels are

i)etween different consonants, thus: mope changed into

pove, is sounded like moove, &c.

\
Thus we discover, that the origin of hundreds of words

p the English language, is lost sight of, by this diversified

pd variously modified articulation,—as in our word love,

{vhich beyond all contradiction, is the Hebrew luphe, signi-

lying literally, the fervor of heat; and what does our word
jove mean, but the fervor of the soul? Now, iC the ph in

phe, is changed into v, the preceding u must be changed
to o; because v is the softened, modified and flattened

ound of ph; therefore o is substituted for w, because it is

recisely the same softened, modified and flattened sound
:»f w, that V is ofpA; and so of all the rest.

From what has been shewn in the economy of articula-

ion, we readily perceive the reason and necessity, that

[Ome of the letters in simple words, when put together to

brm a compound one, must either be dropped, or changed
pto their correspondent ones; that is, mutes into liquids,

nd vice versa. Also, anterior vowels must be changed

[ito posterior ones,—as tango, con-tingo; lego, intel-ligo;

aando, com-mendo, &c. The r in the prefix inter of the

erb ligo, has been changed into Z, beacause r and I will

(Ot coalesce well without a vowel between them.

Philologists have made a great many useless distinc-

ons, in my opinion, in their classifications, with regard to

iie different sounds of the vowels and consonants. This

ne thing is very certain, that a consonant must be either

aute or not. If it is not mute, then it must have some
legree of vocality in it, more or less liquid, full and oral,
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according to the manner^ in which they are formed by th

organs. The vowels are always vocal, both from thei

nanne and nature; but the consonants are more or less iiquii

or vocal, according to the relative point in the orchestra

where they are made. Those, that are made nearer th

palate, in front or rear of it, are more liquid or flowing

and consequently, less shrill or hissing, than those mad'
nearer the lips and the posterior aperture or tonsils.

A great deal more might be said on this subject; but, in

asmuch as it was not my purpose here to give a minute de

tail of all the precise grades of the flats and sharps, of th

mutual relations, and of the reciprocal influence and control

which subsist among the letters of the alphabet, I thin]

that enough has been said to shew the incontrovertibl

truth of the doctrine, and to rouse attention to, and excit

a further inquiry into the facilities, value and importance

which the system does, will and must afford, not only ii

discovering the origin, composition and construction o

words in our own and other languages, but also, shewing

the family connexion and sameness of definition or mean
ing, which has been preserved to words in their transfe

from one people or nation to another, and from one gene

ration lo another.

And here 1 am brought in the last place, to notice th(

prevalence of a very false and unphilosophical doctrine

that has gone abroad and been embraced by many, whici

is this; that words are constantly changing their meaning

or signification as representatives of men and things, a

well as their articulation and pronunciation in different pe

riods of time, even among the same people or nation; an(

also, that words have their opposite meaning, or that th<

same word is applied to opposite results flowing from th(

same cause. For example: The preposition in^ say they

when used as a prefix, sometimes means an increase, accu

mulation, multiplication, or enlargement of an object, attri

bute or quality; and sometimes the decrease, diminution

paucity, destitution or absence of the same object, attribute

or quality. If the laws and economy of nature are con

stantly undergoing a change in their order, rank, disposi

tion and arrangement; and her numerous ministers, mino

officers, supervisors and servants, whom she employs ii

the execution and discharge of the various offices an<
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duties instituted in her wide and extensive domain, are con-
stantly usurping each otiier's places, then words, that were
made to represent all these things, will doubtless change
their signification, in order to keep pace with their proto-

types or constituents. But, if all these things remain fixed

and permanent in their individual, personal,"social, private,

public, official, moral, and religious characters, duties and
relations; so also, do words remain fixed and permanent in

their definition and significancy, as true and legal repre-

sentatives of all these things. And are not propagation
and nurture, cuUivation and increase, industry and im-

provement, decorations and embellishments carried on,

maintained, preserved and sought after, in the same way
now, that they were two thousand years ago? If the econ-

omy of all these things, is the same now, that it always
was, and if words were formerly the true representatives

Df this economy in all its various modifications of constitu-

tional and conditional arrangement; so also, now are they

and ever will be the true symbols of all these realities.

Therefore, this doctrine of the fluctuation of language in

its signification and use, is a doctrine, that has gained its

credence in the ignorance or oversight of what necessarily

belongs to every type or symbol, to wit, the reflected por-

traiture or resemblance of the original. But this doctrine

s a very convenient and comfortable doctrine for those,

who wish to gain the appellation of wise, and gather the

laurels of fame by exciting admiration without any farther

trouble, than in their complaint of the paucity and meager-

ness of their means to communicate to others what they

A^ish others to believe, that they alone possess. But I have

ilways found this class of writers to be either very super-

icial, or to conceal a sure and corroding poison to the true

nterest and morals of community, under the garb of caa-

lor and honest integrity.

To be sure, those k\v words of a language that are of a

general signification, and apply to the habitudes, costumes

md etiquette of society, may undergo some modification in

Hifferent periods of time, when they are applied to particu-

ars, or even when the generic idea embracing the arche-

ypo itself, has received a slight accession, diminution or

nodification of some one or more ingredients contained in

he original article; although even this goes no farther, nor

18
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applies to any other department of nature, than to hum?
instability, and to human caprice. But what proportion

the number of individuals, to say nothing about their val

and importance, does this class bear to the tens of tho

sands of those uniform actions, effects and appearance

which greet us at every turn and call forth our admirii

gaze while surveying this grand panorama presented b

fore us?

Having said this much on the mutation of language,

will now examine some of the terms, that are said to be i

constant in their meaning; and also, some of those, th

are thought to have an opposite meaning. And first, I w
notice the words rascal and villain. These words ha
not undergone a change in their signification, but only

limitation in their application; for, instead of being appli

now as formerly, to the servants generally of the hous

hold and estate of a lord, whether these servants were goi

or bad, faithful and true to their masters, or treachero

and dishonest, the terms have been circumscribed and i

stricted to those persons only, who are treacherous, unfait

ful and dishonest, whether servants or not. Therefoi

they have not been changed in their signification, but on

restricted as to the extent of their application. For, unle

1 substitute one thing for another, one essential ingredie

for another, or have added to or diminished the number
ingredients, so as to make the thing essentially different

its nature, no change can properly be said to have tak(

place; but only a modification of the thing, while the thii

itself remains essentially the same.

In view of the foregoing established premises on the st

bility and permanency of language, in the significani

of its terms, let the pronunciation of it fluctuate as

pleases, I will now proceed to consider several compou]

words, whose ingredients are said to undergo a diametric

change m their composition. For example : The word i

which is used both as a preposition or exponent, and as

adverb signifying the place or position, where; the peri

of time, when; the length of time, during; the conditio

that; the manner, how; the quantum, Ao7i3 much, &c. I

when this word is used as a prefix to other words, it is sj

to have opposite meanings; that is, a positive or cresce

one, and a negative or privative one; as in the words i
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jtend, increase, induce, &c. where it is positive or crescent;

|but in the words inaction, inattentive, insufficient, &c. it is

.negative or privative. If this prefix in these last examples
was really the same word as the one prefixed to the first

examples, there could be no mistake about one and the same
fword having distinctly and definitely opposite meanings.
But this is taken for granted, which supposition is con-

ceded, and I imagine, will be maintained by many after all;

for we are so given to conceded notions, and such crea-

,tures of habit, that it requires years with some, to wear off

|the inveteracy of custom, and to blot out the deep impres-

jsions made on the mind, by the frequency of inculcation.

Nevertheless, I will shew, that they are two separate

and distinct words coming from two separate and distinct

[fountains; yes, fountains as distinct as the positive and neg-

^ative signs of algebra are. For, the prefix in of the word
inaction, is from a root, that never meant any thing but

\not^ non, nemo, &c. because it is direct from the Hebrew
.negative adverb ain. But our preposition m, the Greek
preposition en, and the Latin preposition in, are all from
|the Hebrew word an, signifying place, position, &c. And
this same word our ancestors used to spell an, on, in, but

jiever un; so the ain is spelled un and in, but never «7i.

Therefore, we have even now this same preposition spelled

)iin these three ways. First, an in the phrases, a bed, a loft,

1^ head, a shore, &c. Secondly, on, as on foot, on hand,

,pn high, &c. Thirdly, in, as in place of, instead of, inas-

much as, &c. These all are properly adverbial expres-

sions. It may be asked, why is the n dropped in the

I

phrases, a head, a bed and a loft? There are two of the

,best reasons in nature for an answer to this question. And
•first, because these phrases are taken in a general sense,

,iand are therefore, of universal application, to be used un-

,|der all circumstances, where these positions are to be

^ipointed out in their general character. Therefore, the re-

|,striclive article a, could not be used before the nouns; con-

j|Sequently the n becomes not only useless, but very awk-

j.ward in pronunciation; inasmuch as n does not coalesce

^iwith the consonants of these nouns; which constitutes the

jsecond reason why it is suppressed. The same reasons

jthat expunged the n in an, operate to change a into o, in

jjthe second examples, as on hand, on foot, on high, &:c.
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These reasons are found in the relations or proportions

which are fixed and established in nature, with regard t(

the rising and falling of tones or notes, as in music. So also

these tones or notes make chords and discords, or harmony
and collision, in proportion to their distance from each othe

in this rising and falling series.

I said, that the key-note or natural sound of our Ian

guage is the vowel a; and that we have three pure inartic

ulate vocal sounds, viz. «, e, and o. The vowel a i

sounded with an open mouth, and is the standard or has

note, to which all the others relate. The vowel e is soundei

at the posterior aperture formed by the tonsils, and o at th<

anterior aperture formed by rounding the lips. The vowe
i is sounded below or behind e, and u is sounded above o

beyond o. Therefore, we have a stave of five lines, oi

which the ^we vowels stand constituting a fifth in music

But a fifth contains a double third; therefore, we have th(

letter y^ which takes the place of the vowel i or middh
tone, and divides this fifth into two distinct and separate

thirds rising and falling, thus: y^ o, w, as in you, your, youth

&c. Or falling thus: i/, e, a, as in yea, yean, year, &c
So also, you can make the several consonants take th<

place of ?/, (for, it is a consonant itself in the above in

stances,) and thereby you have any of the diphthongs ii

ascending or descending series, thus: Thou, sour, bow

bound, &c. Or descending thus: Quo, cui, &c. Or, i

the descending series, thus: Tea, lea, beat, great, treat, &c
Therefore, we have diphthongs ascending and descending

both in the upper and lower third, contained in the seal

or fifth above alluded to.

Here is the whole doctrine of the triphthongs and th

diphthongs. I have just broached the principles of articula

tion; for I have not room here to discuss these principles i

detail, but shall do it hereafter. Enough however, has bee

developed to show, that the articulation and pronunciatio

of any language are conducted by the laws and doctrine c

harmony in sounds, just as music is. And inasmuch a

some pieces of music are more melodious, agreeable, an

gratifying to the ear, so, some languages have an articu!

tion and pronunciation more agreeable to the ear, tha

others. But I intend to present the public with a full deve

opment of the principles and doctrines of what I have her
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partially disclosed; and shew them, that those nations, who
use and have used the same characters or alphabet, are
not half so diverse in the signification of their words, (for

thousands of them have a common origin,) as they are in

the spelling of them, arising from modified articulation;

just as many pieces of music have undergone certain mod-
ifications, but still possess the same original air, tune and
signification. The reason that the French give our i the

sound, that we give our e, is simply this, that they have
sharpened a, or rather raised it a tone higher than we
sound it; therefore, our i being one tone above our e, they
naturally sound ouri, 6, since their a is a tone above ours.

So we pronounce the a in father, broad; that is, as much
higher than we do a in pate, as f is raised above p, by
making it a semi-vowel; for, f is neither more nor less,

than p made vocal. The same is the case with v; it is

jnothing more than b made vocal, as seen in the word
IDavid, which is written in the Greek, both with their beta

[and upseloU) answering to our b and v. But more of this

jhereafier.

VVe will now return to the subject of the preposition in

having a privative signification. From what has been said

with regard to our word in^ I think it abundantly manifest,

that our prepositions on and in, as now used, together with

the abbreviated an in the phrases, aloft, ahead and the

ike, are one and the same word; and that they are no
other than the Hebrew an, which signifies place or po-

sition. But with regard to our inseparable and privative

prefixes un and in, it is equally manifest, that they are no

other than the Hebrew ain, always signifying not, being

used as a prefix by them as well as by us; and pronounced

3y them either in or un, for the same reason that the o in

prove, is doubled in the noun proof. All our words, that

nd in al, are from the Greek als, alls signifying salt,

whether direct or indirect through the Latin; for the La-

tins used it as a sufRx, as mos, moris, moralis; mors, mor-

is, mortalis, &c.; signifying literally the salt or operating

:ause. For when we say that, man is a moral being, we
mean, that he possesses an attribute by which his conduct

s entitled to that appellation.

Now the word essence applies to a single being, as a truth

^n principle, constituting its savor—as the savor of salt;

18*
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but this is not all that belongs to salt, since it may lose i

and then it is fit to be trodden under foot. But salt take

in the entire range of its composition, is a preservativ

cause or efficient ingredient. Therefore, the terminatio

alis or al, is beautifully philosophical and appropriate, e

a suffix to nouns, to designate the characteristic ingrediei

of that noun; thereby making it an adjective, as the qualit

of some other noun. Thus some of our- adjective noui

are made more a quality, than they were before,—as logi^

logical, &c. I have already told you the difference b(

tween adjectives of this ending, and those of ow5.

We will now advert to the opinions of mankind with r(

gard to the arbitrariness of the original meaning applie

to words. If mere sounds are so significant that, at a cd

tain sound the warrior prepares for battle; so too, physici

beings in certain peculiar relations, have been chosen i

represent general affections; as manifested in the Lati

verb arno signifying, to love. The root of the word is a??

and am in the Flebrew signifies mother; therefore, amai
signifies, to mother; that is, to have the affections of a m(

ther, to wit, to love.

Now, with regard to the making other parts of speec

verbs, there are five modes, in which this is done—tw

from the Greek, two from the Latin, and one is purel

English. One of the two from the Greek, is a prefix, an

the other is a sufiix, viz. en or em, in and im, being pre

fixes; as in the verb enable^ coming from able and l\

Greek preposition en. The werh empowe?^ is from the nou

power and the same en made em^ Moralize is from mor;

and the Greek verb izo signifying, to make. Every woi

in English, which ends mfy, is from the Latin, having tl

Latin facio or Jio turned into fy, v/hich also means
make. Those from the Latin supines 1 have already n<

ticed. The English mode is that of prefixing the verb

before verbs and nouns, as become, befi-iend, betroth, &
Having divulged the true principles anddoctrine of t

diphthongs and triphthongs, on which depends the who
economy of poetical measure in long and short syllables,

now leave the reader, till he sees me again in the secor

part of this treatise.



I

Note.—Tha reader will pjease to excuse and overlook the awk-

wardness of the artist in his design and execution of the above

cut, since, instead of making something' to represent a longitudi-

nal section of a human mouth, it looks more like the threatening

jaws of an alligator; but it will answer the purpose^ for which it

was intended—to wit—to shew the several points of the human

mouth at which the letters of the English alphabet are sounded

separately, and. articiilated in words.



FORM OF COPY-BOOK, IN WHICH TO WRITE

WORDS AND THEIR DEFINITIONS.

Crjjate. To form out of nothing; to cause to exist, &c.

Convince. To force any one to acknowledge contested

[propositions.

Dedication. The act of dedicating to a person or pur-

[poae.

E.NTi:jiTAiN. To converse with, or talk to; to treat at

[table, &c.
Accumulation. The act of accunauUting; state of being

[accumulated.

PivipED. Separated into parts; distributed into parcels.

MuLTiPLi^iNG. Increasing in number; making more, &c.

Subtraction. The act of taking one number from an-

[other.

Sudden. Unlooked for; abrupt; happening without pre-

[vious notice.

Violently. With force; vehemeutly, forcibly, &c.

Petek. a proper name; one of the Apostles, &c.

Control. Check, restraint; a register or account kept.

P>EAUTY. That assemblage of graces which pleases the

[eye, &c.
Liability. The state of being exposed, and obnoxious to

[another.

Experience. Knowledge gained by trial and practice.

Supremacy. The state of being highest in authority or

[command.
Susceptible. Capable of admitting or of receiving im-

[pressions.
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On the opposite page is exhibited a plan, which I adopted

for my pupils, and which I have practised for more than

twenty-five years in my school, with unexampled success.

It not only does away that dull routine of repetition be-

longing to copy-writing, which can never extend beyond
the mere exercise of chirography or hand-writing; but it

actually, actively and effectively brings forward and puts

into exercise the full power and energies of the mind;

while at the same time, it more than accomplishes all the

purposes, for which the old mode of writing copies in imi-

tation of exemplars, was introduced. It embraces in one

exercise, the entire object in the economy of school-disci-

pline; because it constitutes at once, a writing lesson, a

reading lesson, a spelling lesson, a grammar lesson, and a

Logic and Rhetoric lesson; all of which are carried on at

one and the same time, and with the same ease, facility

and rapidity, and even more so, than either one of these

branches can be pursued in any other way.
The first thing, that is requisite and that is absolutely

necessary for the pupil to have, is some knowledge of tlie

use and value of language in the significancy of its terms

or words. Without this knowledge one mioht as well

attempt to teach colors to the blind, or sounds to the deaf,

as to endeavor to communicate to persons the principles

and doctrines, that belong to the several departments of

literature and science. And how is this knowledge to be

obtained? To be sure, the calls and demands of our animal

nature compel us to become familiar with the use and mean-

ing of some of the terms, that belong to the necessaries of

lif(^- but what portion even of these have any direct refer-

ence in illustration or application to the principles, upon

which the abstract sciences and refined arts are built?

And, unless the mind is called upon and tasked with a per-

emptory authority, to attend to the relations of things, the

whys and the wherefores, that such and such operations

must necessarily eventuate in some definite result; I say,

unless the mind is tasked to perform the drudgery of that

labor, which is preparatory to the reception of the reason

of things, it will scarcely ever take it up of its own free

will and accord. To be sure, there are some minds of such

a restive and inquisitive turn, that need no further stim.ulus

than their own native vigor, to bring forth their latent
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faculties and radiate a dawning horizon; but the number
is comparatively small, to that of an opposite cast. Here
then, the foregoing plan shews its superiority and advan-
tage over all others; since it not only includes in its exer-

cise, all others condensed into one operation, but compels
the pupil, if he does any thing right and well, to do the

whole so; for there is no loop-hole through which he can
slip his neck and make his escape from his own dear in-

terest and duty. And here is another advantage, second

only to the first: He can pursue this plan by himself and
without the assistance and expense of a teacher, to a very
good profit; for, it requires neither help nor money from
others, to strengthen the memory and to lay in a store of
that, which is and must be the product of the individual's

own exertions. Let any one try the experiment and follow

out the plan in all its bearings, and my word for it, he will

even astonish himself at the rapid progress which he finds

his mind is daily making in the knowledge, use and appli-

cation of words to men and things, as '4BH|^ to their

actions. ^^^
And here follows in detail a description ol^lhe plan:

—

First, write down on the left-hand margin of your copy-

book, at the beginning of each line, such words as you do

not well understand, taken from some good author either

historical, moral, or religious; then take your dictionary

and find therein the definition of each word written on the

margin of your copy-book. Write down these definitions

on the line of the words, which they define, taking care that

each marginal word has its own definition set against it.

Begin with this operation at the top of your book, as you
would do in writing a simple copy. Fill out the line with

the definition or so much of it, as is required for that pur-

pose, k^ometimes the whole definition of the word will

more than fill out the line: if so, leave out the balance.

Sometimes also, it happens that the whole definition is not

enough to complete the line: in this case, repeat the defini-

tion till it does. After you have written two or three pages

in this way, you have now prepared yourself v\ith a task or

exercise of another character; for, you must now commit
this task to memory by spelling each word and repeating

its definition, till it is fixed in your mind; and at the same
time, run through with its conjugation if it is a verb, but if
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not, trace out the verb, if the word has any; which you will

soon discover by the composition and termination of the

word. For example,—suppose your word is judgment:
throw off ment^ your noun-termination, and you have the

verb judge at once. Then say,—Present to judge, past

judged; participles, judging, judged, having judged, having
been judged; judger or judge, the agent-noun; judging,
judicial, judicious, the adjectives; judicially, &c. the ad-

verbs. By adding ly to each of these adjectives, they become
adverbs: judgment, judicatory, judicature,—communicant
state of beings; judiciousness, the social or interchange-

able condition of beings.

Here you have above twenty words derived from the

verb to judge. And by attending to the principles laid

down in the foregoing pages, you come at a better and
more definite knowledge of the meaning of each one, than

you will have, or ever can have, by consulting the dic-

tionary for eaj^h definition; and for this very plain and ob-

vious reasoTn, that the verb means some kind of power,
mental or physical, acting according as the verb specifies;

the agent-noun is the one who performs the action; as

judger or judge in this instance, is one, who judges; and
you have ji:ist found what to judge means; therefore, he is

one, who examines causes and passes sentence upon them.
So the adjectives too, mean the attributes of a man capable

of exercising this power—that is, one who is judicious

—

to wit, capable of examining witnesses, h-earing their evi-

dence or testimony, and passing judgment^ or deciding on
the merits of the cause. Adverbs, you know, represent the

manner^ in which a person or thing acts when he performs
the verb; for he acts precisely in that manner^ which the

verb designates or points out. Therefore, be careful to

notice the several parts of speech, that the verbs in their

several derivations always embrace, and which are, first,

participle; second, agent and subject-noun; third, adjec-

tive, both communicant and recipient; fourth, adverb com-
municant and recipient; and fifth, several classes of nouns,

viz.: One representing the action of the verb, as relation;

one representing the effect or product of the verb, as crea-

ture; one representing the individual communicant state of
beings, as efficiency; one representing the concomitant or

communicant condition of said state, as effectiveness; one
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representing the recipient state of beings, as liability; onel

representing the concomitant condition of this state, as lia-

bleness; one representing the state of the private and per-j

sonal adjustment of the several attributes and qualities ol

beings, as morality, peculiarity, generality, &c. with its

concomitant condition, as generalness ; one representing

the civil and social state of beings, as generosit}'^, publicity,

&c. with its concomitant condition; and one representing

the state and condition of the powers and faculties of beings^

both in plenty and poverty, and as many or few.

A moderate attention to these different classes of nouns,

will enable the pupil to distinguish and arrange the various

individuals in the economy or household of Nature, undei

their proper heads, thereby gaining definite conceptions o

them. And for the attainment and accomplishment of this,

I now leave him to his own contemplation, meditation and

reasoning, hoping that he may feel himself well paid for

his trouble and expense in the perusal of the foregoing

pages, and discover new light breaking forth from several

unsuspected and hitherto unthought of avenues, through

which Knowledge and Wisdom are pouring out their

golden vials, full of odors, regaling and feasting his soul

to a joyful and glorious contentment.

END OF THE FIRST PART.
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